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Gitksan and Carr ier  peop le  turn out to d iscuss goals Keith Watt photo 
I TK AN- / I LAND CLAIM ISSUE 
Com mu lty i p ty m "1 I' /': :~ ~ ~ • m 
By KEITH WATT 
Special to the Herald 
HAZELTON -- The im- 
portance of land claims is 
community development, 
not land and money as is 
popularily believed, says 
Gitksan-Carrier Tribal 
Caunuli land claim director 
Nell Sterritt. 
"The land claim will in- 
volvo more in the way of 
Indian self-government, 
culture and history, and leas 
of thestrietly dollar and land 
concept that comes across in 
the .media nd from federal 
and provincial politicians," 
Sterritt said at the annual 
convention held this week in 
Klsplox. 
The tribal council is a 
federation of 4500 Gitksun 
and Carrier status and non- 
status Indians in seven 
villages in the Hazelton area. 
The annual convention isthe 
second anniversary of the 
filing of the tribal council's 
land claim over 22,000 
square miles of nor- 
thwestern B.C. The claim 
extends from just east of 
Terrace to Burns Lake, into 
the Moriee River system to 
the south and to Spatsisi 
Plateau Wilderness Park to 
the north. 
One of the maJor tasks in 
the settlement ofland claims 
Is the preparation of com- 
munities for the respon- 
sibility of controlling their 
own resource development 
and social and educational 
programs when the set- 
element is reached, Sterritt 
said. 
"The problems we want o 
solve in Hazelton have 
developed over 100 years," 
he said. "It could easily take 
us ten or fifteen years to 
accomplish our goals." 
In preparation, the tribal 
council has set up no less 
than eight agencies under Its 
umbrella, each attaeldng a
different social problem, 
Sterritt told 450 delegates 
and observers at the con- 
vention on Thursday. 
A law centre advises the 
tribal council on its land 
claims position and provides 
legal assistance to both 
natives and non-natives in 
the area. 
A full-time native court- 
worker works with native 
secuesed to help thmn un- 
derstand the often alien 
criminal Justice system. 
"Indian people often do not 
understand the English legal 
system;" said law centre 
counsellor Lucille Sebastian. 
"It's been common in the 
past for Indian people to 
plead guilty to any charge; 
We're trying to change 
that." 
An employment office 
handles Job referrals and 
retraining for Indians and 
non-indians in the area. 
Outreach worker Geri 
MacDongall said the 
unemployment rate on 
reserves i over 75 per cent. 
"We're faced with a serious 
problem, especially when 
you eonsldar over half of the 
people are in the 20 to 35 year 
age bracket. A drastic cut in 
Canada Works and Young 
Canada Works only com- 
plicated our problem," she 
said. 
A native alcohol abuse 
lX'ogram is trying to make a 
dent in the worst medical 
problem in the area - -  
alcohol. Alcohol counsellor 
Christine Green said 
alcoholism results in about 
tin1 per cent of all hospital 
stays, and local hospital 
administrator Phil Muir said 
alcoholism and its related 
diseases account for about 
half of hospital admissions. 
"Alcoholism is easily the 
biggest cause of death in the 
area," Dr. Muir said. 
Two important projects 
got underway thin year. A 
research team of local 
natives, hired by the tribal 
council, has begun the first 
census of the seven villages. 
Over the next two years it 
will compile information to 
be used in land claim 
negotiations and in future 
policy decisions. 
Gary Patsey, head of the 
research team, told the 
convcetion the project is the 
only locally-controlled In- 
dian research team in 
Canada. 
"We could have a sat- 
element tomorrow, but if we 
can't handle that, we're in 
trouble. Local government 
has to be in place, and local 
government requires good 
L~ormaticn," he said. 
Another research project 
is studying the native food 
fishery in the area in what 
the tribal council hopes will 
allow it to take over" control 
of the salmon runs through He said the positions of the 
the Gitksan.Carrier district, federal and provincial 
All these programs reflect 
an ability of Indians to governments onland claims 
hundle their own affairs, and are not of concern to the 
a confidence among funding tribal council yet, heeause 
bodies-- various federal and they are not ready to 
provincial agencies- that negotiate. The groundwork 
Indians can deliver services" 
better than they can, Sterritt has to he laid before they sit 
said. dawn at the table, he said. 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton, in a Jofnt statement with 
Skeena MLA Frault Howard, blasted Indian Affairs 
Minister Jake Epp far not attending the Gltltsan. 
Carrier Tribal Convention when he was within a few 
hours drive of the event o meet Native Indian leaders 
in rids area. The Gltlman.Cnrrler representatives did
not meet with Epp in Terrace, saying Epp's refusal to 
even respond to their invitation was an Insult. 
Schools said ignoring Indians 
By KEITH WATT 
Special to the Herald 
HAZELTON -- School 
District 88 is ignoring the 
needs of its Indian students, 
says the chief councillor of 
Kitsaguckla, Ken Russell. 
In a delegates' forum at 
the second annual Gitksan- 
Carrier Tribal Council 
convention, held this past 
week in Kispiox, Russell said 
Indian representation the 
boardis mell, and the board 
is not developing Indian 
material for schools, even 
though it receives funding 
for Indian students from the 
Department of Indian M- 
fairs (DIAL 
The theme of the con- 
vention is Indian education, 
KEN RU98ELL 
...blasts chools 
and in a 'keynote ad~ess, 
education specialist Kelth 
Jameson said public schools 
are not serving the interests 
of Indian students. 
"The drop-out rate for 
Indians is tremendously 
high, and most of them just 
hang around until they're 16. 
Often what they're being 
taught is not relevant to 
them," he said in an in. 
terview. 
Several schools in the 
Hazelton area are trying to 
introduce Indian content into 
their courses. Ben 
Kawaguehi, principal at the 
reserve school in Kit- 
segunkin, said his school has 
introduced Indian language, 
art and history programs in 
the past two years. 
"We've devoted half of our 
social studies and all of our 
art courses to Indian course for use In other 
material," he said. "The schools. 
kids are more interested Only one school in the 
when there's something of district, Kispiox Elementary 
themselves in the course. School, has attempted to 
Even the parents are getting transfer control of the school 
involved in school activities from the DIA to the local 
since we started the band, with the band assisting 
program," he said. in hiring teachers and 
Kawaguehi said at the and working on curriculum. 
of this year there Will be 13 Al Friesen, regional 
texts on the Gitkean education superintendent for 
language available for the Indian affairs depart. 
languag e courses, the mint, said he would like 
largest local collection on an more Indian bands to 
Indian language in the 
country. 
Other schools are in- 
troducing language and art 
courses, and Kawnguchi is 
compiling a curriculum for 
an Indian social studies 
assume control of reserve 
schools. 
"I've always believed In 
local parent control in the 
see  6 
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Eurocan mill closed 
A fire in a precipitator at Kitimat flreflghters con- Fritter said no injurien and 
Eitimat's Euroean pulp and tained the fire which was no estimate ofdamage to the 
paper mill will close flnallyextingulshedat I p.m. mill and the~ steamroom is
operations until the mill is Monday afternoon, available as yet. 
repaired. Fritter said dry chemicals He said the company will 
Eurocan spokesman Stan were used to fight the blaze have a more accurate 
Fritter eaidMonday the fire, in the precipitator, a device estimate of the damage and 
which reports ay may have which collects chemicals out the length of time needed for 
done as much an ~ millton in of the exhaunts inthe steam repairs within the next 24 
damages, broke out in the room. He said the device is hours. There are 1,200 
precipitator following a an integral part of the workers employed at 
power outage at 9:30 p.m. machinery and the mill Eurocan 's  K i t imat  
Sunday. Eurocan and cannot run without it. operation. 
Kitimat apartment burns 
A fire of indeterminate 
origin completely gutted the 
central unit of a three unit 
apartmeet at 43 Wedcene 
Street in Kitimat Monday 
morning. 
The fire gutted the interior 
of the two-storey apartment 
and burned through part of 
the roof. The apartments on 
either side of the burning 
unit escaped the fire, bm 
suffered smoke and water 
damage. 
Kitimat firefighters 
responded to the alarm at 
10:30 a.m. with forestry 
pumper and reserve pum- 
pers and recalled one of the 
firetrueks from the Eurocan 
fire. There were no injuries 
and no estimates of damage 
available. It is known aman, 
woman and child were taken 
to hospital and treated for 
smoke inhalation. 
Medical building gutted 
A fire in the Lazelle 
Professional Building 
caused an estimated $400,000 
damage Monday morning, 
according to Terrace fire 
department spokesman Lt. 
Per Hnivorscn. 
The fire, which was 
reported at 5:07 a.m. 
Monday, gutted the bulkting 
and caused  extensive 
Building earlier Monday 
morning, according to Cpl. 
Ron Hunchiak. 
Bradley Lance Parker was 
expected to appear before a 
Justice of the peace late 
Monday afternoon for 
• "remand on charges of 
breaking and entering and 
possession of stolen 
mructural damage, property, 
• Although., the exterior~. Tnemmiulleged to have 
walkoapptar'SO~ld; ' ~'ekbV.,"iroken i~t l~ l~fe~iona l  
• wall has cracks in the offices and the bepartment 
• masonry between bricks and 
is leaning outward slightly. 
Two trucks manned by 
approximately 25men from 
the Terrace fire department 
responded to the call, and 
they finally brought the 
blaze under control about 7 
a.m. sa!d Halvereon. 
He said that the cause of 
the fire was still under in- 
vestigatinn, and that further 
details were not available. 
A fire department in- 
vestigation team was on the 
scene Monday afternoon, 
boarding up the building and 
securing it as much as 
possible. 
Meanwhile, Terrace 
RClVlP are holding aTerrace 
man in connection with a 
break and enter committed 
on the Lazelle Professional 
a shambles 
of Highways office located in 
the Lazelle building, Hun- 
chink said; 
An RCMP spokesman said 
Monday the 18-year-old 
Terrace man will appear in 
court Tuesday to face two 
charges of breaking and 
entering and a single count 
of possession of stolen 
property. 
The police spokesman 
indicated the RCMP are 
a~vat~s the outcome or be 
fire marshal:'s report. 
Fire left it 
TWO FA TALS 
ON HIGH IVA Y 
The RCMP report wo fatalities in the Pacific 
Northwest over the Remembrance Day 
weekend, both the result of single vehicle high- 
way accidents. 
Preston Thomas Jarrett, 20, of Kitimat was 
ldlled Friday afternoon when his car went out of 
control on Highway 25 near the.Kitimat River 
bridge. Jarrett" was formerly a resident of 
Sudbury, Ontario. RCMP are still investigating 
the mishap. 
A young Smithers woman was killed when her 
car veered out of control about one mile east of 
Smithers on Highway 16. Kim Leslie Anderson, 
20, died instantly when she was thrown from the 
car into a reveene 60 feet away. Her body was 
found about nine hours later. There were no 
passengers in either incident. 
Jobless rate 
Chlorine 
escapes 
after 
explosion 
By JACQUELINE BOYLE 
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. (CP) 
-- A railway tanker of lethal 
chlorine has lost an 
estimated three.quarters of 
its cargo in the 2½ days ince 
the derailment of a CP Rail 
freight i'ain Saturday, it was 
reported today. 
Most of the 70 tons gone 
from the 90-ton tanker is 
believed to have been forced 
harmlessly into the at- 
mosvhere by initial exo 
see  6 
higher again 
JD' 
By JOHN FERGUSON up from 11,245,000 in Sep- 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The temher. 
number of persons unable to 
find work rose to 743,000 in 
October from 719,000 in 
September, Statistics 
Canada reported today. 
It was the first rise in the 
official jobless total since 
since February and the 
seasonally-a~unted 
unemployment rate was 
pushed up to 7.4 per cent 
from 7.1 per cent a month 
earlier. 
Statistics Canada reported 
that the labor force -- which 
includes those working as 
well as those seeking jobs -- 
rose to 11,334,000 in October, 
The seasonally-adjusted away n o w  
unemployment rate in- 
TEHRAN (CP) -- Amid a 
call for a meeting of the 
United Nations Security 
Council to counter an "at. 
mopshere of war" being 
created by the United States, 
Iran gave a clear indication 
today that it was backing 
down on its demands for 
ending the U.S. embassy 
hostage drama. 
In an open letter to UN 
Secretary-General Kurt 
Waldhelm, broadcast by the 
official Radio Tehran, 
see 5 
creased to 13.5 per cent for 
men aged 15 to 24 from 12.3 
per cent In September while 
the rate for women aged 15 to 
24 remained unchanged at 
12.3 per cent. 
Newfoundland continued 
to have the highest 
seasonally-adjusted 
unemployment ra e, but it 
was down slightly 
The only other province 
showing a decline was 
British Columbia where the 
rate fell to 7.1 per cent in 
October from 7.7 per cent. 
J 
! 
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By KEVIN DOUGHERTY that after consulting with Itwastohavebnentheday Under the special law that it would not grant to duQuebee, wldehrepresente 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  A their membership they may Quehecers took a giant step passed Monday, when other employers." government office and LONDON-(Reuter) -- The British plan mainly centre 
on the short two.month planned strike today by 
200,000 public service era. 
ployees was averted late 
Monday when the Quebec 
national assembly, meeting 
in emergency session, 
adopted legislation tern. 
porarily removing their 
right to strike. 
Union leaders represen. 
ting the employees said they 
would comply with the 
legislation, but indicated 
RADIO, 
TV 
Frl. Nov. 30 
8-9 PM 
decide to defy the law and 
walk out later this week. 
Ironically, the legislation 
wan passed on what was to 
be a special day for the Patti 
Quebecois. 
According to plans 
scrubbed in June when 
Premier Rene Levesque, 
announced the promised 
referendum would be put off 
until spring, Monday was the 
likely date for a fall vote. 
TERRACE ROTARY 
forward, the way PQ 
planners aw it, and voted 
"Yes" to the sovereignty- 
association vision. 
The stay-at-wurk law may 
please Quebecers who op. 
pose strikes affecting public 
services, but party cam. 
paignsrs may have a tough 
time explaining to the PQ 
faithful why they should say 
"yes" to a government that 
says "no," 
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national assembly members 
are usually at home listening 
to the problems of their 
constituents, the strike right 
was taken away from about 
275,000 government and 
public sector employees 
until the end of November. 
Assembly rules were 
waived and opposition 
Liberal and Union Nationale 
members eagerly joined the 
government in approving the 
law just before midnight 
when the 200,000.member 
common front of public 
employees were to strike. 
Labor .Minister Pierre 
Marc Johnson, who spon. 
sored the bill, called the 
planned walkout an "ap- 
prehended strike," and said 
the uuio.s involved had not 
proved it was necessary. 
Bending to the will of the 
national assembly, leaders 
of the common front said 
they have no choice but to 
call off the strike, which 
would have closed nil but a 
few primary and secondary 
schools in the province, and 
most junior colleges. 
The strike would have also 
curtailed services in 
hospitals and other social 
service Institutions, uch as 
homes for the elderly and 
chronically ill, as non- 
medical health workers in. 
the front walked out. 
Ferry service at several 
points on the St. Lawrence 
River would have been hit 
also. 
Liberal Leader Claude 
Ryan threw his party's 
support behind the law "in 
the public interest," and 
even suggested that the right 
to strike should be taken 
away in some areas of the 
public service. 
But he said the law set 'ia 
dangerous precedent." In 
stating .that the common 
front strike was premature, 
"the government was ap- 
propriati/|g to itself a right 
§ p.m. to midnight 
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• Union Nat iona le  
spokesmen repeated the 
party position that the strike 
Hght be taken away from aU 
public employees. 
Liberal social affairs qriuc 
Claude Forge t suggested 
that the real reason the 
government had introduced 
the law was the "electoral 
• emergency" of three Quebec 
byelectioas Wednesday and 
another Nov. 26. 
The theme was taken up by 
other Liberal members in 
debate, who argued that the 
special law was being passed 
to save Jacques Desmarais, 
PQ candidate in the Mon- 
treal riding of Maisonneave, 
from defeat.. 
Dnsmarals was one of the 
chief negotiators for the 
common front in 1976, when 
they last negotiated a con- 
tract. The Liberals, under 
Premier Robert Boursssa, 
formed the government 
then. 
Reacting to passage of the 
law Desmarais, who appears 
to be in trouble in a seat 
considered a PQ stronghold, 
said he thought the law 
would help his chances. 
"By passing this law the 
government is showing that 
it wants to negotiate," he 
said. 
The common front is made 
up of members of the Con. 
federation of National Trade 
Unions, the Quebec 
Federation ofLabor and the 
Centrals de l'Enseignement 
dd quebec teachers union. 
Fernand Daoust ,  
secretarygeneral of the  
QFL, speaking on behalf of 
the front, said the law set 
"an extremely dangerous 
precedent." 
The front leadership would 
consult with its membership 
before deciding whether to 
defy the law, he said, and 
there remains a possibility 
they will walk out as nsly as 
Thursday, third anniversary 
of the PQ election win. 
Another major group 
touched by • the law is the 
37,000-member Syndicat des 
Fonctionnairea Provineiaux 
mainteunnce workers. 
The SFPQ has been 
staging, partial walkouts, 
crippling some government 
services since the spring. 
• The govermnont has replied 
with retaliatory lockouts. 
The terms of the law state 
that the government must 
make its final offers to the 
375,OOO employees affected 
by Nov. 21 and the unions 
must vote on them by Nov. 
28. 
They get their right to 
strike back Nov. 30. 
A Spokesman for the SFPQ 
said that according to the 
constitution of his tmion, the 
union cannot meet he delay; 
The vote will be held from 
Nov, 28 until Dee. IS in 195 
separate meetings. 
Other unions ubject to the 
law includes the 7,000. 
members of the Federation 
Queheceiae des Infirmiores 
et Inflrmiers nurses unioh 
and the 28,000 strong COPS 
--,Cartel des Organinmes 
Profensionnels de la Santa, 
The 30,000 nurses and 
healthcare professionals 
were to strike on Thursday. 
Another union, the Syn- 
dicat des Prvfeseionnela du 
Gonvemement du Quebec, 
representing government 
professionals is bound by the 
law, even though the only 
strikeaction they have taken 
was a haffday walkout. 
When the PQ was in op- 
pesitiun for six years before 
coming to power, the Liberal 
government used hack.to- 
work laws about a half.a. 
dozen times, over howls of 
protest from the handful of 
Pequistes in the assembly. 
WOMEN GAINING 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
Women are' catching up with 
men in enro]ment at U.S. 
colleges, a new Census 
Bureau report.says. The 
report says .~'.~..,~,..a, ttending, 
college outou~d:women 
by 1.4 million In 1970, but by 
1978 the gap had shrunk to 
about 410,000, largely as the 
result of growth in the 
number of community 
colleges. 
Patriotic Front guerrilla 
alliance showed no signs 
today of bowing to a Briti~ 
ultimatum at the Zimunowe 
Rhodesia peace conference. 
Foreign Secretary Lord 
Carrington told guerrilla 
leaders Joshua Nkomo and 
Robert Mugabe that a 
decision on British proposals 
f6r the war.torn territory 
must he reached"in a day or 
two." 
transition period prior to 
new elections. They want six 
months to organize their far- 
flung forces for the polls, and 
in this they are supported by 
most black African states.' 
The Patriotic Front's 
rival, the biracial Salisbury 
delegation ofPrime Minister 
Abel Muzorewa, has already 
accepted the British plan for 
new elections and legal ila- 
Guerrilla objections to the dependence. 
Not with the Basques 
MADRID (Renter) --  The 
fam~ednish government has re- 
to bargain" for the 
release of a leading member 
of parliament kidnapped by 
the Basque separatist 
guerrilla group ETA. 
Javier Ruperez was ab- 
docted from his car Sunday 
and ETA's pelitieal.military 
wing said the kidnapping 
was part of its campaign for 
an amnesty for alleged ETA 
activists 'held in Spanish 
prisons. ' 
But a government 
Statement issued Monday 
ruled out any negotiations 
and demanded the im- 
mediate release of the 38- 
year-old eputy. 
The statement was issued 
after Prime Minister Adolfo 
Suarez called an emergency 
meeting of the governing 
Union of the DemocraUc 
Centre party. 
The government described 
as blackmail the abduction 
and ETA's ensuing demand 
for an amnesty, the with- 
drawal of Spanish police 
from the region and the 
integration of Navarre 
province into a fully autono- 
mous Basque country. 
An ETA communique 
accused the government of
trying to delay and reduce 
the transfer of powers to the 
region, which were over- 
whelmlngly approyed in a 
heme-rule referehdam last 
month. 
The exact conditions for 
Ruperez's release have not 
been made public. 
New oldest Times seen 
LONDON (Reuter) -- The 
Times, Britain's oldest daily 
newspaper and required 
reading for the country's 
establishment, reappeared 
today for the first time since 
a labor dispute closed it 
almost a year ago. 
• The 32.page edition 
published today was the 
same combination of the 
solid and unorthodox that he 
newspaper's readers have 
come to expect since it was 
founded in 1785. 
The leading story m page 
one was an account of the 
occupation of the U.S. em- 
hassy in Tehran. Also on 
page one was a report of 
closer diplomatic ties bet- 
wean Britain and the Vati- 
can, with the headline:. 
Vatican and Henry the 
Eighth bridge their official 
rift. 
The labor editor wrote a 
fourcolumn account of the 
labor dispute, which was 
over new machinery, staff 
cuts and unofficial strikes. 
The traditional crossword 
puzzle, letters to the editor 
and obituaries reappeared. 
To make up for obituaries 
missed since it last published 
Nov. 30,1978, the paper plans. 
to run a thres-part obituaries 
supplement. 
, • t ! 
!mJ PR SENTS 
"The Greatest Sounds 
You'veEver Heard" 
Sweepstakes 
GRAND PRIZE 
You could win onelof ten trips for 
two to fabulous Jamaica's North Shore. 
Trip values at least $2,200.00. 
HOW TO ENTER 
Simply go to your Yamaha keyboard dealership, 
ask for an entry form and fill it in with your name, 
address and phone number. 
FOR COMPLETE SWEEPSTAKES INFORMATION ... 
COME INTO . . . . .  
SIGH.T SOUND 
305 SKEENA MALL .  PHONE 635-4948 
Authorized Dealer of Yamaha Organs & Pianos 
The Herald,  Tuesday. Nnvl~mh~v I~1. 1o7o DaM 'e 
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Distr ict  counc i l  cand idates  all have a say 
By ED YUDIN the lack of interest and and would like to see more and therefore protect the Molly Nattrese criticized to express their concerns. Giescrecht. He says he's pert for more park 
Ruesel Mercer, a 29-year. 
Herald Staff Writer direction from our elected extensive 
The sew:n candidates representatives." Johnson is 
' seeking aseat on the Terrace in favour of amalgamation, 
District Council outlined saying incorporation of 
their platforms at the All, Thorrflflll "would mean a 
Candidates meeting at the" needless duplication of 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Monday services." He also expressed 
erasing, his dissatisfaction at the long 
Mickey Johnson, a closure of the swinuning 
• political novice, said the pool. 
most importan( issue as far 
as he was concerned ~vus the 
Industr ia l  
dovex0pme~t m me area. he 
added the public should have 
input on the hotsprings 
development and also called 
for an enforceable curfew 
bylaw. 
Lily Nielsen, who says she 
has been conducting an 
intensive door to door 
campaign, "wants the voters 
ski hill, which he claimed old C.N. employee seeking todecideonumulgamation." 
was being "ignored" by all ibis first term on council, Nielsen called for boundary 
the candidates and council, thought he Terrace corn- extension i  all directions to 
He said he Is disturbed "by mtmity plan was a key issue, increase Terrace's tax base, 
interests of property owners, the present administration 
"Social concerns" is the for "sing,~erly lsc,,i~g in 
key phrase according to planning. She added to get 
Jack Talstra. The alderman ahead we must plan ahead." 
is seeking re-election on a While calling for the ex. 
platform stressing park passion of Terrace's 
expansion, be.tter use of the boundaries tothe east ~ as 
arena banquet room, public to expand the tax base, she 
transit, and a start-up left the issue of 
housing program. Tslstra amalgamation up to the 
noted the council has voters. Nattress also wants 
managed toincrease the tax greater supervision of tax 
assessment base by 16 per dollars, urging voters to 
emt or ~300,000. show up to council meetings 
Recreat ion  and  
beautification f Terrace has 
been the priority of Alder- 
man Alan Soutar and will 
remain so ff he is re-elected. 
"We've spent $2,000,000 on 
recreation buildings but 
have not attempted to 
maintain them properly," he 
said. 
Wlflle cx;itical of what he 
termed the practice of 
" le t t ing  expens ive  
machinery run down" he 
noted a competent main. 
tmance person has been 
Soutar takes the most  f iack Little Park and suggested a fund be set up for improving 
• the appearance of the By ED YUDIN Park issue earlier this year. diztrict directors, were on t'alevised on Cable 10. the opening addresses, the cbwntown core. 
HeraldStsffWrker He explained the council had hand to take messure of the Seven candidates in- incumbents and the four 
attempted to represent the 
voters by debating issues, 
noting he did in fact support 
most expansion and building 
proposals of council. His 
outlined priorities included 
the new RCMP building, the 
public works building, the 
transit system, and an ex- 
tension of boundaries study. 
He also reiterated his sup- 
development, the next phase 
of Eby Street drainage, and 
the development of Ferry 
Island as a camp-ground, 
Giesbrecht criticized 
council for its policy towards 
social needs gmupe, "our 
practice of saying no and 
expecting Victoria to accept 
its responsibility has not 
worked." 
10 % OFF ALL MEATS 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell 
It started out as an All 
Candidates meeting Monday 
evening at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre but most of the 
attantlon soon focused on 
Aldm~nan Alan Souter, who 
had to fend off criticism on 
his involvement in such 
issues as Tetrault Park and 
the Skeenaview facility. 
Souter, who may face an 
uphill battle to retain his 
seat, was criticized for his 
role on the government 
appointed • Skeenaview 
committee, which has 
recomme~dad the present 
70-bed structure be :repisced 
by a new 40-bed' faclilty; 
Soutar pointed out the 
present structure would 
continue operating until the 
new structure is completed 
and no resident would be 
turned out. He noted a board 
to examine the issue will 
meet in a few days. 
Several members of the 
attempted to sell off part of 
the park land to raise funds 
to upgrade the rest of the 
park area. 
"We can't build the 
necessary essential services 
in our town without money," 
he explained, adding council 
had in fact tinnily scrapped 
the plan to sell and rezone 
parts of the park into 
residential land. 
Molly Nattress and Mlckey 
Johnson, two of the can- 
didates, also attacked 
Soutar's plan to turn over 
business license revenues for 
thebeautiflcation f the 
downtown area. 
"You could just as easily 
take the $70,000 from taxes," 
Nattrms aid. Johnson didn't 
see why Just the merchants 
should pay for the 
beautification. 
A disappointing crowd of 
about 75 people, which did 
audience quest ioned include Mayor Dave 
Maroney and some regional ~utar's role in the Tetrault ,. i:~/~  ~/~ 
~,~ ~1 iGiesbe~t,i~Somm,~ 
exchange cheap shots 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Alan Soutar launched a 
verbal attack on Helmut 
Giesbrecht, at the All 
Candidates meeting Monday 
night, claiming Giesbrecht 
has been ineffective on 
Terrace Council. Both men 
are incumbent aldermen 
dedicate myself to be a fall- 
time watchdog, I would 
expect the voters would trust 
the aldermen to do a full. 
time job," in an obvious 
reference to Giesbrenht,, 
Soutur continued tocritlc.lz~ 
Gleabrecht for what-,he. 
termed his role as "an ira. 
potant odd-man out." 
seeking re-election Nov. 17. Giesbrecht replied that he 
In outlining his priority didn't want o get involved in 
concerning park develop- a "rmming feud," adding, 
mint in Terrace. Soutar "nobody shoots at a dead 
remarked, "I wo,td never duck," in a Jibe at Soutar. 
When you decide 
to lose weight... 
Call Diet Centert Our r ' . p ogram o f  
sound nutrition and private, daily 
counseling] will help you lose those 
excess 'pounds  qu ick ly  and 
naturally. 
LOSE 17 TO25 POUNDS 
IN JUST 6 WEEKS! 
AND WE'lL TEACtt YOU HOW TO KEEP IT OFF/ 
~'-DIET 
--:-ZCENTI 
206-46S6 Lazelle 638.8380 
After hours - 63S-3832 
seven candidates running for 
the three adermanic seats up 
for grabe on Nov. 17. The 
two-hour speech and 
question session was also 
duding incumbents Soutar, other candidates, Russel 
Jack Talstra, and Helmut Mercer, Lily Nielssn, Molly 
Giesbrecht were given a few Nattress and Mickey 
minutes each to outline their Johnson answered questions 
position on the issues. After from the audience. 
"I believe council should 
be open, accountable, ac- 
cessible and responsive~' 
,wan the message conveyed 
by Alderman Heimut 
at 
Ovenvaitea 
All this week Nov. 1 3 to 1 7 
F---WE'RE MOVING 
from 
4423.Ranlway 
LAi O LSE AV E II E 
(FORMER McEWAN MOTORS BUILDING) 
We'll be open for business 
..,, M ONDAY, NOV. 119 
We must sell these items before we move 
and they're yours at these low, low prices 
ESPECIALLY FOR CHRISTMAS 
Hitashi power tools Cost price 
Jigsaws, disc Erinders, electric drills, belt sanders & Portable blowers 
Lincoln Welding Rods./e 
Master Levels All Sizes 
Come in and browse 
[ 
[ 
[ 
40 oo [ hundred 
I ]1  . . . . . . . .  I I P 
Many more in-store specials 
While stock lasts r 
! 
I 
J 
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Editor's note: 'lhese questions were paced by the 
labor council. Several of the candidates have 
objected to the questions. Nadlne Asante, who is 
running for reafonal district in Tharnhm ob- 
Jected to the statement in the labor council's 
questionaire that the responses would be 
• evaluated. She wanted her answers pubUshed so 
the voters could Judge for themselves, As we 
offered to publish Asante's responses, we made 
the same offer to the other candidates. Here's 
what we got. One candidate's response was hand 
written and so difficult to read we could not 
typeset it. If he would like to present us with a 
typed copy, we would be glad to publish It too. 
The 
questions 
1) Do you see conflict between Native Land 
Claims and regional development• If so, how 
would you deal with this conflict. 
2) There has been much discussion of the 
possibility of Alcan developingp~ng the so-called 
"Kemano I I"  project. What is your stand on this Project. 
3) a) What is your concept for the future of the 
Hotsprings? 
b) Who should own and manage any future 
operation? 
4) Hydro is planning major hydro-electric 
development in the Iskut-Stikine area. What are 
your views?•., .  .; 
5) Plans for,massive development/~:Jhe, 
Kitimat-Terrace corridor have bee~ hinted at by 
the Regional District. What are your views on 
development in this area. 
6) Do you believe that the forestry base in the 
area is disappearing? If so, what options are 
open to us? 
7) Should preference in the awarding of con- 
tracts be given to firms who employ local union 
labour? Please comment, 
8) What do you cons ide f " ' : ; :~ l~ i development for this region? 
9) Would you facilitate public participation in 
planning and development? If so, how? 
. Le t te rs  we lcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor ~ general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds o~ possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
ATRILL THINKS 
By THOMAS ATRILL 
As I rounded the curve in the road i sewin  the 
distance a sight that has become all too familiar in 
recent years. The hitchhiker and his thuinb. 
I could make out the 'uniform',. black hat, blue 
jeans, long hair and pack, and thoughts flashed 
through my mind about he whole gimme movement. 
I remembered being taught that hitchhiking, like 
begging, was degrading. I remembered walking 
twenty or more miles, then cycling and later, driving 
my own vehicle to town. The only 'lifts"we accepted 
were freely offered, never by the begging esture of 
the thumb. Mooching is for indigents, they taught us. 
I wondered if this young man considered his lifestyle 
superior to mine. I wondered why he thought hat I 
should supply his transportation., Did I owe him 
anything? I thought ant. I also wonde/'ed why the old 
law that forbids soliciting rides on a highway, is no 
longer enforced. 
I thought about the muggings, the tortures, the 
murders and a host of other ugly things that were 
perpetrated by hitchhikers. And I thought about the 
prison escapes and other runaways. 
I was almost abreast of him. 
He had a look of unkempt insolence; an air of drugs 
and vice about him. Not a worker, I thought. Perhaps 
a student of psychology, social science or economics, 
just out of U.B.C. eager to restructure our society. 
Maybe not. 
His attitude annoyed me; he stood on the travelled 
portion of the road, determined to pressure me into 
picking him up. He wilied me to stop, 
I drove on by. He made an obscene gesture and 
looked toward the next car. 
"Same to you, you scruffy creep," I thought. 
It takes all kinds ... etc. 
TO LABOR'S QUESTIONS 
The candidates respond , 
MICKEY JOHNSON traction with a view of industrial or secondary lesesthoeeadvaritsgeslthas 
In answer to questionnaire 
circulated to election can- 
didatas, my thoughts are as 
follows: 
1. Yes, I do see. conflict 
~tween Native Land Claims 
and regional development. 
ro lessen this there has to be 
an atmosphere of trust 
crested with the Natives by 
giving them a greater voice 
in their own affairs, such as 
the recent establishment of
the Nlshga School District. 
2. Kemana If. I do not see 
that there is any need for it 
st present but I have not 
been shown any of the facts. 
3. I feel that he Hotsprings 
has great potential as a 
recreat iona l  and  
agricultural area. The 
management system 
devised for it is of vital 
importance. " Several 
possibilities are (a) 
government run (b) leased 
out to private enterprise (c) 
half and half. All altor- 
natives must be realistically 
considered, and in any case 
the local public must have 
the opportunity to make 
their wishes known and be 
able to closely scrutinize and 
control the efficiency of the 
operation. 
4. Hydro -e lec t r i c  
development in the Iskut- 
Stikine ares. I have seen no 
studies on this so can make 
no valid comments. My 
approach would be that any 
development must be done 
with as little environmental 
damage as possible and with 
consideration f the views of 
all affected people. 
5. I feel that here is quite a 
bit of room in the Terrace- 
Kitimat corridor for light 
industrial development, not 
of the massive type, as long 
as it is compatible with the 
area, Again, the views of the 
public should be solicited 
and considered. 
6. I believe that the 
forestry base of our area can 
be maintained with good 
forest management and 
reforestation; but certainly, 
other sources of income 
must be developed. 
7. In awarding overnment 
contracts ! do feel that local 
firms should be given 
Phreference but I do not feel 
at union labour should be a 
primary consideration. The 
ability of the firm to do the 
job at a good price should 
have equal weight. 
8. I feel that appropriate 
development of the region 
would be a slow, steady 
growth of diversified, small, 
economical ly viable 
businesses which are coo- 
siderate of the environment. 
Tourism can be greatly 
enhanced. 
9, I most certainly would 
Ol~n ~ .all avenues for 
~ic,~"'~artlcipation in any 
development, especially that 
of the Hotsprings. I feel that 
the deaf ear turned by the 
Regional District Beard to 
all attempts by the public to 
influence Kitsumkulum Ski 
Hill management is 
glaring example of how 
elected officials should not 
act. 
I thank you for this op- 
partuulty of expressing my 
views. 
JACK TALSTRA 
1. To me the potential for 
conflict between the desires 
of native people with respect 
to their land claims and the 
desires of white society is 
very real and to some extent 
already exists. The 
legitimacy of the land claims 
by native people is of 
primary importance if with 
territorial Jurisdiction there 
is a genuine desire or resolve 
to maintain a society with 
goals and objectives dif- 
ferent from white society's 
seeming goal of greater 
material wealth and ob- 
session with development. 
The conflict is of less im- 
portance if the desires of 
native people is to simply 
buy a share of the same pie 
to achieve the same end as 
tho~e which exist in white 
society. If the conflict for 
territurini jurisdiction Is for 
equality of wealth, that can 
be distributed through 
negotiation; if it is for 
lifestyles, there is a real 
conflict unless white society 
develops a sensitivity to 
alternate lifestyles, r
For an alderman, in my 
view, the place to begin is to 
have dialogue with native 
peoples, first of all within 
Terrace (how many native 
names do you see on the 
Voters List7) and secondly 
within the region. It may be 
that in some areas a 
moratorium should be 
placed on forest, fish and 
mineral eonsunzption or 
extraction until the senior 
governments sort out the 
problem. However, with 
population continually In- 
creasing in our area it would 
appear that most hat can be 
achieved isa non-increaso in 
the rate of resource ex- 
allowing native peoples 
Jurisdiction over legitimate 
areas in conjunction with 
resource companies •or the 
provincial government so 
that natives themselves will 
have a say in the rate of 
resource xtraction and the 
distribution of wealth, This is 
nat an unrealistic objective 
and is obtainable through 
co~tant and at times trying 
dialogue 'and diseunsion by 
all levels of government, I 
realize advocating dialogue 
and discussion does not 
sound like much of a con. 
crete answer but other 
alternatives would only lead 
to force on the part of one 
side or the other, which in 
my view is no solution at all. 
2. Accurate information 
concerning the "Kemuno If" 
project is difficult o obtain, 
Certainly it would be unwise 
for myself to assume the 
project doesn't exist. I 
believe the project is 
proceeding and it is the full 
intention of the provincial 
government and Alean to 
complete it. To take a stand 
concerning the project 
without information is 
foolish. The overriding 
factor fur me is to determine 
what the project is for? I 
understand the coucept.ties 
into the B.C, Hydro grid 
system and presumably 
generates more hydro- 
electric power, But for 
whom? Is it for an increase 
in Alcan Aluminum 
productivity? -- or is it for 
surplus ales of electricity to 
other countries, and at what 
expense, and for what in 
return, if anything. All of the 
risks involved should be 
weighed against the 
presumed gains, What of the 
fresh.water fishing industry 
which in turn feeds our salt- 
water industry? ~Vhat of the 
local tourist industry in. 
terms of wildlife, hunting, 
recreation and simple en- 
joyment of land areas that 
will be flooded? If the 
government would let me 
know, or convince, me that 
the additional energy 
produced is to meet the 
needs of British Columbians 
in terms of energy supply or 
work stability, and par- 
ticularly if the altemato 
energy source would be 
nuclear, I would have 
greater sympathies for the 
project than l now have. l 
would encourage open in- 
formation meetings and I 
would make it a' point' to be 
there. 
3. There are as many 
concepts fur the develop. 
ment of the Hotsprings as 
there are men and women 
running for elected office. 
My own particular concept 
(for what it's worth) is.a 
government owned facility 
backed by substantial start- 
up funds granted to smaller 
enterprerteurs, or private 
enterprise if you like, to 
operate  par t i cu la r  
businesses on the grounds or 
within the facilities. The 
water rights should always 
remain vested in the right of 
the province. The Hotsprings 
has potential for agriculture, 
health spa, mini golf course, 
horse rides, restaurant and 
hotel training centre, and 
really the list is endless, 
There is no question the 
Hotsprings facilities as they 
once were are greatly 
missed by our local people 
and they would like to see at 
least the hotel and the 
swimming .pools re-opened, 
In my view however, the 
Hotsprings will have dif- 
ficulty reaching its potential 
in terms of users unless a 
port facility is developed in
Kitimat. Such a port facility 
would allow more traffic and 
tourists access to Highway 
37 and it would ensure suf. 
ficient visitors to make a day 
or two stopover at the 
Hotsprings, and in turn 
enhance its ability to he a 
viable operation. If elected I 
would work to achieve these 
ends. 
4. Your question with 
regard to hydro.electric 
development in the lakut- 
Stikine area is similar in 
principle to your question 
relating to the "Kemano lr '  
project and I would refer you 
to my previous comments 
concerning that question. Of 
course details differ and 
again I deplore the lack of 
accurate information 
available to the public. 
Similarly as in question 2, I 
would encourage open in. 
formation meetings, and 
again, I would make it a 
point to be there. 
5. A top priority in my 
mind is that the Lshelse 
Lake-Hotsprings area not be 
infringed upon for industrial 
use. Lakelse Lake is our only 
warm water lake and this 
area should remain and 
should be encouraged as a. 
recreational region. Ex- 
cluding that area, there is 
potential in the Kitimat- 
Terrace corridor for light 
industrial use• In the past I already gained and I'm 
have been, and if elected I thinking here of the present 
will continue to he concerned levels of services provided 
about stabilizing the work by Skeenaview, or the 
base of our community and 
its immediate environs. 
Secondary industry has a 
role to play in that regard. 
There presently exists 
railway trackage, flat land 
and suitable soil conditions, 
and to some extent at least 
isolation from residential 
ureas, which would allow 
manufacturing type industry 
to come to the area. 
Provided that such an in- 
dustry does not disrupt the 
quality of life we all now 
enjoy in the north, I would 
welcome it. In areas not 
~ ito as suitable fur in- strlal use I would en- 
courage that those areas be 
maintained for reforestation 
purposes to allbw our woods 
industry future resources. 
Some of these areas have 
already been replanted and 
if possible that process 
should continue. 
6. I believe the forestry 
base in our area is disap- 
pearing. One notes the 
logged off river bottoms of 30 
years ago are now farms, 
residential areas and sites 
for industrial plants. As the 
logging companies travel 
further and further away 
from Terrace in search of 
wood, it becomes evident 
that the reforestation 
programs have to date 
achieved only minimal 
results. Options open to us 
'are to persuade senior 
governments toconceive of 
more effective reforestation 
methods (and there are 
some presently in existence 
in Europe), and to set aside 
areas of land for tree har- 
vesting purposes; such land 
not to revert to private 
alienation, and to maintain 
the present level of cut 
rather than insist on faster 
and greater yield or ex- 
pansion of woud-related 
mills. The second alter. 
native, and probably the 
more realistic one, is that of 
expanding our economic 
base into other areas. To 
some xtent this has already 
occurred in that Terrace has 
expanded to become in. 
creasingiy a regional ser- 
vices centre, both for 
government and business. It
is my intention, if elected, to 
continue to work to achieve 
diversification tothe extent 
that if one industry base 
falters we have .others to fall 
beck on and thereby survive. 
7. The criteria, in my 
opinion, of awarding 
municipal contracts to firms 
is not first of all whether 
such firms employ local 
union labour. That may be a 
consideratioi~ over against 
outside union labour or non- 
union labour but the rimary 
concern is whether the 
contract awarded is in the 
best interests of the com- 
inanity as a whole. Those 
best interests include 
evaluating contract price, 
capability of the 'firm to 
perform, and resident 
location of the firm. The 
lowest bid by a local firm 
with best capability to 
perform are the first criteria 
in my view. At times one 
criteria is Sometimes 
sacrificed in order to achieve 
the other two but this to me is 
legitimate. In general 
(closed shops not. 
withstanding) every em- 
ployee has the option to join 
or not to join a union and the 
role of an alderman, at least 
to me, is to obtain the best 
possible deal for the tax- 
payers, union and non.uniou 
alike, and aldermen really 
should not be used as tools to 
persuade firms to unionize 
when attempts by unions 
themselves Imve not suc- 
Ceeded. The preference in 
awarding of contracts should 
be to the benefit of the 
paying public. 
8. The answer to the 
question of what I consider 
appropriate development for 
our region is hinted at in my 
answers to the previous 
questions. If one were to 
summarize I suppose it 
would come down to this; 
(a) expansion of the 
tourism industry with 
particular emphasis on 
Killmat port development 
and development of the 
Hotsprings, 
(b) a meaningful look at 
revitalizing our woods ln. 
dustry with particular 
emphasis concerning our 
reforestation program 
(c) continued effort to woo 
government regional and 
business regional offices to 
Terrace and resulting spin- 
offs. 
(d) industrial development 
if it stabilizes our em- 
ployment base and is not 
disruptive of the present 
quality of life we now enjoy. 
One other aspect to con- 
sider is that aldermen, in my 
opinion, should be watchful 
that the community never 
closing of a sawmill, or the 
moving out of businesses and 
so on• If elected, .I would 
hope to work at all of the 
above-mentioned concepts. 
9. In order for an elected 
official to obtain aconsensus 
on issues, it is vital that here 
be public participation. The 
problem always'is; how does 
one go about achieving 
maximum public par- 
llcipation? Public meeting.s, 
questionnaires, news medm 
dialogue, regular and 
telephone conversations, 
referendums have all been 
used and are still being used 
by Terrace Council. I have 
and will always advocate 
their continuation. I believe 
major planning and 
development projects such 
as damming of rivers and 
flooding of val leys or 
whatever, which change our 
environment and effect our 
style of llfe requires both 
public information and open 
input meetings of a regular 
nature. 
RUSSEL MERCER 
1)• I feel that Native land 
claims should be settled 
before any major 
development is held in the 
urea affected. 
2. With the power now 
generated by Kemano I feel 
that the need for additional 
power does not warrant he 
flooding of a very pic. 
turesque and valuable part 
of the B.C. countryside. 
• 3. (a) I feel that the Hot- 
springs hould be developed 
as a tourist recreation site 
for the Pacific Northwest 
with it to De up-graded to be 
comparible to the Harrison 
complex. 
(b) l feel that the Hot- 
springsshould be controlled 
by the provincial govem. 
ment and not be sold and 
operated by private in- 
dividuals. 
4. I have not read too much 
about he Iskut-Stlkine hyro. 
electric development but feel 
that prior to any type of 
development in that area, 
that the Native land claims 
should be settled and a full" 
scale inquiry should b~ held 
concerning the effect 
flooding would have on ~be.. 
people, land and wlldlif~ i t /  
the area. 
5. The Kitimat-Terrace 
corridor is the logical area 
I'M LOSING ONE OUT OF FOUR potential reauers, 
Of course you are. If only you'd stop w riUn.g that. • 
leftwing drivel, you might get some of them nacx. !/ 
Nice try guys, but that's not what I mean. I'm:~t 
referring to the government.commissioned report 
released last month that says there are five million 
Canadian adults who can't read, write or do math well' 
enough to use the Yellow Pages to phone in for pizza:" 
There are one million Canndians who cannot read or 
write at all, claims the study, penned by Hamflton,~. 
Ont., industrial relations professor R.J. Adams, and-,. 
another four million unable to cope with such things as, 
filling out job application forms or figuring out food/. 
labels at supermarkets. 
Unbelievable? That's what I thought. "That's mi-~,~ :, 
believable," I said to Fred wilson, head of Normw~ :. 
College's vocational division, i~ ,, 
"It's a conservative stimate," said Wilson. 
"You're kidding," sez I. "I'm not kidding," sez he. I 
guess he's not kidding. ' r 
I still think it's a shocker. One out of every four. 
Canadian adults is, for all practical purposes, func- 
tionally illiterate. Terrace and Kitimat school boards ,  
please take note. 
Report-writer Adams thinks one of the solutions is 
worker education. By that he doesn't merely moan~ i 
more vocational training, but general education for 
working adults. He proposes various recora,- 
mendatious (taxes and tax credits) to put the squeeze, 
on employers to permit their workers more~ 
educational opportunities. Alcan, Eurocan an d . 
Cancel, please take note. 
And speaking of adult education, whatever hap~' 
ned to the Northwest College report prepared by'~: 
~spiox community-educator Frank Cassidy tha~.". 
urged the regional college to make basic literacy ' 
education a top priority over the next five years? 
College beard, please retrieve from dustbin. .. 4 
POOR BILL BENNETT is probably going to end up':. 
in the Intensive Care Unit of a veterinary hoopital~ ' 
Everytime he makes a move on the disappearing 
farmland question he steps into a fresh cowped. .~ 
in the last stirring episode of this barnyard saga, ' 
you'll recall that the premier ordered the En- 
vironment and Land Use Committee of his cabinet 0: 
take another look at the 626-acre chunk of Langley: 
farmland which they ordered removed from the,., 
province's agricultural land reserve over the  
protesting runts and squeals of the B.C. Land 
Commission the provincial Federation of Agriculture,: 
the Institute of Agrologists, and sundry other nor /
, mally contented cud-chewing citizen#. .~ 
Even as ELUC members were being rounded up " 
from the pasture, various neighbours and critieS~i 
pointed out to the premier that the piece of legislation' 
drafted by his government in 1977 which, unwisely; 
gave ELUC the power to overrule decision~,of tlM~l 
independent Land Commission did~,not give ~hem theP. 
power to reconsider such decisions. 
Well, you guessed it. The eight ELUC cabinet~ 
ministers got together in Environmnet Minister Rare for development in the 
Northwest, but before any Mair's stall last week, as requested by their leader.' 
companies decide to locate And a lawyer patiently explained to them (it only took. 
there should be a full scale him four hours to do so) that ELUC had no power to ~' 
and open discussion by the reconsider its earlier ruling which permittedi: 
companies and the p.ublic~ .G!oucooter Properties, owners of the Langley/ 
ensue me least, harm. tu!,:~:ia~teage, to remove the land from the reserve and' 
aHects on me people ann ~na' ' ' ., . . . .  o,,,~ . . . . . .  t . ~ .... make~ bundle by selling ]t as industrial rotes (H only 
~%'"T~'r"~:~ ,~o, ..,~,~ ;;~^~. " they had read their oWn legislation, tl~y could have.~ 
manage'~e~t",'t~e"f'or'esVt'~as~e saved u  taxpayers the lawyer's fees. Perhaps the 
for this area will last many moremenuoneu fldteracy promem has spread to the 
years, most exalted levels of govermnent.) :~ 
Many companies in this • • 
area resort to slaughter It now requires an order by the entire cabinet o put" 
harvesting as I call it. They .the Langley land back into the reserve before ELUC 
seem to think that they can hold another hearing to decide whether it should 
should make their money or shouldn't be in the reserve, mooed a discomfited 
now and not worry about he Mr. Mair, the big cowbell under his beard jangling in  
generations to follow. The the breeze. It's anybody's guess as to what happens. 
industrial base for this area next. 
should be diversified to / 
ensure that people of this All this would be worth little more than a chuckle 
area do not suffer from bad around the crackerbarrel were it not for the snake of 
forest management, croneyism crawling through the alfalfa. One .of the 
7. I definitely feel local prime beneficiaries in the deal is Gloucester 
people should be hired to fill Properties director Ainslie Loretto, a Soured sup- jobs in our area, also con- 
tracts hould most certainly porter who avidly worked for the re-election of Health 
be awarded to local union Minister Bob McClelland in May. (The land in~ 
companies, question is in McClelland's riding and was, of course, 
8. I feel that low pollution- plastered with "re-elected Bob" signs.) McClelland is 
secondary manufacturing a member of ELUC. However, during the July 
should be the main interest meeting of ELUC that debated the request from' 
of the regional district when Gloucester and director Loretto, the honourable Mr. 
trying to have companies McClelland didn't vote on the matter: locate in this ares. 
9. Part of my campaign As sure as the setting of the sun, last weekthe platform is the need for • 
secondary manufacturing to transcript of the July ELUC bearing fell into the hands 
locate in our area. The main o f  the press. You remember the press, don't you? 
part of development of any they re me nasty folks Bill Bennett blamed for getting 
kind is the participation of his government in trouble when he gave his rousing 
the public in any final plans, speech at the annual Socred convention two weeks 
ago. (That was the same convention at which Bob 
Dear Mr. Johnston, M¢Clelland masterminded the election ¢ ,,v~'hlam,w, 
Thank you for your good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o, 
luck wishes regarding the Berme SmRh as the new Socred party president. And 
upcoming municipal election Ms. Loretto? There she was, carrying a "Whistling" 
which aceompanied the Bernie placard.) 
labour council questionaire. Oh yes, the transcript of the meeting at which the 
I have chosen, however, honorable Mr. McCleliand didn't vote. It contains hid not to compile answers to 
your questlom in writing, as impassioned speech to his fellow ELUC members 
so much of it pertains to urging them to approve the request from Ms. Loretto's 
regional district governing. Gloucester Properties. 
I will be available at the 
Chamber of Commerce FANS OFRACISM WILL BE DELIGHTED to learn 
Public Forum at the R.E.M. that racial slurs are alive and well-in the Ontario 
Lee Theatre, on Nov. 13, to legislature. That's where Conservative MP Ed Havrot 
answer publicly any called NDP member Tony Lupusella a "wop" last questions you may have. week. 
Anyone of your members 
may speak to me personally The incident occured, appropriately enough, as 
by phoning my home 635. Lupusella was talking about the need for action on 
2o48. Sincerely yours .Cardinal Gerald Carter's report on racism -roblems 
Molly Nattress m Toronto. While LupuseHa was speak/n~ Havrot 
Editor's Note: The Daily mane a series of interjections, all of which were 
dutifully recorded in Hansard, the off!cial record of 
Heraldlnvitedother r gional legislative proceedings. "Mama mia ' . . . . . .  
district candidates tosubmit ' ; It s tile wop snow, Atsa nice Good ,, their respcnses to the labor ' . for Bonito Mussolini• Had 
council's questionaire issued enough? 
The next day Havrot denied he was a racist, but 
by Paul Johnson. They admitted he had been looped. The Tory MP explained declined. We invited district 
council candidates to do the he made the remarks nt a time when he "wasn't 
same by Friday, Nov. 9 at 10 feeling any pain," because he had been celebrating 
a.m. the birthday of Ontario's minister of agriculture. 
I i 
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Iranian Foreign Minister that he United States accept property and money of the. On Sunday the, studtn!_ 
Al~lhassan Bani-Sadr at least an investigation i to 
gr'#atly softened Iran's the crimes of the deposed 
conditions for the release of shah and accept he results 
th~ 98 hnsts'ges at the em- of this investigation," Bani- 
ba~sy. Sadr said. 
i We want two things - -  "Secondly, that the 
A m e r i c a n s  okay I ran  s govern ing  at Kharg  Is land, I ran 's  oi l  
~:~olw%tt~]n;(~rYoUO~sn~,m~r~ termina l ,  s ta r ted  turn ing  
o f f  P ' back tankers from the U.S. ~at the U.S. extradite the following Monday's decision Iran oil cut ,=  belore tne hostages by Pres identCa .er toban 
were reieasea, imports of Iranian oil. 
VASHINGTON (AP) - -  the willingness of Americans Qotzbadeh had said the Iranian officials greated 
Americans have. r/allied to reduce consumption. U.S. must make a public that announcement by 
behind President Carter's A Carter administration announoement that the shah stating they had already 
decision to ban U.S. imports official told a news con- is a criminaland agree to an decided to cut oil shipments 
of "Iranian oil, but officials ference that t~e U.S. could internationalinvestigation of to the U.S. However, CBS 
say it may mean higher "totally offset" the loss if his alleged crimes. News reported from Tehran 
prices and a repeat of last every car was driven three "If these two conditions that Carter's move had 
spring's long lineups at the miles less each day. are met by the American 
gaitoline pumps. But administration of- government I "am sure the 
Carter's action Monday - -  ficials, asking net to he situation will change for the 
a response to the seizure of, 'named, acknowledged that better," he said. 
9a persons as hostages at the any all benght to make up for 
U,S: embassy in Tehran - -  whatever Americans fail to Qotzbadeh said the 
will halt Imper~ d about 
700;000 barrels a day of 
Iranian crude nil and 
petroleum products made 
from Iranian crude, That 
represents about four per 
cent of U.S. daily con- 
sumption. 
Militant students seized 
the embassy Nov. 4 in an 
attempt to force the U.S. to 
extradite the shah to face 
trial for murder and other 
alleged crimes. The shah, 
toppled in last February's 
Isian~c revolution, is un- 
dergoing, treatment for 
cancer at a New York 
ltol and U.S. officials 
he~, will not force him to 
leave. 
Carter ordered the ban as 
a .means of stripping the 
Iranians of what a 
~c kesman called the threat usin8 oil as a psy- 
ckdo~icai weapon. "No one 
should underestimate" U.S. 
re'dye not to Capitulate to 
conserve likely will be more 
expensive than Iranian 
crude. Oil is currently being 
sold on the spot market at 
prices $20 above the official 
OPEC price of $23.60 a 
barrel. 
Meanwhile, both political 
allies and foes of the 
president overwhelmingly 
supported Carter's decision. 
Those who didn't were 
mostly conservative Re- 
publicans who feel the White 
House should use force 
Representative Paul 
Trible (Rep. Va.), said 
Carter would have served 
U.S. interests better by 
sending"a carrier task force 
into the Persian Gulf." 
"In effect, President 
Carter is saying that 
Americans should sit in long 
lines for more expensive gas 
because the Iranians are 
ho ld ing  Amer icans  
hostage," Trible said. 
But most, like Senate 
, blackmail, the. president Democratic Leader Robert 
said. Byrd, supported Carter's 
Experts in .  thp,~ u.s. decision. It "pre-empts any 
government 'a.nd ~riYate fwtheroppor, tunity" for Iran 
industry werd'not' §r~is~'"' to 'Use nil as an economic 
about what the move would weapon in i ts  "dangerous 
do to U.S. petroleum prices game of international black- 
told suppl.Les_,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mail," he said, 
They said It might have no Former presldent Gerald 
effect if the Iranian oil was Ford said he Is "totally 
diverted to the spot market, supportive" of Cai'ter's 
freeing supplies from other move. 
exporters for the U.S. Republican presidential 
However, if Iran decided to candidate John Connally 
decision was taken on 
Imnaniterimi grounds and 
that Iran had not abandoned 
its demand for the return of 
the shah. "Sooner or later we 
will get him," he said. 
Bani-Sadr, referring to 
recent attacks ~ Iranians 
living in the U.S. and the 
arrest of Iranian demon- 
strators there, said: "Mr. 
Wuldhelm,' we ask you to 
step this atmopehere of war. 
We therefore request a 
meeting of the UN Security 
Council as soon as possible." 
Fore ign d ip lomats  
cautioned that the militant 
students holding the em- 
bassyllsten o ly to unofficial 
head of state Ayatollah 
Rchullah Khomeini, who has 
often revoked the decisions 
of his government• 
Khomeini, who has 
previously stated his support 
for the students, mane no 
comment on the latest gov- 
ernment action. 
The students have said the 
62 Americans and 36 em- 
bassy employees of other 
nationalities wi!l not be 
released unless the shah, 
undergoing cancer treat- 
menlo at a New York 
hospital, is extradi ted.  
U.S. officials have said 
they will not force him to 
leave. But Ashley Willis, a 
U.S. state department 
spokesman said Monday: 
"We've always said he is 
token the Iranians by sur- 
prise. 
Asked what effect Carter'S; 
decision would have on the 
hostages, Iranian Oil 
Minister All Akbar Monffar 
said: "God knows. We just 
want  the re turn  of one man,  
who k i l l ed  many,  many 
people." 
Mcanwhle, with the ap  
parent failure of a special 
mission sent by the Palestine 
Liberation Organization to 
free the hostages, diplomatic 
efforts were centred Monday 
'at the UN. 
' The UN Security Council 
appealed to Iran last Friday 
for the immediate r lease of 
the hostages. Iran's charge 
d,affaires at the United 
Nations, Jamal Shemiran 
met with Secretary-General 
Waldheim on Monday, but 
said his government' had no 
reply to the council appeal. 
In another development, 
the Mexican government, 
wldch gave the shah refuge 
from Jupe" until he went to 
the U.S. for cancer treat- 
ments in October, announced 
Monday that all its embassy 
personnel had left lrun. 
"The prevailing situation 
in the ~ountry does not en- 
sure our diplomatic mission 
can continue to function 
Under normal ~onditions," it 
said in a statment. 
And there were reports of 
large-scale fighting between 
government forces and au- 
tonomy.minded Kurdish 
rebels in western Iran. Few 
details on the fight were d 
solosed, but it broke out 
following the return to 
lower production--reducing said: "This removes oil as a here for medical treatment. Tehran of a government 
already tight world supplies bargaining chip in delicate It was assumed that at the peace mission which had 
--'vlt would 'mean ,higher hostage negotiations, and I time that treatment was  been negotiating moves 
es ,aed ,~hor t  "suppl ies, , .  fully support Pl"esidept completed he :would be .' toward  greater . . . . .  self~ 
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SENSATIONAL 
SOUND 
SALE DATES S 1/IT / N 
NOV. 14-21 
Nelson & Russell 
- One For 
The Road ~"9.99 , T rack  . . s . .e  9 .99  
ELO 
- Discovery LP 5.99 eTrack ,ca..,. 6.49 
Bruce Cockburn- Dancinq 
In The 
Dragons Jaw L~6.49 ,. Cae,.a~Track ~,.,=,Oa 
Cheap Trick 
LP , Track 
- At Budokan 5.99 ,Ca.,.,.6.49 
REO Speedwagon 
- Nine Lives LP 6.49 
Charlle Daniels 
- Million Mile 
Reflections L~6.49 
8 Track 
& Cassette 6 .99  
8 Track 
&Cassette 6.99 
Cheap Trick 
- Dream 
Police LP5QQ ,Track 6.49  :, .., v v&casset te  
Fleetwood Mac 
LP4/ t  I~l¢~l 8Track  - Tusk ,u .~, -Cas. .a  11.99 
Foreigner 
,Head Games ~P6.49 ..ok6.99 & Cassette 
t ' i~ .  'd  
. • : --, /,, .~,J ,~..' 
• :;~'~!:: ":'. '6 '.,Of i 
Led Zeppelin 
In Through 
The Out Door 
Cars 
-Candy O 
Cars 
Eagies 
- The 
Long Run 
"" 6.49 ,Track ,casse,. 6.99 
L .  6.49 , T rack  , .~ ~ '~ 
& Cassette:- ~*~t~'  ! 
, Track 6.49 L~ 5 .99  , Casse.. 
LP 6.49 sTrack6.99 
& Cassette 
Abba 
. Voulez- 
Vous LPC= / In  'Tr=k6.99 qleF i ~ l '~& Cassette 
,Supertramp 
~/.~ Crime of  
"T~he Century L, 5.99 ,caa.ffaSTrack 6.49 
e! ;'.,t ,~ 
,Jean Armatrading 
I hg; '"' y 
,,~.~Steppin 
LP 6.49 ,Track ,c.. , .  6.99 ;,,put 
Joe Jackson 
- Look Sharp LP 6.49 ,Track ,ca,.,. 6.99 
Raffi 
Corner 
Styx 
.Cornerstone c, 5.99 ,rack , , , . ,e6.49 
Rita Coolidge 
Satisfied'" LF' 6.49 ,Trock . . . . .  , , . . ,e 6.99 
" ~ Super tramp 
. Breakfast $60o,0 Grocery Store LPOnIy 6 .49  ,nAmerica CPS.SS~s~r~ke6.4' 
available at  "°"w°°' plus many ether 0 ,,,,,., SIGHT<  S UND 
KITtMAT 
NECHAKO CENTRE 
632-5000 
TERRACE 
SKEENA MALL 
635-4948 
i 
) 
t 
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Envoy escapes gunmen 
LISBON (AP) --  
Terrorists fired sub- 
machine.guns and hurled 
hand grenades at the car 
carrying Israel's am- 
bassador in downtown 
Lisbon today, slightly 
Ephraim Eldar escaped with 
a bullet wound in the arm as 
at least two men opened fire 
on his car when it arrived at 
the Israeli embassy. Eldar's 
Portuguese bodyguard ied 
instantly from an exploding 
wounding the envoy, killing grenade, police said. 
his bodyguard and wounding The attack occurred on a 
three others, Portuguese tree.lined wide street near 
police said. L i sbon 's  Gu lbenk ian  
No group claimed Museum. 
responsibility. Police quoted witnesses as 
Police said Ambassador saying one of the attackers 
was a blonde man wearing a
raincoat, and that he still 
carried his sub-machine-gun 
as-he led the others fleeing 
the scene. The gunmen's 
bullets also hit a Portuguese 
guard at the embassy door, 
the ambassador's driver and 
a woman passer-by. 
The 55-year-old am- 
bassador survived the attack 
by remaining in his car, 
police said. 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STININE 
REFERENDUM BY-LAW NO. 125, 1979 
Publ ic notice is hereby given to the Electors of the specified area of 
Electoral  Area C, that a pol l  shall be taken in accordance wi th  the 
provisions of the "Mun ic ipa l  Ac t "  to determine whether  or not the 
electors wish to part ic ipate in the 1978 capital expansion program 
and shar ing of the annual net operational costs of the Terrace Publ ic 
L ibrary .  
The fo l lowing br ie f ly  sets out the proposed by. law: 
To part ic ipate in the 1978 capital  ex l~nsion program and the 
annual net operational costs of the Terrace Publ ic L ib rary  on 
the basis of combined assessment of the Distr ict  of Terrace and 
the specif ied area on an equal mi l l  rate up to a max im um of 3.25 
mil ls  and to do al l  things necessary In connection therewith.  
Take notice that  the above is a synopsis of a by- law that  may be 
Inspected at the Regional Distr ict  Office, No. 9-4644 Lazelle Avenuo, 
Terrace,  B.C. f rom 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is not to be deemed an 
Interpretat ion of the by. law. 
The poll w i l l  be conducted at Thornhi l l  E lementary School, Clarence 
Mich le l  School on the 17th day of November, 1979, between the hours 
of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. Lucy Wood 
Returning Off icer 
i r  
MISSING 
GIRL 
FINALL Y 
FOUND 
HAMILTON (CP) --  A 
Hamilton father's faith in 
the medical system was 
bolstered Monday when a 
head nurse at McMasier 
i Medical Centre tracked 
down his missing 13- 
mouth-old aughter. 
Tom Scott felt his heart 
lurch when the nurse said 
"Mr. Scott, we don't have 
your daughter -- she 
never arrived." 
Young Molly Scott had 
been in Oakville- 
Trafalgar Hospital for 
only ~A hours when she 
was ev~/euated Sunday 
along with other patiehts 
after the train derailment 
in nearby Missiseauga, 
Ont. Her parents thought 
she had been moved to 
McMaster but she was 
actually at Henderson 
General Hospital in 
Hamilton. 
"But that head nurse --  
I think her name was 
Dehbie - -  was mar- 
vellous," Scott said. "She 
tracked Molly down for us 
• when I couldn't get 
through on the phones. 
And when we found her 
she was getting terrific 
care." 
The Scotts live in Oak- 
ville, just inside the 
evacuation zone.. 
from one 
plosion.s at the site Saturday. 
Two reliable informants, 
who asked not to be iden- 
tiffed, confirmed separately 
that the discovery was made 
today. 
Earlier today, about 15 
emergency workers were 
attempting topatch a hole in 
the railway car which has 
been leaking small amounts 
of chlorine since the 
derailment. 
George Trewin, engineeI' 
with the Ontario en- 
vironment ministry and an 
air monitor specialist, was 
asked if the chlorine lost in 
the initial explosion could 
possibly be in the almes- 
"phere in a gaseous form or 
whether it could return~O 
earth in rain. 
Both those eases would be 
"impossible," he said. 
Trewln would not confirm. 
what the informants 
reported but said it would he 
the best possible set of cir- 
cumstances if the chlorine 
was forced into the at- 
mesphere in the Saturday 
explosions. 
The chlorine would have 
broken down into minute 
particles which would have 
• dispersed by now, he said. 
At ground level near the 
derailment site, the highest 
chlorine level recorded since 
the explosion was .03 parts 
per million, said an en- 
v i ronme'nt  min is t ry  
spokesman. The average 
reading was .01 parts per 
million, enough to make the 
eyes sting, hurt the throat 
and cause sniffles. 
A level of three parts per 
million-- equivalent tothree 
drops of water in an average 
rain barrel - -w i l l  cause 
health problems for some 
people after 15 minutes, of 
exposure. 
Spokesman Janet Ecker 
also .said environment of- 
fielals have been monitoring 
the situation since Sunday 
and so far chlorine levels 
have been well below these 
posing a health hazard. 
Meanwhile Dr. G~C. 
Becking, a federal health 
department official, said in a 
telephone interview from 
Ottawa that the release of 70 
tons of chlorine into the 
atmosphere would be man- 
uscule in comparison to the 
amount of acid man pt~ts into 
it every day. 
, "(But) Let's not beat 
around the bush-- it's a very 
toxic chemical," said 
Becking, head of the en- 
vironment and occupational 
toxicology division of the 
health protection branch. 
"If you were by the tank 
(when the gas was released) 
you'd have been a goner." 
About 223,000 persons were 
escorted from a 130-square. 
kilor.petre area Sunday in the 
largest evacuation in 
Canadian history when of- 
ficials became concerned 
about gases -- especially the 
chlor ine-  wafting through 
the area. 
It still was not known 
WHO'S GOING 
AN 
can t, can you? Neither can we. And that, in a nutshell, is the biggest problem automobile insurance 
companies like ours have faced for years. Who pays how much? 
The traditional solution seemed logical enough: calculate the number Of accidents each grotzp was likel) 
to be involved in-young and old, male and female, single and married, where fl]cy live-and charge all v lamber s of 
that group the same premium, depending upon vehicle use. " . . . .  
The trouble was, each group contained good drivers and.bad rivers.The system simply lumped them together. 
It was  based on probabi l i t ies ,  l]Ot i nd iv idua l  abil it ies. 
• That's going to change. The Provincial Government has challenged the entire auto insurance industry in 
British Columbia to come up with a new and non-discriminatory rating s- ...... z. , ,-, i, ,-,, . . . . . . . . .  :~ 
Fundamental Auto Insurance Rating. Wc call it EA.I.R. Because it is fair. 
The program will start o bc phased in on Marcia 1, 1980. First prJ 
given to removing age, sex and marital status as factors in determining ira, 
premiums. Those changes will bc made in thc first two ycars. Geographic 
will start levelling out in 1980 and will bc eliminated by 1985. 
By March 1,1982 the basic idea will bc in place: cvcryonc will be ir. 
until proven guilty; everyone will bc a safe driver until proven unsafe; cvel 
entitled to a base premium until thcy lose that right. 
But if everyone njoys these rights, they must also share the rcsp( 
bilities.That's why the new F. A.I.R. program includcs aDriver Accident 
Premium.The implementation f this Accident Premium will place the 
principal responsibility on thc driver wh~) causes accidents. 
Obviously, any program that sets a fair base prelnium is going to 
cost money. So who 11 make up the difference ! The bull< of the 
money will eventually come from those who arc responsible for accidents. 
They'll pay higher premiums. And the m()rc accidents they have, 
the more frequently they have tlacm, the higher their premiums can go). 
lsnt that the way it sht)uld be. Thats F.A.I.R. 
llasurancc C,)rporati,)n ()f British Coittnlbi~t 
EXPLOSION, 
about noon EST today when CP Rah, said the derailment 
it would be possible to allow 
the 220,000 Mississauga 
residents and 3,000 from 
adjacent Oakville to return 
to their homes. 
The drama began shortly 
before midnight Saturday 
when 25 of 106 cars of a CP 
train -- carrying propane, 
chlorine, caustic soda, 
butane and toluene -- de- 
railed in this largely 
residential city west of 
Toronto, leading to a series 
of chemical explosions in 
seven or eight of the cars. 
About 218,000 of the 
evacuated residents are 
believed to have gone to the 
homes of relatives or friends 
• or hotels. 
Red Cross workers were 
handling the rest - -  about 
5,000 --  in emergency cen- 
tres set up in schools, 
shopping plazas and a 
mammoth convention cenl~e 
near Toronto International 
Airport, north of the city. 
OnMonday, W. W. Stiasas, 
executive vic~president of
could have been averted If 
hotbox detectors had been 
installed along the rail line. 
It appears that the ac. 
cident was caused by 
overheated wheel bearings 
or "a hotbox," he said. 
Hotbox detectors, devices 
planted every 50 kilometres 
or so along some busy rail 
lines, can detect abnormal 
heat buildup in axles of 
passing train. 
Stinson also said CP Rail 
plans to open a Missiesauga 
office to handle claims for 
out-ofpocket expenses of 
evacuees. 
But to receive com- 
peusation, evacuees must be 
prepared to sign waivers 
releasing the railway of 
liability, Stlnson said, adding 
that the move was not an 
admission of liability. 
Cost of the compensation 
has not been determined and 
CP Rail will not take 
responsibility for losses 
suffered by businesses or 
industries closed by the. 
evacuation order. 
f rom 1 SCHOOLS 
school system, whether the 
school is in Hszelton or 
Smithera," he said. "As long 
as there are Indian affairs 
schools, there's a certain 
amount of input missing. We 
intend to reduce our role in 
education and allow Indian 
d~iPle to make their own 
aloha." 
Indian students in public 
schools uffer from an alien 
environment, according to 
tribal council education 
committee chairman Shirley 
Tommy. She told delegates 
Indian parents must become 
more involved in the 
education of~eir students, if 
they want hem to succeed in 
school. 
"We have to increase the 
awareness of non-Indian 
teachers in the particular 
needs of Indian students ff
we want to improve the 
sitnation/' she said. 
Tribal council president 
• Bill Biackwater said, "If 
we're going to be in today's 
society, we have to have an 
education. But it's just as 
important to have a cultur~ 
education." He said the 
tribal council intends to get 
more involved in the running 
of both provincial and DIA 
schools in the area. 
"What in so sad about 
this," Shirley Tommy ftold 
the delegates, "is that we as 
Indian parents watch our 
~ildren take a bus to school 
every morning and we have 
come to believe that the 
schools are taking care of the 
education of our children. 
We believe this because we 
have no choice in the matter. 
It is the law. What we have 
begun to realize is that the 
school system can take care 
of only a small part of the 
education of Indian 
students." 
Tommy's presentation 
was greeted with a standing 
ovation, the only such 
response during the thr.ee 
days of the convention, 
which concluded Friday. 
Free brochure  
• for  TV ser ies 
B.C.'s Open Learning 
Institute is offering B.C. 
residents a free brochure on 
The Music of Man, a CBC- 
produced television series 
dealing with the nature and 
origin of music. 
The full.colour CBC- 
produced brochure sum. 
marizes each of the eight 
• parts of the series and lists 
all of the music played in the 
programs which run every 
Wednesday evening at 9 p.m. 
en CBC television. 
"The programs crier a 
unique opportunity for 
British Columbians to grup 
an understanding of music. 
its origin, its uses and its 
relaUonship to other aspects 
of culture," said John Ellis, 
principal of the Open 
Learning Institute. 
He 'said the brochure will 
enable British Columbians to
appreciate more fully the 
ideas end concepts ex- 
pressed in the series. 
"In one sense music is a 
reflection ot culture," he 
said. "And by taking a deep 
look at that reflection we 
gain a better understanding 
of ourselves." 
The brochure can be ob- 
tained by sending your name 
and address (please print) to 
Cmtinuln8 Education, Open 
Learning Institute, Box 
94,000 Richmond, B.C. VGY 
2A2. The supply of brochures 
is limited. 
INSECTS ABOUND 
Entomologists estimate 
that there are two million or 
more insect species in the 
world, compared with only 
_about 6°800 kinds of birds. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED 
For Terrace Recreation Departments Winter Session 
(January • March) of recreation programs. 
Qualified Instructors needed In the Arts • Crafts, 
General Interest & Fitness areas. Experienced 
volunteers also needed to lead Sports programs. 
This season we are particularly looking for Instructors 
or leaders for: 
FITNESS 
• Exercise to Music • 2 or 3 times weekday mornings. 
• Co.ed Fitness. 2 evenings per week. exparlenced in 
phys. ed. 
- Yoga - day and.or evenings. 
• Body building. 
SPORTS 
• Martial Arts. particularly Instructor for children's 
ludo. 
• Badminton - for adults. 
• Brcomball leader. 
ARTS & CRAFTS 
• Upholstery 
• Woodworking 
• Wood reflnlshlng 
• Cablnet maklng 
• Flower arranglng 
day or evenlng 
• Easter Egg Painting 
• Instructor for 
March workshop. 
• Ethnic cooking 
- Microwave cooking 
• Breedmaklng 
- Cake decorating 
MUSIC- Recorder 
• Wlnemaklng 
- Bridge or Canasta 
evening Instructor 
• Instructors for Native 
Indian Crafts 
• Lesthercraft 
• Lapidary 
• Weaving 
• Spinning & Dying 
• Watercolors 
• Sculpture 
- Balsa Craft & model 
Building - Saturday. 
DANCE . Ballroom, Disco, Folk, Square, Dancerlze 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Instructors for Senior Citizens Program 
Seniors Activity Night Leaders. one evening a month 
First Aid 
Pre-school French Instructor 
Ideas for any other programs that you'd like to give or 
take -- Call Mary-Margaret or Terrl at 638-1114 before 
Nov. 23. 
, ! 
RADIO 
NORTHWEST 
by DIGBY FODDEN 
Editor's note: This Is the first in a aeries 
of weekly columns by CBC Radio 
Program Supervisor, Dlghy Fodden. He'll 
be writing about CBC's programs, 
program personalities and special 
neatures. 
To the big city radio and television 
stations, federal and provincial elections 
mean big program plans. Directors, 
producers, announcers and researchers 
get together and discuss their election 
coverage plans. 
CBC Radio in B.C.'s Northwest makes 
the .same program decisions and plans 
when munielpal elections come around. 
Elections are big news, and require 
careful program strategy planning. 
At CFPR, the election strategy for the 
upcoming munieipal elections is well 
underw0y. CBC Radio is faced with 
reporting all the results from as far east 
as Fort St. James to the Western end of 
the broadcast area on the Queen 
Charlottes. It's an exciting challenge, 
since there are several maYoralty, 
aldermanic, and school board races, as 
well as a few referendums to be decided 
Nov. 17. 
"After Four" host Cam Martin is 
producing CBC Election '79. 
"Northwest bforning" hosts Peter 
1ockyer and Rhoda Witherly will host the 
two-hour special, and they'll be assisted 
by other announcers, reporters and 
freelance,s, all providing up to the minute 
results from the Northwest's com- 
munities. 
In Terraeer Pat Cat,era, CBC's 
researcher :there will provide returns to 
studio headquarters,  and she'll be 
working alongside bIarj. Fowle, who will 
have the same assignment in Kitimat, 
Coverage of this yearrs municipal elec- 
tions will begin Saturday night at 8 p.m. 
on CBC Radio. . ,. . . 
Aside from.me..e!ee+t~n coverage, one of 
the new feature~'¢.~. C Radio lnp.~tte~_ this 
fall was "Talk.Back"-. #'Ta]R',Back" is an 
opportunity for listeners to call in and 
discuss with "Northwest Morning" hosts 
their concerns and opinions about vir- 
tually anything affecting them and their 
community. 
The success of the fifteen minute 
feature depends on its popularity, just like 
any other feature or program, and, after a 
few weeks during which many calls were 
received, interest in "Talk Back" seems 
to have dwindled, or at leaSt~lec~ed.  
CIVIC ELECTION FEATURE 
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Soutar  wants  to beaut i fy  Ter race  ' 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff WrUer 
Improving the appearance of 
Terrace will be Alan Soutar's 
number one priority should he 
win re-election on Nov. 17 . .  
The Terrace alderman who 
says "we should complete Lower 
Little Park next year" is looking 
to improving other area parks 
and planting trees along the 
boulevards. 
"The appearance of Terrace 
has bern poor and neglected, 
there needs to be an emphaels in 
that direction, r' he said. Soutar 
thinks a permanent fund should 
be set up, posslMy ~om Iz~inees 
license fees, to pay for the im- 
provement projects. 
He says there has been too 
much emphasis on strictly 
paving projects, too little at- 
tantlon paid on the other parts of 
municipal streets. 
"We've got to look at the whole 
street, we should improve the 
appearance of the ditches and 
cover them with grass, r' he 
s~eeted. ~ "We could help our 
kids respect the environment 
with. sn improvement project 
something along the lines of 
SmOthers." 
Sourer has three childrm of'bin 
own, Colin 13, Craig 11 and 
Catherine is. Sourer and his wife 
Pearl, a homemaker, have lived 
in Terrace for the past 11 years. 
The alderman was born'in 
England, receiving his education 
at the University of London. An 
architect by trader he worked in 
the U.S. for six' yesi= before 
moving to Prince George, where 
he was the regional planner. 
Since coming to Ten'racer he 
has been the library board 
Manysuffer 
VANCOUVER (CP) --An im- 
migration department official 
who worked in SoutSeast~.~Asia 
selecting boat people for admit- 
tance to Canada says he was not 
prepared f~ the human suffering 
he ~aw there. ' 
Tan Hamilton said his work 
involved refusing many people 
who perhaps would have to wait 
years before being selected by 
another country. 
Hamilton, speaking during a 
seminar at the annual conference 
of the. Canadian ,.Council ~ f~ 
thousands ofhelpless refugees he 
saw in camps and in boats off- 
shore. 
He and another immigration 
officer would often spend 18 hours 
a day doing interviews, Hamilton 
said. 
"We were moved to extraor- 
the air waves, where their voices may be 
recognized by neighbors. But on the other 
hand, it's a lot like an editorial page, 
where readers write in their opinions, 
except in the case of radio, the opinion is 
not there for posterity. 
Radio is immediate, and really quite dinary#furt because of the sit. 
' - -  e "  painless. CBC Radio hosts are oation ~e saw tner. 
l~ofesslonal interviewers, and L~ople who . . 
Plans are also underway at CBC to 
cover the first International All Native 
Basketball Tournament in Prince Rupert 
this month. CBC Radio's sportscaster 
Dale Dymisniw will host the final night of 
activity and he'll be assisted by Prince 
Rupert's Jim COcoons. Jim's an avid 
sportsman. He's also a former captain of 
the Simon Fraser University team, the 
Clansmen. Dale and Jim will provide 
complete coverage of the games and will 
touch on highlights of the teams from as 
far away as NOah Bay, Washington; and 
Metlakatia, Alaska. The big night for the 
broadcast isSaturday, Nov. 24, starting at 
7 p.m. 
Not ye ,  
thanks 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - -  Nobody knows 
who he was, but he received the Last RiLeb of 
the Catholic Church after being hit by a bicycle 
and was taken to a hospital before he left for a 
more hospitable. ~vtronment. 
The man was walking early Saturday when a 
ear skidded to a halt to avoid a woman 
pedestrian; bicyclist Elizabeth Colby; 19, tried 
to avoid beth the ear and the woman. 
Her blcyele struck the msn, who war 
Imocked unconscious against a tree. 
"The guy really took a shot and was bleeding 
from the i~exd and mouth and he sure looked 
dead," said a policeman who asked not to be 
identified. 
The police called the rescue squad, the police 
Bureau of Criminal Investigation, a priest and 
the medical examiner. 
But when the rescue squad arrived with the 
injured man at hospital, the man Jumped up 
from his stretcher and fled into the night. 
which they worked they were 
escorted by police, 
"If you went to the john (the 
refugees) would collar you and 
say 'I want o go to Canada'," he 
said. 
Hamilton said when he arrived 
in Malaysia in August, 1977, there 
were 3,600 boat people and when 
he left last July the number had 
increased to between ~,000 and 
59,000. 
NEW BL/ ZE 
chairman, and served one 
term on council. He hopes to 
win another term. 
"I think council worked 
~W well last year, and was 
effective in putting forward 
programs last year," he 
stated. "If the same people 
are re-elected, the same 
things will happen." 
ALAN'SOUTAR... 
~ide from beautification, 
Jm considers public transit a 
priority. 
"Of aU the issues being 
discussed, the transit study is 
the most importantr because 
it's useful to most people, 
especially lower ' income 
people," explained the can- 
dOnate. 
parks priority 
"Prince Rupert has one, 
Kltimat has one, Prince 
George has one, so we 
defmitely should have one." 
Hess ,sir re-elected, he would 
mak, sure the system is in 
AIRTIGHT H" ATER 
-CONVAIR- 
o Uses thermo-tube, air-flow 
system 
a One load of wood can heat 
a home for hours 
a Save heating costs 
Heat-intensive CONVAIR 
heaters ~ive efficient low-cost 
heating by picking up cold, 
floor air and heating it up 
through thermal tubes placed 
in the hot spot of the unit, 
Twice the heat in one heater 
--convection and radiant! 
Also features cooking.surfaces 
an(] antique solid orals 
components. Top or rear 
models for ease of installation. 
Order yours today. 
Send for complete details... 
Blaze Industries of Canada, Ltd. 
50 Electronic Ave, 
Pod Moody, B,C, V3H 2R8 
operation by next spring, split the community in two." 
On the issue of he said, though adding a 
amalgamation, he feels condition that enough money 
Thornhiil should be part of is forthcoming from the 
TerrAce. provincial government tokeep 
"It makes no sense to me to taxes down. 
TERRACE ROTARY 
AUOTION 
FrEE & SatE, 
November 30 & Deoember 1 
Sat. 
9-10 PM 
10.11 PM 
Terrace Drugs 
11 PM.Mldnlght Terrace Motors 
West End Chevron Service 
MldnlGht-I AM Mantique MeSS Wear 
Don Hull & Sons Ltd. 
The Bank of Nova Scotia SlO0 Canada SavinGs Bond 100.00 
Pohle Lumber Black& Decker t/s,, ReverplnG 56.95 
Drill 
Finning Tractor & Equipment One Toy D10 Cat $45.00 
One Braun 'Plush Mat 24.95 
Bathroom Scales 
Twin Truck CB Antenna Set 55.11 
One Firestone Winter Tire100.00 
Your Choice 
~e Mess Norvlc CardiGan 55.00 
Gift Certificate for One 20.00 
Turkey 
Watch for the complete listing 
published Thursday, Nov, 29 
in The Terrace Kitimat Daily Herald 
i 
AUTO BUYS "rrzceseJyecnveunm~atura' quantities last. • We reserve 
the right o limit quantities.~t 
DISC-DRUM KM MS-150 2+2 POLYESTER 
COMBINATION FIBERGLASS BELTED TIRES BRAKE SERVICE Don't g.e! stuck this winter! C)uality winter tires are guaranteed 
Price includes front disc against omens in mamrims and workmanship. These tubeless 
pads, quality rear linings whitewalls are installed and coveted by K mart's N.A.C. Plan. 
and installation. TREAD DESIGN NOT AS ILLUSTRATED ON ALL SIZES. 
IN ADDITION WE WILL INSPECT 
• lines and hoses • master cylinders 
• wheel cylinders • rotors and drums 
MOST CARS. 
K mart 
Speclal Prlce 
RESURFACE ~UM~ 
K ml r l  Sp lc l l l  P r l ca  
50.  ' 
per wheal If aocOsllry 
, !:y. 
49so 
RESURFACE 
ROTORS 
K mlrt Special Price 
10 oo 
per *heal if flOOltllry 
E71k14 
Kmart 30?7  SaGe 
Price . 
' F'/I.14 * .;, 
::KrnartpriceSale 3177; 
678.14 
Kmart 33~ sale 
Price 
878-18 
'KmartpriceSale 337. . ' .  
1fig.IS 
Kmart 35?7  Sale 
Price 
L78.IB • • 
K mert 3977 Sale 
Price 
NaAeC. PLAN 
NO ADD T ONAL CHARGE FOR:. Installation. Balancing • Valve •"Fretght • Insurance 
• 'Single tire DtJrchase 
IH ADDITION Eoory S.OOO miles or 8 SOS km. for Ihe Ilia ol your K ms t rio we w 
pldorm without charon, Ihl l l  mllClsnance llrVJcol: I. Ptoplriy rotalo tirol 2. Thoroughly 
Inspsctllrso. 3. Checkeirprel|urs. 4. Chsckvalvoutemu.5. Chackwhoo be once 6 Robofonco 
i|necooosff. 7. Check front alignment. 6. Seaoonal removal and ins si a on o N mar oo a reedy 
mouolod on rims. g. Puocturo repair. 
"~RRANTIES ANO MAINTENANCE SERVICES HONOUREO ACROSS CANADA IN ALL K mort STORES 
WITH SERVICE SAYS 
HIgH QUALITY STEEL NICKEL PLATEO STEEL 
4 WAY WHEEL WRENCH 4 WAY WHEEL WRENCH 
Fits nut sizes ~,4", ",'m", Wrench sizes are ~C, 3:4", 
19 mm., and ~,m". Forged, %~s", and re". Made by 
nickel plated. 307 Gray, 4 8 7  
K mart Regular List PRoD 4.77 K mart Regular List Price 1.07 
K mart Special Price ca. K mart Special Price 
,,,,c,  0e+ QUALITY SOCKET SET 
Includes 7 sockets %" to ~,+", 
ratchet. ,C spark plug soc- 
ket, 3" extension, and sturdy 
melal box. 
K mart Regular 
List Price. 37.77set se t  
11 PIECE %" DRIVE 
METRIC SOCKET SET 
Includes 7 sockets 9 to 15 mm. 
ratchet,Ss '' spark plug socket. 
7.5 cm extension, plus metal 
box. 
K mart Regular 
LlsJ Pr ce $7.77set 
SUPER ¢,-SO0 
• ~P, gz,,:.., 
22FC-aTE T l .S7g 24C454 14F450 14-49 
K mart K mad K mart K marl K mart 
lllullrLIst flegullrList RIOuIIfLIsI ReIuIIrLI,I RqullrLtlt 
~rootT.0; Pff©o7$.9:rrfcs79.17 PK©s7f.11 PTIooTI.91 
K marl K mart K men K mart r 
IFKlll Spicier Special $~fll¢¢llll ' Kraals Spe¢lll 
~lco Price Pflca PrJco 
~ ~  B~mart"  SUPER 
KSO0 BATTERY 
Maintenace free 12 volt bat- 
. - - - - - - - - , . . - - - - -  tory should never need wa- 
. . . . . .  tar. Guaranteed for as Ion 
....... " /  as you own the car, For m( 
...... ~'~:' r cars. INSTALLATION IN- 
. i i ;~!!? CLUDED. 
.... / ..OgLe. 
77.510 
Kmsrt 
Re IuI|LLi,IL 
Price64.1/ 
Kmsrl 
Special 
Price 
59°  67;? 71].! 71].! 62..77. 767.!i 
SAVE s35 go ~J/I  LI SAVE =2500 ~ J I SAVE 
THE ORGANIZER MECHANIC'S SiX COMPACT TWO 
9 DRAWER CHEST DRAWER CHEST DRAWER CHEST 
27C-§t0 27F.610 Tote tray Double socket Crop front locks drawers. Provides extra storage for 
Rmarl Kmsrt dividers. Drop front. Red Large tray. Red enamel exist ing larger chests, 
RlaulsrLild Regulsrl.lat ~ . enamel fintsh, finish. Red enamel finish, FTfOO 87.1 I~lcsi7.E g mad K marl J K mart Regular K mort Regular K mart Reguler 
Spinet List Price 94.11 List Price 51.77 g~¢llll List Price 114.71 
Pdos K mart Special Price K marl Special Price K mart Special Price 
79".. 79".. 797, 69" 36" OR. ca. 
SKEENA MALL 
4761 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE 
W! OPEN + Advertised Mercharldise Policy ,= weLco. 
Wed., Thurs. & F,'I. ~ ................................ , ... ............. ..................................... ~ 
to 9:30 p .m.  .~ ................. . K m.l,t Caflada Lfrniled 
i 
. t ,  
i 
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Premiers 
support 
Clark 
mqves 
t 
By PAUL GESSELL 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Several 
premiers gave Prime 
Minister Joe Clark good 
marks Monday for his first 
performance aschairman of
a federal.provincial con- 
ference. 
Sterling Lyon of Manitoba 
said he was pleased with the 
atmosphere created by 
Clark at the one-day think. 
tank on a national energy 
strategy and predicted the 
meeting heralded "a new era 
in federal -provincia l  
diSCUSSiOns." 
Saskatehewan's Allan 
Blakeney, an eight-year 
veteran of federal-provincial 
cut-andthrust, was also 
congratulatory, saying "I 
think we had a good day.". 
Premiers from the 
Maritimes said they were 
pleased with indications 
from Clark that the federal 
government will continue 
heavy subsidization of ira, 
ported oil burned in the 
region for electricity 
generation. 
Clark surprised his guests 
when they walked into the 
first segment of the nine- 
hour meeting and were faced 
with a negotiating table 
considerably smaller than 
that favored by former 
prime minister Pierre 
Trudeau. 
Clark said the cozy four- 
metre-round table he chose, 
which allowed premiers to 
rub shoulders and to hear 
one another without shouting 
or attaching earphones, 
ended what he termed the 
gladiatorial atmosphere 
dominating previous federal- 
provincial conferences. 
British Columbia Premier 
Bill Bennett said those in- 
volved were actually sitting 
• around a poker table. 
'Clark dealt first, stating 
the federa) position on such. 
issues as oil corporation 
taxation and investment in 
alternate energy sources. 
His harshest critic was 
William Davis of Ontario, 
who feared Clark was 
leading Canada into a 
national recession by in- 
sisting on substantially-in- 
creased oil prices. 
Quebec Energy Minister 
Yves Berube, who 
represented his province, 
and Blakeaey had more 
subtle criticisms of Clark's 
policies. 
During nat ional ly-  
televised, morning session, 
tempers did not flare as 
often happened between 
Quebec and federal gov- 
ernment representatives 
under Trudeau's chair- 
mansidp. 
No one noted publicly that 
Berube was wearing a tiny 
campaign button for the' 
spring referendum on 
sovereignty-association. The 
gold button displayed a map 
of Quebec with the ~,:ord 
"oui" stamped across it. 
Ideological differences 
surfaced at ma-zy points but 
the atmosphere generally 
remained polite. 
If emotions became testy 
at the closed-door session 
later at Clark's home, the 
premiers masked their 
displeasure when they left. 
At the evening session of 
the Commons Clark praised 
the provincial eaders for 
agreements' reached 
DELUXE LUG SOLE 
BOOTS FOR MEN 
Waterproof boots with boa lin- 
ing and foam rubber insulation. 
Brown. 
K mart Sale Price 
 17o,0 
SNOWMOBILE FLINTSTONE ~ 
BOOT BUYS SNOWMOBILE 
With removabme re. BOOT VALUE 
liners, nylon top and Nylon top with draw- 
rubber bottoms, string closures, re- 
" ' - - ' '~" ' "  movable l iners,  
YOUTHS' waterproof rubber | 544 boltom . 
sKa~eart 1 0 4 4  
MEN'S I 
111841 \ -  i,, Pair~ 
¢.: :i- : ¸  : : 
:i~ i 
~) : ~:: ~:i:'~ i 
MEN'S 
Y~F. ELT PAC~'~ 
Canadian made with waterproof 
rubber bottoms, brown leather 
tops and removable felt liners. 
K mart 1 Sale 
Price 
COUGAR BOOTS 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
Keep feet dry and warm with 
Cougar boots. Lined boots are 
waterprooled. Lug soles. 
BOYS' MEN'S 
K marl Sate Price K marl Sale Price 
1E22 1722 
l V pair I /pa l r  
MEN S OVERBOOTS 
KEEP SHOES DRY 
A must for Winter wear, Black 
with zip front. Approx. 10" high. 
Men's 
*-iiii 
Pa i r  
: :::::::i!:.~ii::i!:" . 
i .  II i:,ii:i!ii!: 
MISSES' COMFY 
PULL.ON BOOTS 
Stylish and warm waterproof 
boots with cosy lining. Golden 
tan. Canadian made. 
K mart Sale Price 
GENUINE LEATHER 
LACE-UP BOOTS 
Lined Canadian made boots 
for winter. Approx. 8" high. 
Tan. Women's 
K mart Sale Price 
FELT LINERS 
FOR THE FAMILY 
Canadian made blue felt liners 
with reinforced heels. 
10 ,r4 , . , ,  Kraal, Kmer| Sale Price Sale Price SalePrlce 
asp 447.,, 4L e 
? 
• , .j f~ 
~:; .... "tO.') 
. .Tt 
SKEENA MALL 
4761 LAKELSE AVE, TERRACE 
OPEN 
WED., THURS. & FRI. 
to 9:30 PM 
• ~ Adver t i sed  Merchand ise  Po l i cy  I 
OUr hr nl inlenhon is (o have evp.ry aaverhsed item in sleek on our shelves If an adverhsp.d dp.m is 
r e( uesf for the mar chandlse Io be put chased al IhP. sale price whp.nevp.r avadable ot will soil you a 
not available for purchase duo to any unforeseen reason. K mart will ISSUe a Rain Check on 
compafablp, qualdy dp.m at a comparable reduction m price Our pohcy is Io give our customers 
~a,sfact,on always K mart Canada Limited 
WE 
WELCOME 
CIVIC ELECTION FE4 TURE 
Asante wants to use  ski l l  
, By ED YUDIN 
• :Herald Staff Writer 
Nadine Azante is in for a 
dsgflght and knows it. 
The Journalist, turned 
political novice, is involved 
in a tough three-way battle 
willt Roy Greening and Lea 
Watmongh todetermine who 
will' represent Thornhlll m 
the board of directors of the 
Regional District of Klttmat- 
Stthine. 
Asant, when queried about 
her age, admttted only that 
she was over 91. She is 
prepared for the upc.0ming 
battle, noting "these WhO are 
behind have got to run 
faster." ' 
A native of Vancouver, she 
has lived in such far.flung 
locations as Montreal and 
Glasgow. After working for 
the Scottish Daily Express, 
the Montreal Gazette, and 
the Vancouver Sun, Asante 
came to the Terrace area 
where she has now resided 
for the past ten years. 
Married to a local 
~dadlatrieian, she has two 
ughtore Jacqueline and 
Leanna in school, her other 
two .c~dron grownup, one 
marrted. Asante, who 
describes herself as a 
Journalist, broadcaster, and 
homemaker, is involved with 
environmentalist pressure 
groups and is the author of 
'The History of Terrace'. She 
brofralning from taking any 
hard-line stands on the 
issues for the Nov. 17 elec- 
time, preferring to leave 
that determination to the 
voter& 
"I think Thornhill 
residents are going to m~e 
the right decisions when they 
have all the facts about such 
issues as amalgamatiou, the 
proposed tra~it system, or 
any other concern which Is 
vital to Thornhill at this time 
in its growth," sl~e s|ated, 
"And whatever are the 
decisions of the Thornhlil 
~e_~le I think I have proved 
that "~l_~.ean~. sp_eak .wit.h 
determination a d in quite a 
loud clear voice for the 
majority of the people." 
While Acante is backing off 
from taking a confrontation' 
approach to the issues, she is 
quite clear about her in. 
ten(ions for Tl~o.rnbtll. 
"I would like to see a new 
image for Thornhill," said • 
the candidate. "l'm fed up 
with being referred to es 
'those people across the 
river who moved out of town 
to evade taxes." She also 
warned Terrace not to take 
Thornhillforgranted.' "In my work as a 
"In my opinion, Terrace newspaper reporter in 
needs ThornhUl far more Scotland and my native 
than Thornhill needs Vancouver, it was my job to 
Terrace," she said. probe and research and 
If successful irt her else. bring those facts to the 
(ion btd, Asante intends to sit people so that knowledgable 
on a number of committees, decisions can be made," she 
"Amalgamation and continued. 
transit are both under study "The final decision on all 
by committee." stated issues hould be in the hands 
Asante. "I want to he part of of the voters," Asante 
these committees." concluded. 
NADINE ASANTE... 
people's deeisiO,: 
friends for life 
The Canadian Red Cross Society 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(635-3680) 
Parcel Pickup & Delivery 
| |  m m m  | m m | m m m m m m  
' " L'ight Pack~qes & Parcels 
Chairs -- Recliners --1End Tables -- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Bo~ Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERSOR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
. s  m m m m m m  
District of Terrace Only 
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Use 
Fighttho lung cr ipplers chr, tm,, 
Seals 
  ii! 
Van and wagon. . .  
The best of both 
Combine the c- ~-': ' ' '  ^ ~ 
von, and the o 
station wagon 
have the new 
Vanagon. 
It offers a total 
new look to m~ 
it more ottracti~ 
more loading 
space to let it 
work harder; a 
wider track an, 
4-wheel 
independent 
suspension to 
make it more 
comfortable. 
Come in soon 
and check it o~ 
. . . .  ~.~.~.-.~,..: ~.r ~ ~ ' : . : ; : ~ , ~ ' F ' ~ ~  ~ ."~..4 ~ ~,  ~ 
The new v w van¢9o_. 
  Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 River Rd. 635-5844 
Kitimat board 
honorSi! service 
Kitimat School Board presented long- 
service awards to 14 district eachers at the 
conclusion of Wednesday's board meeting. 
George Neumann, principal of Mount 
Elizabeth Senior Secondary, and Dorothy 
McKay of Roy Wilcox Elementary, received 
desk sets marking 22 years of service in 
Kitimat schools. 
Awards for 10 years ervice were presented 
to Vivtan Wilken, Neehako Elementary; 
Sylvia McKec, Roy Wilcox Elementary; 
Cynthia Squazzin, MESS; Myrtle Pratt, 
Nechako; Lynn Smith, M ESSLLOls Marleau, 
Cormorant: E~ ~ q~ry; ~e~ Sonnefeld, 
Neahako; Colin Ca~ner6n, MESS; Mabel 
Gsrdin, Necbnko; Dorothy Leuze, Cor- 
morant; Beverly Fidler, Alexander 
Elementary and Eros Denning, Nechako. 
Students want gym 
Kltimat Youth Council has asked the school 
board to recomider a decision prohibiting use 
of the Mount Elizabeth Senior Secondary 
gymnasium for dances sponsored byr the 
group. ~ '~. , .... (" I';/~;.L, :..,"/'"" 
Dwight L. Magee, Youth Council director, 
told the board that holding dances at 
Riverledge Recreation CanOe imtead of the 
high school imits attendance to320 people. 
Because of restricted numbers, the group 
would have to charge $5 per parson it a band 
is brought in for a dance. 
Magee said "mont students can't afford to 
pay more than the $3 charged when dances 
are held at the school which can aceomedate 
700 people. 
The council's request was referred to the 
building committee for consideration. 
The board's decision to refer the council to 
Riverledge when accommodation is needed 
was made at a previous meeting because 
parents confined ances held by the group at 
MESS with dances ponsored by the school. 
Beard members received as policy, a 
resolution recommended bythe ministry of 
education which authorizes principals, vice- 
l~dnolpels, teachers end Janitors to take 
actiun for the protection of pupils and 
maintenance of order in schools. 
The resolution closes a loop hole in the 
public schools act revealed when a non- 
student who refused to leave a school dance 
was acquitted by a Vancouver Island court on 
the grounds that the person who requested he 
leave school property was not authorized by 
the minister of education or a school hoard. 
Board members passed arecommendation 
from the education committee asking the 
administration to investigate mergency 
lighting in all schools and make sure it is 
adequate. 
The administration was also asked to 
prepare a cost analysis for the provision of an 
emergency auxiliary power plant for MESS. 
other business, the board passed a 
borrowing by-law for $1,476,$40 and School 
Loan By-law No. 31 for $97,~00. 
Barter solution? 
ATHENS, Ont. (CP) -- Inflation is really 
only a problem to those of us who deal with 
conventional currency and fluctuating 
nmrkeis. A small group of rural families 
around this community have sidestepped 
Inflatim by ruing a method of trade that's 
even older than the monetary system 
latter ,  
At the second annual Barter Fair, held 
here recently, about 40 friends gathered at a 
country home to display their wares - -  
everything from surplus garden vegetables 
and preserves to old pieces of equipment 
that had been collecting dust in a shod. 
Some brought descriptions of bulky items 
to trade and posted these beside their more 
portable goods. 
There wag no haggling over prices. 
"It was all very considerate," says one 
participant. "Just a simple unspoken un- 
dsrstanding of 'this is of use to you and that 
is of use to me' and a trade book place." 
•k  N 
,- "h /  ,: .... 
'.,.. BONDS 
% FIIRST 
YEAR 
10'/  NEXT 6 YEARS 
SALES PERIOD ,EXTENDED 10 NOV. 19 
EVERYONE BENEFITS' A CHOICE OF BONDS 
Everyone who has already bought, or who buys new Canada ~__~ ~a~ ~ Canada Savings Bonds also offer you a great choice. There's a
Savings Bonds will get the new higlier eturn, even though the ~ " - -~ \7 -  Regular Interest Bond that pay sinterest each November 1. And a 
bond certificates have the orighlal ratepr inted on them. The new = ~-'=-= : ~  Compound Interest Bond that reinvests your interest 
average annual yield to niatui'ity is 10.78% for those who buy ~._~f~ ~ automatical134 earning interest on interest. With the new rate a 
on or'before November 19. . ~ ~  ~ ~ $100 Compound Interest Bond will grow to $204.82 at maturity in 
~ -  T~_ f ~--'~. just 7 years. 
CAS i EASYTOBUY SAFE, SECURE AND SIMPLE TO H 
. . . . .  . . . .  . ~ . "~ ~.4~ ~ ~'" New Canada Savings Bonds are on sale wherever you bank or iNewt_anacla ~avlngs Donusarea sate, securemvesrmenz . ~ . ~  -:.-- ~-~. - - 
,,_ . . . . . . . . . . . .  .4 interest "ear ~ft . . . . . . .  ' ru^-'r^ -~- - -~_~ ~ ' ,  invest. And now, you can purchase your new bonds at lace value, 
. . . . . . . .  - ,,-, J -  - - J  .,_ , . . . . .  - -  ~ =" ~ ~ without oavment ot accruea interest, up to ana mclucung r~ovemoer oacKeo by. au me resources or ~anaua. ~nu may re easy . ~ ~J[~ . . . .  r . ,  ., , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
tO" casn" wnen~ mere"- 's. . . . .  a neea.~ ~ --------~-4 ,.lw-lney . . . .  are avauaom  various amounts up to a total purcnase imut or 
~,vt~, t~uy yours today[ 
RETURN ON PASI" SERIES INCREASED 
The return on all outstanding Series of 
Canada Savings Bonds has now been increased to 
12% for the year beginning November 1,1979. 
The return for each remaining year until the 
bonds mature ie 10'/2%. Here are the facts: 
SERIF.S BEFOI  
Holders of these Series will receive the higher 
rate of return through an increase in the value of 
the cash bonus payable on the maturity date of the 
'bonds. The new cash bonuses provide an annual 
return equivalent to 12% from'November 1, 1979 
to October 31, 1980 and 101/2% from November 1, 
1980 to maturi~. With the new rate, the.average 
annual yield to maturity from November 1, 1979 
and bonus payable for each Series are as follows: 
Maturity Average Annual Cash Bonus 
Date Yield to Maturity at Maturity 
Series Nov. I from Nov. I, 1979 per $100 Bond 
1967/68 1980 12.00% $ 6.00 
1968/69 1982 11.05% $13.56 
1970/71 1981 11.29% $ .6.96 
1971/72 1980 12.00% $ 4.25 
1972/73 1984 10.86% $19.35 
1973/74 1985 10.81% $24.06 
1974/75 i983 10.93% $ 5.58 
1975/76 1984 10.86% $ 8.48 
1976/77 1985 10.81% $12.36 
To receive the cash bonus, the bond must be 
held to maturity. You can however continue to 
cash your coupons or interest cheques each year 
and still be entitled to the cash bonus. 
1977178 and 1978179 SERIES 
A $1,000 Regular Interest Bond of these Series 
will now pay $12-0 interest on November 1, 1980 
and $105 each November 1thereafter to maturity. 
Interest on Compound Interest Bonds will 
now accumulate according to the new annual rate 
structure. In addition, theBonds will earn interest 
on interest at their new average annual yield to 
O maturity-10.78 '/ofor the 1977/78 Series and 
10.81%'for the 1978/79 Series. A $100 1977/78 
Series Bond will now grow to $237.21 at maturity 
in 1986. A $1001978./79 Series Bond will now grow 
to $202.81 at maturity in 1985. 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS-A BETTER CHOICE THAN EVER 
,; .I 
~" ., - - -~  
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When he was the centre of 
attention at UCLA in the 
1960o, he was the trigger for 
one of the best fastbreaks in
the college basketball game. 
Levi Alcindor has since 
changed his name, but not 
his style. Now Kareem 
Abdul-Jabbar, he is the big 
gun ou Los Angeles Lakers 
Kareem the key in L.A. 
"We're committed to the Blazers trimmed Kansas 
fastbreak this season," said City Kings 112-109. 
the Lakers' interim coach, On Saturday, San Antonio 
Paul Westhead, "and we're Spurs beat New York Knteks 
running and passing and 
scoring." ' 
In other NBA action 
Sunday, Phoenix Suns 
defeated Denver Nuggets 
116-91 and Portland Trail 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
these days and still has that 
fastbrsak in high gear. Like 
Sunday night, when the 
Lakers defeated Cleveland 
Cavaliers 140-126 in the 
National  Basketbal l  
Association and improved 
their record in the Pacific 
Division to 11 wins in 15 
games. 
123-119, Philadelphia '76era J 
edged Boston Celtics 95-94, 
L Atlanta Hawks downed Washington Bullets 109-105, Houston Rockets beat Detroit Pistons 112-104, Portland defeated Chicago Bulls 94-90, Seattle Super- 
Sonics nipped Utah 88-87, ~ ¥  
Milwaukee Hues heat San 
V6 auto trans., PS & PB 
TE l{ l{  t(: l ' :-kl ' l ' l~l VI' 
1978 T-BIRD TOWN [AHDAU 
Air conditioned, stereo 8 track, power seats & windows 
dally herald 
• . SPORTS 
1977 FORD E150 ECOHOLIH£ 
Short w. base van, V8 auto. trans. $5995 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
VS auto, stereo, air conditioning $4195 
1975 FORD TORIHO ELITE 
V6 auto. trans. $4595 
1979 FORD F250 SUPERCAB 
Camper special, V0 automatic $10,500 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB ~ 
V6 automatic, 8 ft. box. $8295 
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V6 radio, 4 speed $9995 
1979 FORD F250 PICKUP 
Only 6000 kilos., V8 auto trans. $7695 
1977 DATSUH PICKUP 
4 speed, 4 cyl., short box $4795 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security conversion, frldge, furnace, etc. $12,995 
1979 20 FT.OKANAGAN MOTORHOME $20,995 
' I 
1976 DATSUH 4x4 PICKUP 
4 cyl., 4 speed, radio $4995 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
Dealer No, 5548A 
Excellent condition 
i Jamaal Wilkes scored 25 
points to lead Los Angeles' 
balanced attack. The 
Lakers, who led almost all 
the way, made their first 11 
field goal attempts en mute 
toa 23-17 advantage after six 
minutes of play. It was 43-25 
after one quarter and 75~5 at 
balftime. 
Suns 116 Nuggets 91 
Leonard (Truck) Robinson 
scored 13 of his game-high 26 
points in the third quarter, 
Including nine in a row, to 
ignite Phoenix past Denver. 
It was the Suns 10th victory 
in 16 outings. 
Chicago coach Eddie 
Johnston is hoping someone 
--  anyone - -  will impose a 
mandatory etirement age of 
50 for hockey players. 
Gordte Howe --  the 51- 
yearold Hartford Whalers 
and heckey's only active 
player to become a grand. 
father -- hit his second goal 
of the game at 12:21 of the 
final period Sunday night to 
lift his team tO s 5-5 National 
Hockey League tie with the 
Black Hawks. 
"Wewere glad to get out of 
this one with a point," 
Johnston said. "But I would 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
VICTOR P. HAWES, Optometrist 
wishes to announce that he has moved his 
office to the Skoena Hail. For appointment 
please phone 
' 635-2229 
1976 MAZDA 808 2 DR. 
VOU COME 
OUT gN 
TO,P! 
$3595 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE $3495 
$8795 
say Gordie Howe should not 1, Philadelphia heat New 
play anymore." York Islanders 5-2, Buffalo 
"He should quit," John- beat Washington Capitals 5- 
ston added, laughing. 3, Boston dumped Pittsburgh 
Dave Kecn, at age 39 no 6-1 and Minnesota North 
youngster himself, also Stars tied 6-6 with Los  
scored two goals for the Angeles Kings. 
Whalers, who rebounded Following Howe's first 
from one-goal deficits twice goal at 17:41 of the first 
in the third period. The period, Cliff Koroll scored 
Whalers, o~ the other hand, his first of the season for 
took leads three times in the Chicago on a breskaway. 
first two periods, and on Tn the second period, Hart- 
each occasion the Hawks ford's Nick Fotiu beat 
tied it momenta later. Espssito with a slap shot, but 
In other games Sunday, Grant Mulvey tied it for the 
Toronto Maple Leafs beat • Hawks 14 seconds later. 
.Edmonton Oilers 6-3, Pitt• Keon's first gnal made it 3- 
sburgh Penguins downed 2, but Chicago's Tom Lyalak 
New York Rangers 4-1, rebounded a Terry 
Philadelphia Flyers nipped Ruskowskishot at 16:58 to tie 
Vancouver Canucks 5-4, it again. 
Boston Bruins defeated At. In the third period, 
lants Flames 6-3, Quebec Chicago's John Marks 
Nordiques beat St. Louis scored the first of two goals 
Blues 4-1 and Colorado at0:51butKeoncollectedhis 
Rockies downed Buffalo second at 5:37. Marks was 
Sabres 5-3. credited with an unassisted 
On Saturday, St. Louis goal at 11:02 when the puck 
upset Montreal Canadians 5. accidentiy went off the skate 
3, Toronto bombed Winnipeg of Whaler defenceman Rick 
Jets 8.4, the Rangers edged Lay and past goalie AI 
Quebec 5-4, Vancouver Smith. 
nipped Detroit Red Wings 2- But 1:19 later, Howe 
FOR COUNCIL 
R communit9 worker": 
of Terrc~ce for the 
p~st 20 .Qe~rs, 
mol ly wcmts to see: 
• a 5.10 year plan providing 
guidelines for future development 
of land, Industry & recreation. 
• the extension o f  ,Terrace,.~ 
boundaries east to Ihcffdde'~,~..'~.~'~:' 
and west to Include proposed CN R 
expansion. 
- The developmentof Ferry Island 
for c:ampers while leaving the 
natural surroundings unspoiled. 
! 
I 
Next T~me.. .  
' Get Away 
635-2033 
C.m~pitm Tob,t 26 C, ,n 'ml , ,wd  Bridget' Ctutset 
P~ac~ was whatyou were looking for, but a crowded campground was 
all you found. No quiet, no serenity and getting there was e~en worse. 
Next time you want to get away, Get Away in a Boat, Get Away in a 
Campion. You will find peace just five minutes from the dock. There's a 
marina or launching ramp just moments from your home. 
Next time, if peace is what pou want, then peace is what vou will find when 
you Get Away in a Boat. 
Get Away in a Campion! 
i 
Ask about our yeamnd specials 
in both boat & RV stock, stock. 
A great selection to choose from. 
I 
Chinook Trailer Sales Ltd. 
5506 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 635-2033 
A~iidia coaches, defenee was 
the key to the Ax~S ~ 
tory. ' " "" - 
The Acadia detente forced 
eight turnovers and sacked 
Alberta quaterbacks 10 
times 
"We started the season 
with an odd defence and now 
we are going with an even 
defence which has worked 
very well for us," said 
Acadia coach John Huard. 
"Now we are just starting to 
get things together." 
Alberta coach Jim 
Donlevy agreed with Htmrd. 
"Their dafence was very 
well prepared," he said, 
"They took most of the 
things away that our offence 
does very well." 
Dave Bemis intercepted 
two passes and recovered 
o~ei'~,~ble,'to lead the 
Akemeii detente, While Bill 
Bar~ett had two in- 
terc~pti0ns. Defensive 
'~'"line~an~Iobn' Stevens, who 
sacked Alberta quar- 
terbacks four times, was 
awarded the Don Loney 
trophy as the game's most 
valuable player. 
Jed Palmaci, Hubie 
Walsh, Don Ross scored 
touchdowns as the Acadia 
running attack proved more 
suited to the rainsoaked 
Huskie Stadium field. Bob 
Stracina converted all three 
TDs and added two field 
goals. 
CORRECTIOH 
on PAGE 7 of the SEARS KENMORE NATIONAL 
APPLIANCE SALE catalogue the price of the 
automatic dryer - 267488010DL - White - 
is incorrectly listed at 
'219.98 
and should be 239"  
slapped his eighth goal of the 
year past Espoaito for the 
tie. 
Leafs 6 Oilers 3 
Ron Ellis paced the Leafs 
attack with a pair of goals. 
Rocky Snganiuk, JOhn 
AndersOn, Dave Wit|lama 
and Jei'ry ~Bdtler adde~l the 
Axemen, Mustangs 
in football final 
Acadia Axemen will meet 
University of Western On- 
tario Mustangs in the 
Canadian intercollegiate 
College Bowl football 
championship on Saturday. 
The,; ..,A~. ~ll~.~ .~, . .~  
secona in the  country, 
trounced Alberta Golden 
Bears 27-3 in the Atlantic 
Bowl on Sunday, while the 
London, Ont., Mustangs 
dumped efending champion 
Queen's Golden Gaels 32-14 
in the Yates Bowl on 
Saturday~ 
"wl~ b~th the Alberta and 
other Toronto goals while 
Start Weir, Dan Newman and 
Brett Callighan replied for 
the Oilers. 
Penguins 4 Hangers 1
Pittsburgh centre Greg 
Malone sot up goats by his 
linemstes, Gary MeAdam 
and Pat Hughes, and scored 
the game winner as the 
Penguins upset he Rangers. 
Flyers S Canucke 4
Rick MacLeish scored 
three goals to extend the 
Flyers unbeaten streak to 13 
games. Brian Propp and Ken 
Linseman accounted for the 
other Philadelphia goals. 
Don Lever, Ron Sedlebauer, 
Rick Blight and Jere Gillts 
scored for Vancouver. 
Brulns 6 Flames 3
Terry O'Reilly, Rick 
Middleton, Ston Jonathan, 
Bob Miller, Peter McNab 
and Bobby Lalonde all 
scored for the Brulns. Ken 
Houston, with two, and 
Garry Unger replied for At- 
lanta. 
Nordlques 4 Blues I
Real Cloulier paced the 
Quebec attack with two goals 
while Bob Fitchner and Dale 
Hogansen added me apiece. 
Blake Dunlop scored for the 
Blues. 
Rockies 5 Buffalo 3 
Lucian DeBlois scored 
twice for the Rockies to 8ive 
Colorado its first victory on 
the road this season and its 
fli'st win ~ver in Buffalo. 
The Axemen held a 17-0 
lead before Trevor Kennerd 
could kick a 22.yard field 
goal with two seconds 
remaining in the first half. 
,~l~.e~,n~w~l.e; i a]~q0ost,.10~ 
their l~tent ground game to 
great advantage, rolling up 
281 yards and four touch- 
downs. 
Western quarterback Paul 
Ford, voted the game's most 
valuable player, added 
another 243 yards in the sir, 
connecting on 14 of 26 pssscs. 
A blocked punt early in the 
first".~quarter got the 
Mustangs Tolling. 
Western iinehacker Brant 
Cowell blocked a Queen's 
punt to give the Mustangs 
possession at the Gaek' 46- 
yard line and Ryan Potter 
finally ran the ball in from 
the one for a TD. 
Potter, who also scored 
another touchdown, gained 
177 yards on 18 carries, while 
teammate Greg Marshall 
gained 98 yards on 11 
carries, including a 46-yard 
ramble for the final score 
with 20 seconds left in the 
game. 
Weatern's other touch• 
down was a six.yard run by 
Mike Kirley, in the scc~d 
quarter. 
Queen's, with its running 
attack shut down, took to the 
air for both its touchdowns. 
The first came on a one-yard 
toss from Bob Wright to 
Dave Maraoueci. The other 
score came late in the game 
on a one-yard pass from 
Wright o Blaine Shore. The 
Mustangs limited the Gaels 
to a net gain of Just 29 yards 
on the ground. 
Wright, a freshman, con. 
netted on 20 of 27 passes for 
327 yards and his best output 
of the season. But most of his 
completions were of the 
short variety and came late 
in the game. 
This will be Western's fifth 
appearance in the Cdlege 
Bowl in the last nine years. 
$5395 
I Diego Clippers 133•104 and 
HUHAK[ATOPDOGDN,,. Should Gordie quit? 
w 
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PLA YOFFS... . . . IN THE ff/EST 
St  mpl  L io  372  • amps  t ra  e ns  - 
i 10  % OFF  ALL  MEATS By JOHN KOROBANIK were on the m~e. " Calgary drives without a receivers, part icular ly Stampeders' defense was Stampeders had the game 
• CALGARY (CP) - -  British Neither club could take ad- touchdown, came out Armstead and Kelvin Kirk, doing its share, won. 
CdumbinIAousehouldhave antsge of the strong wind in throwing. By tha time he wns for Short gainers over the ' Calgary had an impreuive Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
followed the bus driver when the flrst half - -  Caigary held finished 15 minutes later, middle that allowed the Six •times B.C. quar. 
the public address an- nnB-lmarginathalRime-- Johnson had thrown three Stampeders to put together terbacks were sacked and 20 flrst downs and hM yards Turkey, Fish & Deft 
ncuncer; ~ midway through but the Stampeders, hungry touchdown passes, the their lengthy marches, starter Joe Paopao was net offence that gave further proof to the strong diver- 
the third quarter of Satur- for another shot at the Stampeders had scored 29 Three times Johnson twice forced to leave the sifted attach of the Stem. at 
day's, Canadian Football defending Grey Cup points and the pro.Calgary directed Calgary on long game after being hit, He 
Leagi~e Western semi.final, champion Eskimos, were crowd was getting ready for" drives that culminated in PlaYed only about half the 
asked the B.C, bus driver to handed another opportunity the Eskimos. major scores. Following his game, . , 
to begin the third qtmrter. Johnson completed 28of 36 touchdown strike to Arm. 8o dominant was 
Calgaryhadthewlndnndthe pa,~sea in the game for 467 eteadat3:Ol of the quarter, Calgary's defance that a 
ball in what urned out to he yards and while he hit a few Johnson hit James Sykes shutoutwas averted only by 
themesteruclalerrerofthe long ouea, including a 50- witha26-yarderat 10:12and LuiPassaglia'ssingles of 78 
yard touCh'dawn strike to Mike McTague with a 20- and 89 yards, s 
report o his bus, 
That way, at least the 
Llcas could have avdded 
what turned out to be even 
further embarrassment as afternoon. 
they were,.whippod 27.~ by ".They gave us the ball and Armstesd that began the yarder at 14:31.' 
Calgary Stampeders. they gave us the wind," said points explosion, most of the With the wind advantage 
, Calgary now meets Ed- Calgary wide receiver Willie damage was done' with the Ray .alums returned a in the first quarter, the Lions 
monton Eskimos in the Armstead. "That almost short passes, partially-blocked punt 30 failed to get a first down. At 
Western Conference final overwhelmed me and~ I "They respected us so yards for Calgary's other halfllme the Lions' net of- 
next Sunday in Edmonton. figured: 'It's game over for much deep that they gave us touchdown, J,T. Hay's foot fence totalled minus two 
When the call went out for these guys." the short passes," said accounted for Calgary's yards. Their final total was 
the bus driver to get his And it was. Johnson. "They gave us too ether 13 points. 11 first downs and 113 yards 
machine warmed up and QuarterhackKenJohnsea, muehundwetookadvaninge While Calgary's offence off.encey--jast16ofttrushing 
ready to move, the score was who haddirected some of it." the third quarter,  the in the final quarter when tha 22-1 and th  Stampoder~ impress ive  f i r s t -ha l f  Jolmsoneonfinuallyhithis was piling up the points in --autaimestnllofthatcame 
...IN THE EAST . . . .  
• Ottawa nips tenacious Ticats 
"By ALEx BINKLEY conference ehampiomhlp in the first half and Z guess yards in totai offence second hal/. The offensive 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  To asd a berth in the Grey Cup we felt we had it locked up compared with 263 yards, for hacks were told to give 
Ottawa defensive coach Joe national final in Montreal and relaxed a bit. And the. Riders. But ~ Hamilton Clements more protection. 
Mms, the Rough Riders' 29- Nov. 26. Clements tarted to click on hurt its chances with' three Clements aid the loss was 
$6 win over Hamlltou Tiger-. Sunday's game 'almost his passes," interceptions, two lost "the result of nonexecutlon 
Cats in the Enstem Foutball ended in more than s Ottawa got touchdowns fumbles and 141 yards in on my part und the offenee's 
Conference semi-final dogfight as the players from Jeff Avery on a nine- penalties, part." 
.Sunday was a dogfight pure began a shoving match and yard pans from Condredge Hamilton coach John 
and simple, had to r~trained by the of- Holloway and from Jan Payne said his "players Organ said the generally- 
"If -you look at the flolals. Sutton on a 28-yard pass played hard and made a dry field and lack of wind 
statintlcs, you'll see m~t Several other melees interception. Organ con- gallant Comeback." . "made it an ideal day for 
games, no matter what the broke out in the game, in- vertedbath, kicked five field "But then we got hit with a kicking." 
score is at halftlme, are a dudingeaeontheflimlplay goals and punted seven rash of penalties in the 
dogfight right to the final ef the second quarter after times for an average of 34 fonrth quarter." , "It seemed every time I 
~whistle." Rm Foxx and Larry Brane yards, had to kick, I had good 
The Tiger-Cats trailed. 23- of Ottawa, unloaded on JohaHollandscbred~li the That included a penalty footing." 
I0 at hal/time b~t fought Hamllt~ quarterback Tom Hamilton ~ touchdowns on against linebacker Zaek 
back ton26-26 tie ln the final.' Clemenls, sending him, his passes from Clemenis who Henderson for. roughing Organ had been plagued 
moments bef0re.l~lug on a helmet sad the ball in three threw twopoint conversions Holloway. The penalty kept wlthincon~istency all season 
~2-yard fleld~igoal by Gerry dlfferent-dlrncilons, to Left Pettersen and Neff alive the Ottawa drive ~at as he struggled to regain the, 
Organ. c~i ~,r ~ : Lumsden. Zenon An- resulted in Organ's winning footwork that made him a hit 
Ottawa play~ ~ ~lg~ttea M~s ~id that the Riders drusyshyn, converted one kick. with the Ottawa fans before 
in Mont r ,~ '~ i~ inp lc  gat~'anintonse effort from score. Payne said he didn't make he retired for the 1978 
Stadium S ~  :~f~'~ the, 9ffen~ and the defense The Ticats generated 330 any special changes in the season: 
Kicking's the key on Sunday . . .  
By HAL BOOK quarter TDs, but Meseley's season. The Housto~ star Saints 31 '49era 20 Angeles, which led 16-0 
The Ass~iated Press 39-yard field goal with 36 carried 32 times for 107 New Orleans took over early. 
Alex Kartas wouldn't have seconds to play salvaged the yards, pushing his season's first place in the NFC West, Packers 19 Vikhtgs ? 
appreciated the gdngs-~ in victory for Washington, totals to 245 carries for 1,039. rolling past San Francisco as Terdeli Middleton rushed 
the' .National Football The winning three.printer Dan Pastorinl combined on Chuck Muncierushedfor 118 for 135 yards and David 
League on Sunday. came despite a had snap 'I'D pass plays of 55 and 35 yards. Archie Manning hit 15 WhRehurst passed for a pair 
Karrss was the monstrous from centre which was yards with Ken Burr.ugh as of 21 passes for 153 yards for Of TDs in Green Bay's vie- 
Detroit defemive tackle who salvaged by holder Joe the Oilers remained one the Saints. tory ~er  Minnesota. It was 
~owne~pl~/~k-~fl~k~6rs Theismann. game~behllid Pittbburgh~ .... ~ ~"~' "~"~' . . . . .  : ~ ~ !  first,.Ioos to the; 
last  moment with dean, San Diego hung on to Its Terry Bradshaw threw Bears 27 Rams 23 Giants 24 Falcons 3 
fresh uniforms to decide the share of the American three TD passes and Matt . Virgil Livers intercepted Terry Jackson returned a
outcome o( games. Conference West lead by Bahr kicked three field goals rookie Jeff Rutledge's pass, blocked punt 47 yards for the 
But it was those kickers overcoming an early 14-0 as Pittsburgh won its fourth setting up Walter Payton's game's first TD and New 
who turned around three deficit to overhaul the straight game. Despite a 232. winning t~uchdown, a two- Yorkwnn its flfth gamein 
games. Washingtou's Bengais. Woods kicked field yard passing day, Bradshaw yard run with 1:12 left, as the last six weeks, beating 
Mark Moseley and Mike goals of 22, '42, 34 and 32 W~wn/Satiafied. Chicago overhauled Los Atlanta. 
Woods of San Diego booted yards, the last one with 19 junt didn't play well .and Monda) 
last-minute field goals to seconds left, for the offensively," he said. "I just 
secure victories, the Red- Chargers' victory. The four didn't have a good day. I 41 • 
skins edging St, ~Louls Car- field goals was a San Diego threw more ducks and bad 
dinals30-~and~th~t~pharBero d~lbJNcord../ ..... : . pa~to~aythan lbavea l l  .l~VI~7~r~rg~(b]8~, ~r,!~on~ug on a 4e-yard Roger 
topping Cin¢~Ma'ti',~Benga~ Bills 14 Jets 12 / year. ' Lo~king'~T 5~); Fr~mklin/' Staiibachpass to Tony Hill. 
26-24. But Toni Llnhart Linhart, cut earlier by 8eahawks~Browns24 you wouldn't thi~ he and his Quar terback  Ron 
missed two usually routine Baltimore after missing Seattle, limited to minus. Philadelphia Eagles' team- Jaw.rake evened things up 
exira poinis and that was the some short field goal tries, seven yards in totsl offence a mateshadjustbeatenDailas after Tony Dorsett fumbled 
difference in New York Jets' cost the Jets dearly against week ago, erased that Cowboys for the first time the ball away to the Eagles. 
14-13 loss to Buffalo Bills. Buffalo. Both teams scored memory with a 427.yard since 1974. 
In Sunday's other games, two TDs, but the Bilk' got game against Cleveland as And you sure wouldn't Jaworski spotted tight end 
it was Honston Offers 31 the game's onlyextra points Sherman Smith rushed for thinkFranklin had booted a Harold Carmichael in th~ 
Oakland Raiders 14; Seattle from Nick Mike-Mayer. three TDs. monster field goal of 59 " end zone for a 32-yard touch- 
Seahawks 29 Cleveland Bucs 18 Lime 14 Dolphins 19 Colts O yards, second longest in down that tied the score. 
Jaw.rake departed late in Browm 24; Miami Dolphins Tampa Bay stayed two Miami moved into a first National Football League~ the second quarter with a 
j[9Baltlm~eColts0; Tampa games in front of Chicago in place tie with New England history, ontheway tothn31- wrist sprain, but was to 
Bay Bucanesrs 16 Detroit the NFC Central, rallying in in the AFC East, bottling up 21 victory. 
Lions 14; Pittsburgh Steelers the final 3½ minutes to erase Baltimore while Bob Grease His head hanging amid the return in the second half. 
30 Kansas City Chiefs 3;  a 14-6 deficit, tsesedTDpaesesofl8andl4 hand-slapping, - shouting . In the .meantime," backup 
Chicago' Bears 27 Lop First Neff O'Donoghne yards to Nat Moore. The jubiiation of the locker oom, John Walton managed to 
Angeles Rams ~3; New kicked his third field goal of Dolphins sacked Colt Franklin said: "Poor. That's stretch the Philadelphia lead 
Orleans Saints 31 San the game, a 28.yarder, and quarterback Greg Landry all I can say. I made one I with a 29.yard touchdown 
Francisco '49ere 20; Green then Doug Williams' threw a seven times, wasn't supposed to, and . pass to Charlie Smith, who 
Bay Packers 19 Minnesota 23.yard TD pass to Larry Bronees 4S Patriots 10 missed . t~o~,was . "  , recorded his first TD 
V#inga 7; New York Giants Mucker following Dana Denver roiled to a 38-7 T~: :  ~ ' .~: ' . "~, "  and reception of the year. " 
Atlanta Falcons 3 and Nafzinger's recovered hal/time lead and just Was~~dsk lns  now ' 
coasted against New trail Da l l~n the National Fi~anldin's club record 59- EnglandDenver Pat iotsBronc°s10.45 New voints,fumble for the deciding England, The victory kept Foo~allCOnfere~ce~s~:~'Ya~ler followed to make the 
Philadelphia plays at Oilers31 Raiders 14 the Broncos tied with San D iv~s iOh:~g~~*~s.~.~. , r¢  17-7 at hal/time. 
Dallas t~Ight, Earl Campbellbecame th Diego for first place in the 4 records.::/:ii:::i : ~J~:~<~!: .'~: ~'~The third quarter saw 
Redskins 30 Cardlnal~, fi.,~.trunserlnAFChbtory  AFC West and dropped New Dallas tised just three:i:~ Philadelphia open up its 
St. Louis erased a 27.7 rush for more than 1,000 Euglandintoafirst.placelie' plays to  get .~,p J~~gamebeh indWi lber t  • 
= ::  . . . .  ~ .  
ard's Cleaners. Ltd. , 
• "use our handy drive-in mndow" I I  "" 
- -  Are you Jos.ing; ¢~ils:,~due to ab. 
" Our Sanitone Difference sence from your, ~PnP~?i 
LOST CALLS  rnean 
[ ~ 9, I Keep.sGreatLook s LOST MONE¥~,~,  Sanllone, Let us help you with your business 
needs. 
~,~~)  Looking Great . Answering Service 
- Typing - Wake.up 
-Paging Service . Instant Pr int  
P Is for Products - Sanltone drydeaning is modern research 
applied to fabric care, an exclusive sanifone product. Restores 
the "or ig ina l"  feel to fabrics• MAXIMUM SERVICES, 
.,,,o, II ' ''"'''''OS' purity• Standards require that the drycleanlng fluid is purified 
at least once every two minutes by continuous f i ltration• 
Ter race  Answer ing  P is for People - The Ultimate Ingredient Is the caring attitude of 
• e e.oe, .o .0  ,o o . . ,  t,, tooo o, . .  Bureau  
cellence. People worthy of your confidence. 
m.VlO 0,,, 638  - 8196 ° o 
3323 Emerson Uon. thru Sat, Downtown Terrace 4603D PARK 
peders. Johnson went to 
virtually every receiver 
available but his favorite 
was Armstead who caught I0 
~sses for 197 yards. 
Overwaitea 
All this week Nov. 13 to 1 7 
I 
TERRACE ROTARY 
AUCTION 
Fri. & Sat., 
November 30 & Deoember 1 
Fri. Nov. 30 Silhouette Fashions 
Midnight.1 AM 
Do It Yourself Wiring & 
Coulter Electric 
Sat. Dec. I Skoglund Logging 
&7 PM 
Northern Flight Tralnlng 
7-8 PM Thornhlll Grocery 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
11-9 PM ,Ion's Halrstyllng 
TK Cablevlslon 
Gift Certificate S25.00 
Portable 1500 Waft Electric 
Heater 48.00 
A Scott Depthmaster Down 85.00 
Rigger 
Two Hours Slghtseelng or 104.00 
Dual Instruction 
Grocery Hamper Your Choice 40.00 
Value ~10 
1 Pr. Cross Country Skis 60.00 
One Professional Blow Dryer 25.00 
One Years Free Cablevlslon 150.00 
Service 
Watoh for the oomplete listing 
published Thursday, Nov. 29 
in The Terrace Kitimat Daily Herald 
• . 
F, m  tond on 
- YES 
Abil ity to workP - YES 
Effective with Council?i  
- YES 
What are the issues?- Come to All- 
Candidates Meeting November 12th at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatr.e:,.~7 p.m. and find out. 
(i'll be there) 
ON NOVEMBER 17th RE-ELECT 
TALS;T  A,.lac < X 
TO TERRACE COUNCIL 
I I 
Caughtwith your 
salesdown? 
Before  you ' re  swamped with over -  
head ,  cal l  your  adver t i s ing  repre -  
sentat ive  orThe  Hera ld  . Sales 
wil l  soar  when our  exper ienced  
adver t i s ing  counse lor  p lans  a new 
adver t i s ing  program for you.  
I l . . I{l{ ~! .I...KI I I M ~ I' 
daily 
htrald 
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Greg Paulson (left) and Mike S~sak clear the puck away from Houston's John Kushniryk in Saturday 
night's game. 
Timbermen thump Luckies 
Terrace Timbermen the penalty box at 4:03. Brad 
jumped out to a 6:0 first 
period lead against the 
Houston Luckies and coasted 
to a 10.3 win Saturday night 
at the Terrace Arena. 
Timbermen netminder 
Mike Susak played shutout 
goal for the first two and a 
half periods, and made 
several good saves in the 
second, but Keith Femur in 
the llouston nets wasn't so 
fortunate• His team was 
missing one of its best 
de fencemen,  Ker ry  
Thorkelsson. 
.foe Smoley got the first of 
his three goals to open the 
scoring at I:13 of the first 
period, on a play set up 
nicely by Lance Legouffe, 
who got three assists on the 
night. 
Legouffe and Smoley 
broke down on opposite 
wings, catching Houston 
with only one man back. 
Legouffe drew the 
dcfenceman over to him, 
passed the puck over to 
Smoley who shovelled it 
under Ferner, who almost 
got over in time to make the 
play. 
Mike Mowat  put the 
Timbermen up 2-0 only 30 
seconds after stepping out of 
S UNDA Y 
Riley picked up the puck 
from Gord Cochrane in 
behind the Houston net and 
passed itout to Mowat in the 
slot, who slapped it in. 
Cochrone got a powerplay 
goal at 12:12 with Houston's 
Steve Wasylyzyn off for 
cresschecking. Lee Marleau 
and Brad Riley assisted on 
the goal. 
At 16:00 BiilDow picked up 
o goal on another Legouffe- 
Smoley break. This time, 
Legouffe took the shot and 
the rebound came out to Dew 
who scored. 
Greg Morgan got the first 
of his two goals with 3:07 left 
in the first as he stole the 
puck from a Houston 
defender behind the net, 
skated to the side and poked 
it past Femer, who got 
caught going the other way. 
Smoley got his second goal 
at 19:50 of the first period on 
a scramble in front of 
Ferner. Legouffe and Chris 
Hyland assisted. 
The pace in the second 
period was quite a bit slower 
with only two goals scored, 
both by Terrace. Cochrane 
got his second from Lee 
Marleau who passed it to 
Cochrane in the slot at 1:59. 
Smoley finished his hat 
trick at 15:57 of the second as 
he passed thepuck in front of 
the Houston goal and it went 
off the defenceman's skate. 
Dew and Marleau set up the 
play as they broke in and 
took the puck behind the net. 
Houston finally got on the 
board at 2:20 of the third as 
Dave Marko took a shot from 
the bottom of the faceclf 
circle to Susak's left. The 
pack caught the side of 
Susak's pad and slipped in. 
Morgan's second goal at, 
8:19 was the prettiest of the 
game, as he walked in, 
undressed the Houston 
defender and heat Ferner 
high to the stick side. 
John Kushniryk got the 
Luckies' second goal 26 
seconds later when he took a 
slapshot from just inside the 
Timbermen's blueline that 
tipped off Frank McKen- 
dry's stick and fooled Susak. 
It was an unfortunate play 
for McKendry, who played a
strong game on defence for 
Terrace otherwise. 
The last two goals were 
scored in the last 40 seconds 
of the game. Cliff Flury got 
the 10-2 goal in a scramble in 
front of Femur  with 39 
seconds left, and Marko got 
the final goal o'f the game 
with 33 seconds left on a 
slapshot. 
Offensive standouts for the 
Timbermen were Marleau 
with five assists, Smoley 
with three goals and 
Cochrane and Morgan with 
two goals apiece. Mowat and 
Hylsnd phyed strong ames 
up front, .as did Dew on 
de fence. 
In Kitimat Saturday night 
the Winterhawks massacred 
the hapless Granisle Lakers 
16-2. Kitimat rolled up a 9-0 
lead in the first period before 
Steve 'Parr scored at the 
beginning of the second for 
Granisle. The Hawks held 
period leads of 9-0 and 15-1. 
Derek DeGniej and Randy 
Sehooley led the Hawks with 
three goals each, with Mike 
DeLisser, John Rich, Brent 
Thompson and Steve Ker- 
brat tossing in a pair apiece 
and Dan Fournier and Roe 
Egan getting singles. 
Stacey Smeader got five 
assists for Kitimat in the 
rout, as Mark Schooley got 
four and Thompson added 
four assists to his two goals 
for a six-point night. 
In other PNWHL action 
Saturday night, the Prince 
Rupert Kings whipped the 
Vanderhoof Flyers 8-3 in 
Prince Rupert. 
Bad third grounds Flyers 
Herald ~ttff Writer 
Dave Sharpe got three 
goals and Lance Legouffe 
got two as the Terrace 
Timhermen squeezed out a 5- 
2 decision over the Van- 
derhoof Flyers in the third 
period on Sunday afternoon. 
Sunday's game was much 
closer than the 10-3 
~ellscking the Timbermen 
handed Houston Saturday 
~J~t. 
Although Terrace outahot 
~he Flyers 40-25 over the 
game, it wasn't until the 
third period that Lhe Tim. 
bermen established control. 
Sharpe got the first 
period's only goal at 8:43 on 
a play started by defen- 
cemen Frank McKendry. 
McKendry rushed out of the 
Terrace zone and lugged the 
puck all the way behind Rob 
Erickson in the Vanderhoof 
net. McKendry passed the 
puck to Mike Mowat who 
quickly relayed it to Smrpe 
alone in front. His high shot 
~at Erickson cleanly to the 
stick side. 
Vanderhoof had three 
powerplay opportunities in 
the first period but couldn't 
capitalize on any. Terrace 
held the Flyers to four shots 
on goal in three powerplays 
in the first period. 
Vanderhoof got their 
powerplay working in the 
second period early, when 
McKendry took a holding 
penalty. They tied the score 
at 5:15 when Tom Silver got 
left alone by the side of the 
,et and Grog Van Dolah hit 
him with a pass. He slipped it 
under Gerry Lamming who 
didn't quite get over in time 
to stop the puck. 
By DON SCHAFFER Dan Jones took his second to Greg Kirylluk, who put feetive checking game, as 
kneeing penalty at 6:02, Legouffe in alone hehind the well as having the shifty 
allowing the Ttmbermen to 
get their powerplay worl~ng. 
It worked well. 
~arpe got the 2-1 goal on 
the powerplay after the 
Timhermen kept the 
pressure on steadily for 
almost he entire length of 
the powerplay. Joe Smoley 
and Legouffe assisted on the 
play. 
Vandsrhoof came hack to 
tie the score with only 1:05 
left in the second period on 
another powerplay. Tom 
Silver won a draw in the 
Terrace end and slipped the 
puck to Don Bung, who beat 
Lamming cleanly. 
The first half of the third 
period was uneventful, but 
after the eleven minute 
mark the Timbermen took 
control. 
S~arpe got his hot trick on 
the winning goal at 13:34 of 
the fmal period, on a play 
again begun by McKendry, 
who played a solid two-way 
game. McKendry again dug 
out thb pack in the Terrace 
end and made a perfect psss 
to Brad Riley, who was down 
the left wing. Riley relayed 
the IXtck to Sharpe who 
drilled it past Erickson. 
Legouffe got his first 24 
seconds later on a nice three- 
way passing play. Smoley 
started the play by digging 
the puck out of the corner 
and passing it to Dow at the 
point. Dew passed the puck 
to Legouffe in front of the net 
and Legouffe just redirected 
the puck past the goalie. 
Legouffe finished the 
scoring on a short-handed 
goal at IS:M. Cord Cochrane 
started the play with a pass 
CERTIFIED 
MILLWRIGHT 
A shift Millwright wanted for Sawmill In Prince 
George Area. Preference given to experience In 
S~wmlll Maintenance, I,W,A, rotes wlth full beneflfs. 
___  I 
APPLY TO: THE PAS LUMBER COMPANY LTD. 
BOX 879, 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
V2 L 4T8 
OR: PHONE COLLECT TO: 
MR, KARL EBERLE, 
604-563-3181 
Flyer's defence. Legouffe's 
low shot hit Erickson's tick 
and bounced over his head as 
he lay on his hack watching. 
The Timbermen were full 
measure for the win,turning 
in a solid two-way game. 
Lamming played as well in 
goal as Susak did the night 
before, and the Terrace 
dafence stood up well and 
kept heir composure in their 
own end. 
The Mnwat-Sharpe.  
Morgan line played an el- 
~arpe explode for the hat 
trick. Legouffe and Smoley 
also turned in fine per- 
formances for the second 
game in a row. 
In Kitimat, the Win- 
terhawks played a ten 
minute overtime ported but 
couldn't decide the outcome 
of their 4.4 tie with the 
Houston Luekies. 
The Winterhawks took a 1- 
0 lead in the first period on a 
Brent Thompson goal, but 
the Luckies' John Kushniryk 
tied it soon after. 
Beef, Pork, Lamb, 
Turkey, Fish & Dell 
at 
Overwaitea 
All this week Nov. 13 to 17 
Twin River Peewees now 8-0 
By DON SCHAFFER games against Terrace Siemensand Brunt Perch got Midgets and the Twin River 
Herald Staff Writer Peewee "B" reps in a the Terrace goals in the" Timber Peewees. 
Terrace Twin River weekend home-and.home second game. Twin River ploys Friday 
Peewees remain undefeated series. Scores !n both games night at S p.m. and Saturday 
in Miner Hockey Inter.cily were 0-2. This weekend, Prince afternoon at 5:30 p.m. All 
Rep Teem League action In the first game, Grng George Peewees and Seasons play Friday at 10 
after taking two games away Riding and Brian Bellerese Midgets come to Terrace for p.m., Saturday at 12 noon 
from Prince Rupert's scored for Terrace. Vince games with A l l  Seasons and Sunday at 7 a.m. 
,owe w,ood Juven i les  whip Skeena scores of 13-2 Friday and 8-6 Saturday. 
Trover Hendry got four 
Commerc ia l  match Gerry Lambert getting three In  and singles coming from 
Howie O'Brien, Scott Two games were played in second l~riod sc~ing. " Middleton, and Doug Richle 
Fairless, Maria Desjardins, the Terrace Commercial  The third l~riod belonged put them up 8.4 befwe Ken 
Don Wiley, tan Alger and Hockey League Monday. In to the Juveniles, ' though, as Ziegler got the Skeena's last 
Albert Watmough. the first match the Juveniles goals by Larry Nordstrom, goal. ,~  -+ 
On Saturday, Hendry got pounded Skeena Hotel 9"5 ,  +- iR+ - + . . . . .  
another three goals, Troy and in the nightcap Terrace ~ 
Kaye got two, and Dean Hotel beatWestend 4-1. verside Auto Wrecking 
Kraeling, Jeff Sharpies and Doug Middletan paced the 
Anthony DellaSiega dding Juveniles with three goa ls .  ~ Used Cars  & Trucks 
singles, and an assist, "while Myron , ,  
Meanwhile, the All Crown and Peter Kirby had 
Seasons Midgets upped their two each for Skeena. M Ready for the road ~t Reduced Prices 
record to 5-2-0 by taking two Crown put the Hotel squad [4  73 INTERNATIONAL PICK.UP 
games away from the up 1-0 at 5:37 of the first ~ 75 VOLKSWAGEN 
Rupert Midgets by scores of period, giving them the first r ]  72 CHEV PICK-UP 
9-6Fridsyandll.lSaturday. of two leads they were to [;~ 72 FORD1 TON wlth STEEL FLATDECK 
Rob Collins with three, hold in the period. ~[  69 FORD F.2~O 
Larry Swanson with two, and [ l  
Brian Fugere, Dan Fagan, Chris Reneerkens got the 62 INTERNATIONAL 5 TON with FLATDECK 
Bruno Hidber and Rou Ray Juveniles going two minutes 
with one each did the scoring later, tying the score, but HOUR for All Seasons Friday night. Kirby kept he Skeena head 24 TOWING 
On Saturday, Hidber got with his first at 10:27. p [  
four, Collins two, andFagan, Richard Smoley tied the W 4129 Substation Road 
Ray, John Amos, Emile score again at 8:06, and 
Gngnon and Fraser Dodd Middletou's first, got the ~ 63§ -SS37 S3§-9383 
with singles handled it Juveniles on top with 2:24 to ," ~ ,~  i ' ~  ~ I 
Saturday. go. 
In Prince Rupert Kitimat's The Juveniles then went up. I ~ L ]  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ M  
Bantams tied Rupert's 5-2 on gouts by Tim Rigler 
Bantams 4-4 Saturday and and Middletoa less than a 
beat them 9-6 in the Sunday minute apart late Ln the 
game. Rupert's Pups took second, but the Skeeoa team 
both games with Kitimat's returned the favor by getting 
Pups by scores of 5-1 and 6-4. two in 30 seconds with about 
Kitimat's Peewee "A" two minutes left. Kirby and 
reps won two exhibition Crown handled the Skeena's 
~.*~:~**~.*°*-~.*~.*~:~;.;%%°.%°°~:.~.-°~*~;~.-~:.~%°.%°°°°%...~°.....~°--~..:¢`°~;~;.;.°~¢.~.~ ... .......... ..  ............  °* ~@,~ 
~:°*-*-**.:°*-~:.:*`:°*-**.°:..-°:~*-°*.~:°:°~:°:°:.*`°:°~°:°:°:~:°:°:.:°:.:°:.:`:°:°~*°.:°:°:.:.~.°:°:.:.:~:°:.:~:*:°:°:°:°:.:°:°:.:°:~.:°:°:~:+ .EL IZABETH R , • •............., ,.,..*............. *........,................-.~..,.'.....:.....+.....:.-.:.:...:.: .:. .:.:.'.'.:.',-,:.:.~:..'.',~ 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION v,ewe.'s Gu,vm You can enloY lhls ELIZABETH R TV serll~ evlH1 TUNBUP more by obtaining your copy of Oi l ' s  VIEWER'S 
GUIDE, Each Sunday evening at 10:00 P.M. kcts 
,ot more than (Cable 9) will show this eLI.sponsored BBC series 
starring Glende Jackleg. This VIEWERS GUIDE has 
 5278 plus • tax m,.  specially pceparod by eLI and Historian Chprles 
• - - ' - -  Terrace Totem Ford Salos Ltd. Hamilton to give you a wide range of IntereSting 
up l0 11 litres 0i14m Kelth Ave, 4;3J.41~1 backgroundmnterlaleheufoachplay, thepleyers, and 
~hn Tudor era, For your copy, fill out the coupon below 
I'~Draln Aulomahc Transmission ,~.,,~.,.~., . . . ,  (please print), enclose a cheque or mooey order for 
Torque Converter (if equip. //~i , "~- - '~  ./-~ ~. .... $1.00 and mall to: 
pad w,lh dram plug) [ ~ ~  r~a~s~+--_ - -  ~e"~~o~"  
• Clean: Flutdp~ck upscreen [ ' ; ~ .  Continuing 
A,r Rrea lher  (,f SO eclu,pped) t " ~ / i  ~ ' t  Educa l ion ,  I each. postpaid+ I a-m--~encloslng $ 
• Adjust: Bands ~ ~," '~- .3 ,~11~ Open Learning I NAME 
Lmkage . ~ ~-  ~==~l l lU~ Institute, 
## Replace: Pan gasket and flu*d ~ Box94000, . I ADDRESS 
Road Teal Vehicle Richmond, B.C. [ 
Most Passenger Cars and L=ght T, ucks V6¥ 2A2 I CITY Postal Code. 
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Your lndividu 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
AR,= 20) 'Y ' .~ (Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Your best bet today is 
compromise. Don't press your 
ideas too strongly or no por- 
tion of your master plan will 
be activated. Listen to others. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21)U~'# v 
You are in a mood to tell 
people what you think. If you 
proceed with a modicum of 
tact and diplomacy, you can 
effect changes for the better. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) ][][ 
Don't give into the temp- 
tation to throw It all in. Hang 
in there and things will look 
brighter and better in Just a 
few short weeks. It takes time. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23)~ 
Problems at home are not as 
important as you think. Curb a 
tendency to exaggerate and to 
take a gloomy view. Things 
are on the upswing for you and 
yours. 
LEO ~ fa t .  
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J~.~ 
A long-forgotten q~arrel 
comes to the surface again. 
Let bygones be bygones. Don't 
waste time mourning 
something that happened long 
ago. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 2I to Apr. ~9) T ~  
Friends are helpful re in- 
vestments and work projects. 
Be willing to work hard 
towards the realization ofnew 
plans. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ,u~"~; ,  
Enlist the support of. family 
members e creatiw prbjects. 
There may be more dif- 
ficulties than you envisioned 
re love, but persist. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) ][I 
Enjoy stimulating activities 
at home base, but also be 
willing to share duties. A~ 
interesting project may have 
to temporarily be put aside. 
CANCER ~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Enjoy local travel with a 
new romantic interest. Come 
to grips with reality re a 
relationship. Go ahead with 
money-makingideas. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Go over the figures before 
buying major appliances for 
the home. Success is with you 
if you keep spending within 
affordable limits. 
VmGO ,p~ 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Romantic desir~ could get 
you into trouble. You'd best 
stay close to home tonight and 
avoid contact with strangers. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23),.Im.~ ~ 
Curb a tendency to sacrifice 
yourself for others. Bo gentle 
and understanding but don't 
let others take advantage of 
your good nature. 
SCORPIO ~ qk~bd~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) l l l e~I~ 
Don't cast your vote where 
office politics are concerned. 
You'd be wiser right now to 
play It smart and keep 
opinions to yourself. 
SAGITTARIUS I~# 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Don't risk large sums of 
money today. Do center your 
interests around your home. 
Loving support is what you 
need for future plans. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
A series, of mlsun- 
dersiandings may leave you 
baffled and co .nfused. If you'll 
stop to think things out, you 
can get to the root of the 
matter. 
v~o ~A 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Unexpected news is ex- 
citing. Take a nap in the p.m. 
to restore'vitality. Extra work 
could cause you to be overly 
serious. 
LIBRA JIL~'~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
New money ideas require 
behind-the-scenes planning. 
Inner worries may preoccupy 
you, but a talk with a friend 
will bring solutions, 
scoRpio ~,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
New friends are exciting 
now, but don't forget prior 
social obligations. A staid 
party may lead to an im- 
portant career contact. 
SAOITrARIUS ~ #  
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
Exciting behind-the-scenes 
developments re career 
progress. Superiors may be 
wary of innovation, but talks 
with advisers are beneficial. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. I9) 
A social contact may have a 
lead re publishing, education. 
Friends from a distance may 
show up unexpectedly. Raise 
needed capital. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) : ~  
Don't let a close friend push 
you into doing something you 
want to avoid. You will be 
tempted to go along, but it 
could lead to serious 
problems. 
PISCF_~ 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. 20) ~.  
Ezpect o meet someone you 
find physically attractive. If
you are not careful, however, 
you may regret this chance. 
encounter. 
YOU BORN TODAY are' 
extremely interested in the 
arts and will: enjoy music, 
theater and dance ven ff you 
do not find your career in 
these fields.' Highly un, 
predictable, you keep others 
wondering what your next 
move will be. You are a non. 
comfonuist, an original, given 
to doing things on the spur of 
the mmnent, Often, you find it 
difficult to see the other 
person's point of view, and 
this is a tendency ou must 
curb or you will lose friends. 
You have an exceptionally 
keen mind and could do well in 
the arts, in selling, advertising 
or medicine. Blrthdato of: 
Catherine Deneuve, actress; 
Dory Previn, composer. 
@ 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Your day to shine in career 
endeavors. Be willing to take a 
chance, but not at the expense 
of prior commitments. Attend 
to business. P CES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
You'll come up with new 
insights about a relationship.' 
The old" problems may 
remain, but investigate a
fresh approach. Travel 
favored. 
YOU BORN TODAY 
wouldn't be satisfied in a 
routine job. You are artistic 
and practical and can succeed 
in both business and the arts. 
You have a special affinity for 
the law, which may lead you 
into polities and government 
work. The theater also at- 
tracts you. You have 
leadership ability and are 
somewhat lucky in business. 
Your greatest success comes 
with the development of a 
philosophy of life. Get to know 
your fellowman lest you 
become too critical. 
Engineering, science, an~l 
invention may also appeal to 
you. 
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"1i~i tome ~to ~'y attention ~at  you own flve cars 
and ann ocean.going yacht." 
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CROSSWORD ;' 
ACROSS 37 Sample 56 Resort in 8 Drunkard 
1 Thick slice 38 Horned viper Sicily 9 Soon 
5 Raucous ,39 Allyson DOWN 10 " arc 
sounds or Havoc 1 Plugging called.: ." 
9 Chalice 4~ Annoy device 11 Tip 
12 Volume constantly 2 Dryden's ' 20 "Sing a 
13 Exchange 44 Yale men ".All for - - "  song - - "  
premium 48 Hail! 3--  corner ~ Sweet or 
14 Fuzzy 49 Donated 4 Werfel's hard 
' surface 50 French "The Song 24 Attracts '
15 In excess resort ' ' of - "  25 Bounder 
16 Leap, in 51 Actor $ 'IV host 26 Inlet 
fencing Harrison . 6 Contest 27 Miscalculate 
17"-- Alone" 52 Iowa city 7 He wrote 25 Make an 
18 Quaker 53 Aquatic bird "The Skin edging 
leader 54 Held seseioq of Our 30 WWII area 
19 Outcome 55 Wine Teeth" 31 Sen of 
20 Cameo Avg. solution time: 22 rain. Jacob 
gemstone [.E~_k~]l~]_~ ~ B_~[[~[U ~_[~.~] 35 O'Neill 
21 Behave [R J ! ~_~ -A_~ I ~ ._ .~-~L~ play 
23 Fairy ~ L ~ _ - ~ ~ ~ - ~  36 Wisest 
25 "....and let E) IA - IM~~~ 39 Grates 
the ~ ~ ~  40 Part of 
go" the eye 
28 Became 41 "Same 
corroded Time, -- 
32 Publicized Year" 
33 I~sso , 43 Declare 
34 Moved [ - ~ i ~ ~  . Loo 
suddenly 46 Image 
36 Church 9-8 47 Stiff hair 
official ~umwer to yesterday's puzzle. 49 Hiatus 
1 2 3 14 
I 12 
'° " @:':.I_ _ i ;  " 
32 ~ 3 3  
1351~ 36 
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CRYPTOQUIP 9-8 
AMTKRWEPWLRT LRPSORW MF ERTL-  
HG AMTK L J  F JHMLPWG SOMHKWRT 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- STUDIOUS STARLET STUDIED 
ALL OLD PICTURE SCRIPTS. 
Today's Cryptequip clue: K equals D 
Tae Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single lette.rs, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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Third Degree 
Burns Him Up 
By Abigail Van Buren 
DEAR ABBY: About four months ago I met a very pretty 
Christian girl. She's 26 and claims to he a virgin. | am 32, and 
divorced. (No children,) 
I told this lovely girl all about myself, explaining m her 
that I had accepted Jesus Christ as my personal savior two 
years ago, but before then I could have said with the Apostle 
Paul that I was the "Chief Sinner." 
I asked her to marry me; she said she would think it over. . .  
The next day she handed me a piece of paper that looked 
like an application for a job with the CIA! She asked me to 
fill it out right then and there, There were questions like, 
"Where have you been employed for the past 10 years? 
Have you ever been fired? If so, state reasons. Where did 
you obtain your divorce? Have you ever had any com- 
municable diseases? Do you have a police record? List your 
assets. Liabilities. Give three character references." 
I felt like telling her to takq her questionnaire and get 
lost, but I really wanted to marry her, so I filled it ont. . 
What is your opinion of this girl? Do you think she'd make 
a gooa wife? ' 
NEEDS TOKNOW 
DEAR NEEDS; She's gutsy, realistic, eureful and 
thorough. And one thing is certain, she's taking no elumces. , 
Your eonlession of having been the "Chief Sinner" no doubt 
prompted the inquisition. She may make a good wile. but i 
think she'd make a better probation oflieer. 
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 and have a problem I can't solve, i
asked my mother and she said to ask you. 
About three months ago my best girlfriend (rll call her 
Jill) introduced me to her steady, Scott. He goes to a dif- 
ferent school. I liked him. but considered him unavailable, so
I did nothing to encourage him. Scott started calling me, 
Since then we've been seeing e~ch other. He never told Jill 
that he was seeing me, but Jill started telling me that she is 
worried about losing Scott hecause he hasn't been calling 
her lately. Naturally, I didn't hink it was my place to tell 
Jill why. 
I asked Scott to tell Jill that he's been seeing me, but he, 
says he just can't hurt her that way. ! don't feel guilty 
i 
::'4 "~'*" ==:~i  
because I didn't ry to get him away from J i l l .  
I don't want to lose Jill's friendship since we've been close' 
friends for years. But I really like Scott and don't want to 
lose him, either. What should I do? 
LITTLE ME IN NEWARK 
• DEAR ME. Make up your mind whether you want Jill's 
rlendship or Scott, because as i size it  up, you can't keep 
th. Since you knew Scott was Jlfl's steady, you should 
have refused to date him until he leveled with Jill. As for hie 
reluctance to "hurt  J i l l "  by tel l ing her the  
t ruth-  horseradishl He'll hurt her more by NOT telling her, 
Andyou'll have been a par~y to it. 
DE~AR ABBY: I am writing eoncerning my nephew. (rll 
call him George.I He is 23 and has taken a sudden interest in 
three neighbor girls, ages 10, 14 and t6. They are sisters. 
George was never known to have a girlfriend, and sudden- 
ly he is taking these girls for rides, buying them treats and 
even giftst I spoke with George's father about it, and he said 
he would talk to George, but I'm not sure he did. Then l 
spoke to the girls' mother, hoping she would tell the girls not 
to go with George any more, but she said she liked George, 
trusted him and didn't see why her davghters shouldn't go 
with him. 
Abby, do you think it's normal for a 23-year-old man to be 
so friendly with girls of their ages? 
i am very uneasy about this and think something should 
be done. Do you know of a way to break it up? 
CONCERNED AUNT 
DEAR CONCERNED: If you have sufficient ev idence  
tlmt there's omething murky going on, and fear the girls 
are i l  any danger, alert the legal authorities. Otherwise, 
mind your own business. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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By Garry Trudeau 
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EARN MONEY! 
. . . . . .  ~' ,  . . . .  ¢ ; . L~.~. .  . . . . . . . . .  " - . .~  , 
- . . .  and in these days you need tho 
extra dollars for fun and scho, 
You'll enjoy doing this important ji 
with girls and boys your age. Ha 
fun and ge t paid too! 
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Carriers 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow Creek fld., 4900 Block Agar, 
4700 Block Agar, Gatr, Tweedle, 
Lloyd, Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
Thornhill 
Cottonwood St., Empire St., Paquette Ave., 
Kofoed - Desjardines, Kotoed - Sharpies, 
River Dr., Burgess. Laurier Ave., Thornhill St., 
. Pine St., Muller St., Newell, Golf Course. 
636-6367 
between 9 am and 5 pro. 
I[ilimM 
Yukon St., Quail - Sterling Street, Oriole - Osprey St, 
If interested, please phone Keith at: 
632-2747 
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Church 
debates 
right 
to life 
TORONTO (CP) - -  An Anglican 
?hurch of Canada repot on the care of 
the terminally ill and the seriously 
deformed represents a major step for- 
ward in what the church views as a err. 
teal moral debate, the church's primate 
said Thursday. 
"It's a real contribution to the process 
that has to be ongoing," Archbishop E, 
W. Scott said of the report, which deals 
with the questions of death with dignity 
and the future of severely-deformed 
infants. 
The report suggests there may be a 
Justification for euthanasia for those 
These  
three 
will be 
the  
proo f  
" l  
QUEBEC (CP) - -  
Three byeleetions 
Wednesday will settle 
whether the next day 
--Thursday the 15th -- 
is to he a happy bit. 
thday for the Patti 
Quebecois government 
or Just a morning 
after. 
The outcome of the 
contests in Besuce. 
Sud, Prevost and 
Mslsouneuve - -  the 
latter aPQ strong-hold 
since 1970 --  also will 
give some idea of the 
l:'Q's drawing power 
three years after that 
victory of Nov. 15, 
1976, and six or ssveu 
mouths away from the 
re ferendum on 
sovere ignty .  
association, 
The Liberals held 
none of the ridings 
before byelections 
were called, but meat 
accounts give them an 
even chance, if not a 
definite edge, in all 
three. 
The real test is 
Maisounonve, which 
the PQ's swash- 
buckling Robert Burns 
held through the lean 
years of opposition 
from 1970 to 197B, and 
through ahncat three 
fat years of power 
until his roolgnstion 
f rom cab inet ,  
assembly and politics 
altogether kst  August. 
"-:ll ' 111 I, It DI.,.I Ip ,~I, 
Barns need to boast 
that. his-wee the' best,. 
PQ riding organizatiom 
in the province, Should 
L ibera l  hopeful 
Georges Lalande 
defeat I~  candidate 
Jacques De~narais 
there'd be no end ef 
noulsoarchlng, moving 
and shaking. 
Prevost Is not as 
crucial. The Liberals 
traditionally held it 
until it was taken by 
the PQ's Jean-Guy 
Cardinal in 1975. Car- 
dinal died last winter. 
The interest here, 
however, is that it's a 
star war with Liberal 
Solange Chaput- 
Roliund, weNs.known 
Journal ist ,  com- 
mentator and member 
of the Pepin-Roharts 
task force on national 
unity, doing battle 
against Pierre Har- 
vey,  economis t  
member of the PQ 
provincial executive, 
and longlime friend of 
Premier Rene Le- 
vesque. 
l~auee-Sud hasn't 
had a Liberal member 
since 1962. From 1970 
until ast spring, it was 
held by maverick 
Fabien Roy, now 
leader of the federal 
Social Credit party. 
Notary Hermann 
Mathieu is carrying 
the Liberal flag 
against self.made PQ 
milllonalrn Raymond 
Boisvert in the rural 
riding lately showered 
with government 
public works projects 
and other favors. 
Political scientist 
Louis Massicotte 
cautioned this week 
against reading tad 
much in to  the 
byelections. 
Writing in the 
newspaper Le Sdei], 
the political ~¢lence 
teacher suggested that 
byelsctions are more 
thermometers than 
barometers: They tell 
you the political 
temperature in a 
tiding at a specific 
time, and they may 
even suggest certain 
trends extending 
beyond the riding, but 
they're not reliable 
tools for predict ing 
what the weather will 
he In six months - at 
referendum time. , 
'v.#'ltw ...... 
You'll roar " ~  
with delight st 
these super buys, 
All ladies' Pashlons 
must go and you're the 
- winner. First quality mar. 
chandlsa in s wide range of 
gtyles, fabrics and coloure. 
Great additions to any wardrobe. 
Great 91fts tool So walk, run, but 
get there, You can't afford to miss it! 
seeking death and It says that perhaps 
severely.deformed infants should be 
allowed to attempt survival without 
medical intervention. 
"Many of these Infants are stillborn: if 
they are born living and the gross 
anomaly of the head is readily apparent, 
it would generally be agreed that offoris 
to initiate breathing should not be 
made," the report says. 
"While the decision ot to preserve life 
would likely be generally accepted, the 
means of attaining the end seem in- 
humane and unmerciful. Would active 
euthanasia be axe  compassionate?" 
Dr. Cope Schwenger, a member of the 
group that prepared the report, said the 
report should help the medical profession 
and the clergy. 
The' church's national executive 
council endorsed the report with 
recommendations forminor changes. 
Schweuger said the report's emphasis 
'on the need for improvements in how 
hospitals care for the terminally ill 
should be viewed as its major focus. • 
Rev. Canon Paul Chadwick, one of the 
report's authors, said in an interview 
thai preparation of the report, intended 
as a discussion paper and not church 
/~i :. ¸ 71¸  ¸~/i 
L •(~L i !ii: ~ 
SAVE 
20-30% 
ON REGULAR LIST 
PRICES FROM 
 4.99 TO 26.77 
rtl- 
policy, puts Anglieam in a unique 
position, . 
"We're unique because we have 
become so concerned about he care o~ 
the terminally ill," Chidwick said, "This 
,is not found in reports of other churches 
in North America or in reports of the 
Church of England." 
Rev. Richard Berryman, the church's 
top public re]aliens pokesman, said in 
an interview the problem the church Is 
trying to resolve Is that major ndvances 
in medical science have outstripped the 
moral stsndar.ds oftwo decades ago and 
the law under which society retail s Soy- 
el'ned. 
"The church Is trying to take some 
leadership on some difficult moral 
satires" he said. 
~ 'e  medical advances he was talking 
a@~involve t chnology.which mainta.in 
' life beyond a point w~cn..some p~.p~e 
question whether life actuany ex m, 
The report, compiled with the 
assistance of16 medical doctors, lawyers 
and theologians, is heavily critical of 
literature on the subject of dying and of 
the Anglican Church's own attitude 
toward the subject until now. 
;:iiii!i!ii:!:! 
BRUSHED ACRYLIC 
HAT & SCARF SETS 
Ladles' bulky rib toque with cuff 
and matching 60" scarf with 6" 
fringe. One s i ze  in aset'd coloura. 
K mart Regular List Price 6,94 
K mart Special Price 
48] 
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VANCOUVER (CP) --  This Is a story 
about he triumph of individuality, the 
due process of law and every man's in. 
allanai~le right to keep a broken-down 
bedspring in his back yard if he wants to. 
Shck Auyoung, a 31'year-old graphic 
designer, has an unsettling effect ea 
'some of his neighbors in the city's 
" Marpule district. This is not surprising. 
Most of them &'eve Buleka and the like. 
Auyoung tools ,around in a 1948 army 
surplus Jeep. Most of their homes are 
surrounded by yards of trim shrubbery 
and carefully-manicured lawns, 
Auyoang's front yard sports a 1952 
:":~.i~:. " " " J  ~' ,"  ..... "~/~i:~:...~.,.!;% ... . ~: .:>~::, ~:, .... ~:!: . t '  .~. > 
Land Rover parked on the lawn, an old 
wooden washtub converted into a 
goldfish pond, two old barrels doubling as 
planters and an assortment of concrete 
blocks. 
His back yard bulges with old bricks, 
old berrnk, enough salvaged wood to 
start a lumberyard, steel pots, .concrete 
slabs, a h~me-made barbecue made out 
of a wire refrigerator shelf and a bed. 
spring used as a trellis for his tomato 
Get an early start on . 
your.Christmas gifts. :.:: 
and S.av6 at K mart. 
Urea, both of which could play fullback 
for Pltsffurgh Steelers. 
Anyway, about hree years ago some of 
his neighbors started complaining to city 
inspectors about what hey believed was 
an unsightly mess on Auyoung'n property 
--  namely, his hack yard. 
But one man's mess is another man's 
material. Auyoung has this thing about 
throwing things away: he doesn't, He 
saves anything he can recycle. 
vlanth. ' The mess his neighbors had objected to 
There's more. He owns two dogs, a - -  the concrete, bricks, barrels -- was 
male American pit bull terrier named .Just his future patio lying dormant. 
Taro and a female Rottweller named City inspectors came around and asked 
tU.: 
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him to clean up his yard. Auyoung didn't, aerating how every Slab of concrete 
In the beginning of October, he received would eontributo in the making of his 
a summons to appear in provincial court ~ back yard Eden. 
on the charge of "failing to keep his land "A pieturets worth a thousand words," 
free from rubbish or debris and from 
objects or conditions that might create a
health, fire, or aceldent hazard." 
"At first, I wasn't going to fight it, but 
then I thought this is a democratic 
country," Auyoung said. "So I fought it." 
He went to court his week and argued 
his ewn case. During his presentation, he 
submitted a dssiga showing whet he 
intends to do with his scrap materials. It
was a beautiful presentation, demon- 
Auyoung said. 
"A man's home is his castle," said the 
Judge, who ruled that his mess be left 
alone. 
"The judge was very fair" Auyoung 
said later. "He said that beauty was in 
the eye of the beholder and something 
unsightly to someme might not be un- 
sightly to someone lse." 
Safe  seat  
ii 
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go to 
the NDP 
PRINCE ALBERT, I 
&ask. (CP) -- It is by' 
no means certain the 
Prince Albert seat the' 
late John Diefenhaker; 
held for the r 
Progressive Con-- 
servatives for two: 
decades will stay with 
the governing party 
now the former prime 
minister is dead. 
A safer bet might he 
an NDP win. for Stan, 
Hovdebe, 54, a nor-: 
them Saskatchewan ! 
school administrator: 
who has been knocking : 
on doors in the riding :
for two years. In the: 
May 22 federal else-: 
tlon. Hovdebo sur-. 
prised many by 
coming within 4,000: 
votes of Diefenbaker., 
Candidates for the: 
three major parties 
agree the riding is up 
for grabs now that! 
voters, who for so long, 
favored Dtefenbaker ' 
as an individual, are: 
free to throw their' 
support elsewhere. : 
Hovdebo's challenge ' 
in the Nov. 19 
byelectian comes from 
Tory Kris Eggum and ~, 
L ibera l  •Clyde 
Harradenee, both $ 
lawyers with little t 
political experience. ," 
To keep the mix.; 
in terest ing ,  in- ' 
dependent candidate ~- 
John DeBruyne, 41, is ~ 
a l so  runn ing . -  
DeBruyne is a Calgary :~ 
salesman who is not ', 
~wel l  known in the 
constituency • and ,, Is 
~i~,~  t, lmn~e' f t~  
victory. 
i "i~t-h Eggum and! 
'Harradence have had~ 
to build, organizations,' 
since Diefenbaker: 
didn't leave me for the i
Conservatives and the ~ 
Liberals have lost '  
theirs through sue-' 
cesslve defeats. 
At times their 
campaigns appear 
fumbling compared .: 
with the weil-oiled'~ 
NDP machinery, 
bolstered by riding ( 
associations that were" 
successful a year ago 
provincially in eight of 
nine ridings within the ~. 
federal constituency. ,~ t .  
Eg~Im, 41, is telling 
voters they should at i 
last elect an MP who is 
part of the govern- o 
ment, not the oP-,t 
position. Harradence, :~ 
54, is hoping his 
f lambouyent per- 
sonality will catch the :~ 
voter's imagination. ~; 
Well-known as a ~" 
cr imina l  lawyer ,  .I 
Harradence suggests :"
an obvious comparison 
with Diefenbaker, .: 
although he re jects .  
any suggestion he's ~. 
running on the coat .: 
tails of the man he ar- 
ticled under. 
"You're darn right : 
I'm running as Liberal 
candidate,"  says 
Harradenco, But his; 
advertising reduces 
the Liberal connection : 
to a small red L at the ; 
bottom of his handout. 
# 
In door-knocking,, 
Eggum offers a hard. 
sell approach. "I'm 
taking John Diefen. 
baker's pot," he tolls !. 
vo ters  a l ready  
bemused by a year of,  
elections -- federal, t
ffovincisl and civic. 
Eggum asks directly 
for support and ff it's 
anything close to .~. 
positive, he asks to put :t 
up a lawn earn, .7 .j 
All three parties are :; 
flying in help. Thai 
NDP has used Edl, 
Breadbent, the party's .~ 
federal leader, as well 
as MPs, MLAs ands# 
provincial ~abinet ~
members. The Tortes ~, 
have had 'rransp~t ! 
Minister Don Mozart. t
kowski and hope for 
more, Vancouver MP.., 
Art Phllips has been in 
the area for the~ 
Liberals. 
!' 
J ) 
4 •j 
t t 
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Tourism changes 
due to gas price 
By TOM McDOUGALL 
HALIFAX (CP) -- The 
North American tourist 
industry will never he the 
same again. 
The energy crisis and a 
barrage of other factors 
have started changing 
vacation habits. People are 
terrified of being stranded 
without gasoline and are 
pinching pennies because of 
in f la t ion .  Changing 
population trends are 
c reat ing  o ther  
modifications. 
But the effects aren't all 
bad for the tourist industry. 
Speakers at a major 
conference on tourism and 
the energy crisis here agreed 
that North Americans will 
never give up vacation trips 
-- they will only change their 
travel methods and 
destinations. 
There should he a boom in 
some tourism sectors, but a 
decline in others. 
Some of the effects are al- 
ready well known. American 
tourists aren't venturing as 
much beyond their own 
borders, but neither are 
Canadians so the two trends 
balance ach other, Almost 
all the loss in border 
crossings has been in 
automobile traffic. Bus tours 
are up substantially. 
Several speakers, in- 
eluding U.S. consumer 
advocate Ralph Nader, 
predicted the demise of long. 
distance automobile vaca- 
tions. Small motels, roadside 
restaurants and other 
automobile-oriented 
businesses would be victims. 
So would ski resorts end 
sellers of ski equipment, one 
speaker said. 
Gas prices will be less in- 
strumental in killing the long 
drive than the terror of being 
stranded without gas, 
speakers agreed. Drivers 
would also get fed up with 
the long-distance discomfort 
of the new, smaller cars. The 
age of gas-guzzling 
recreational vehicles is over 
almost as soon as it started, 
o~e speaker added. 
But others believed North 
Americans won't give up a 
tradition so firmly an. 
trenched. 
Dr. James McNiven, 
executive vice-president of
the Atlantic Provinces 
Economic Council, said the 
energy crisis . . . . .  m~y 
discourage .aut~. vacations 
for a while, but they will 
spring back in a few years 
just as they did after the 
1973.74 oil embargo. 
Even if gas prices doubled, 
a family of four could still 
drive cheaper than buying 
four tickets, he said, adding 
that gasoline chats account 
for only a minor po~tim of 
the total cost of a vacation 
trip. 
He also noted a 
phenomenon of gas shor- 
tages: They can create a 
surplus in some areas. 
During the eastern United 
States gasoline ertsls last 
year, he drove through New 
England, and although gas 
station lineupa were real in 
Pittsburgh there were none 
in New Hampshire, 
Yet the fear of gasoline 
shortages was keeping 
people home, so New 
Hampshire service stations 
were anxious to sell, and the 
motels were offering bargain 
rates because their uceu. 
panties had dropped rasti. 
cally. 
There was agreement that 
Nerth Americans amtoo 
fond of their cars to give 
them up entirely, even if 
they do stop driving long 
distances. Automobiles were 
by far the most convenient 
way to travel. 
Several experts predicted 
that vacation driven would 
.remain popular, but people 
would shorten their range to 
the distance they can cover 
o. one tankful of gas, 
The chief beneficiaries of a 
decline in automobile" 
vacations will be long-haul 
airlines, bus lines and 
passenger-iraln services, in 
that order, said Tom Flet- 
cher, federal assistant dep- 
uty minister in charge of 
tourism. 
People will rely in- 
creasingly on air travel for 
long distance, trains and 
,buses for medium distances 
and buses for medium and 
short distances. 
Analysts also believe that 
bicycles and motorcycle in- 
dustries will benefit from the 
trend; as will video equip- 
ment and cable television; 
local amusements, par- 
ticularly bowling alleys; and 
resorts uch as Dtsneyland 
and Atlantic City that are 
near population centrea. 
Car.rental executives aid 
they will thrive on energy 
shortages. 
The bus industry, after 
declining since 1966, is 
making a dramatic 
comeback. Greyhound Lines 
has increased its business by 
15-20 per cent since the U.S. 
gasoline shortage. 
Buses are more flexible 
thkn airlines or trains, 
Fletcher eaid~ They can 
reach smaller communities 
and rural recreation areas 
that are inaccessible to the 
other two modes. And they 
help the small motel, which 
can accommodate a 40- 
passenger bus tour but can't 
handle an airliner's 200 
passengers even if it is near 
an airport destination. 
Twenty charged ,+ 
in combines case 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  The 
federal justice department 
has charged 20 companies 
operating in Alberta, in. 
eluding Canadian National 
Railways, with conspiracy to
lesson competition by fixing 
freight ariff rates. 
The companies and It 
individuals are charged with 
conspiring and agreeing to 
lessen competition unduly in 
shipping general mar. 
chandise in British 
Co lumbia ,  A lber ta ,  
Saskatchewan d Manitoba 
from Dec. 1, 1960 to Nov. 4, 
1979. 
A provincial court hearing 
has been set in Edmonton 
Jan. 9. 
George err,  service 
branch director for the 
bureau of competition policy 
with the consumer and 
corporate affairs de- 
partment, declined to say 
hew much messy was in- 
volved in the shipping 
pracUees that cover the l~t 
approved by the provincial 
governments. 
The companies charged 
are Alltrans Express Ltd., 
Atomic Interprovincial  
Transportation Systems 
Ltd., Atomic Transfer Ltd., 
B-Line Express Ltd., Ca. 
nadian Frelghtways Ltd., 
Canadian National Railways 
Co., Canadian National 
T ranspor ta t ion  Ltd., 
Canadian Pacific Trnmpott 
Co. Ltd., Inter-City Truck 
Lines (Canada) Inc., 
Klngsway Freightlines Ltd., 
Kingsway Freight l ines 
(Saskatchewan) Ltd., 
Midland Superior Express 
Ltd., Milinr and Brown Ltd., 
Miller and Brown Freight 
Lines (Alberta) Ltd., Porter 
Trucking Ltd., Reamer 
Express Lines Ltd., Reimer 
Express (Pacific) Ltd., 
Reamer Express (Western) 
Ltd., See Security Motor. 
ways Ltd., and Western 
Transportation Association. 
The individuals charged 
19 years. _ are: Arthur W, Beattle, 
,,- ,. . . . .  Alltrens Express; George H. 
can t umcuss me Engel, Atomic Transfer; 
specifics, but the matter has Frank Fairbairn, Sos 
..been investig,a,t~_ f~more Security; Richard L. 
man a year. t ts  a matter st Johnston, CN Transport; 
considerable size." "- Uflke Kits, Porter Trucking; 
William Sokil, president of Bohdm Kubryn L Klnpway 
the Alberta Trucking Frelghtlinee; uonald M. 
AssociaUca, said the com- Lewis, Midland Superior; 
panics have, in effect, been Kenneth .G..Pau~ey, CP 
charged with having an Transport'_, Jim Yenner, 
informal tariff board which t~elmer ~xpress; uary 
sets fee schedules for Theed, Canadian Freight- 
shipping. Although Alberta ways; and Ernest Theed, a 
doesn't have a formal board,, censultent. 
other provinces do. The charges carry a mex- 
lmum penalty of five years 
C. D. Radke, chairman of in prison or It-million fines 
the Alberta Motor Transport or both. 0rr said 19 co.cm. 
Board, said there Is no splrators are also named, 
regulation on shipping rates They are not charged but 
in Alberta. In some Eastern evidence belonging to them 
provinces, rates have to be can be introduced in court. 
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Residential Tree Service 
I , 
~ i  +Trimming +Topping • +Removing 
Fully experienced, 
Ilcenced & Insured 
FREE EST IMATES 
~-+-~. 847-2447 (Smlthers) 3212 KALUM 
Smooth Sai l ing 
to the 
~*~ Herald! 
PHONE 635-6~ 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9- 5 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
J NO IT/OPEN 
KLErS BODY SHe 
in the old McEwan'g Shop 
(Across from the Shin Hotel) 
4513 grelg 635-2326 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE, Pt UMBING SUPPL IES. PUMPS. 
HOSES. NUTS ANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATER SOFTE NERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue N,,, sc H~,o 
635-7158 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Woshing 
Plane 638-1634 o~ 635-3545 
2i 2510 S. Kalm 636-6685 Terraoe 
:~i~ VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
~'i ~, Furniture ,.,.., q & Wqnterprises 
~Rlsteratlels, Hope Chests ' MUSOC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
../.i.~ Custom nail Firniluro, iefinisila| 
~'~' ieelral Heilllill COltrlctil| Weyn. ,,.sa4 
Days i2s.i2~S Ernlo tlS-I~B2 
,S pOP 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub-buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
FALL SFKIIL 
[VlR Slnday & Wednesday 
October 17 te hvenhr II 
With any order for Pizza of ~1,00 and Ul~, 
orde r a t "  pizza of your choice for t/t price, ,i 
Pie 13| " i i  ........ - '~ :+"  
Free del ivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.'.::~:.:.:.:.:.:.-:. 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS.. 
32t3 KALUM SIREE I ~ . ' 'l,' 
IERRACE 6C. PHONE 635.2473 
~, ,~ ; - -  . . . .  , ; , .~ .  .... 
1~5-ss46 Io..,,~ ,, so #~ ~oo(,< 
SW•W.•Ty THRUWA y MUFFLERS 
~ Winter ..F;.b. 0 Months Nov. 
8:30 a.m. . p.m. 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servlc~lng 
Residential • Industrial • Sp4clillzlng Gas Fitting 
end Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4414 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O, Box 5,14 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B,C. VIG 4BS OR 625.9320 
Install • Sacvlce Oat, Wood • Oil Fursncse 
TERRACE, 6.C. 
P f lONl  i l l . f i e !  ANYTIME 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER?,,/~ 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES --  FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL ! 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS I 
We offer the most efficient way of tinning your entire 
heating system by using • PRO-VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives polltlve end efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people todey and see for yourself. 
Phone: 
Tvr.. 63,6-5292 
Kltlmat 632'24.66 
Pro-Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Sat/cleat Division 
Kltlmst.Terrace, B.C. 
Ready Mix Cancrote, Sand, Grevei, Top Soil, Stein 
Rock, Patio Blockl, Concrete Grovel, hgs of Cement, 
I/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rant. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE &U-HM 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Cmslructlen Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Rind 
Thornhlll 
I 
I 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Ilems 
, bear teeth • bear claws 
, wolf teeth • beaver teeth 
• Boise or dear lifters (slnoleorpalr) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
GLACIER 
L _~, 'b  4411 LoIioo Avenue 
A (o~.0o~" Terrace. D.C. 
S 
A Complete Glass and S 
Aluminum Service 
NOW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
Interior. Exterior. Residential. Commercial 
Spacislizlng In Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phonll~t36.4S59 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
EAS TSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry & Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 8.11 WEEKENDS 9.11 
4438 LAKELSE AVE. 63,t.2109 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
STRRBORRD 
TRCK YRCHTS 
SAN JUAN 
I1'  to 30' $a l l lmt l  
& Accessories 
63S-3OOI 
Ken Hensen 
i - - - - I  U"  It's a matter of life and breath 
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NATIONAL CLA$Si F led  
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum cherga ~.00 p4r in, 
sertlon. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL Ind 
TRANSImNT ADVIRTISINO, 
~.~ per column Inch. 
IUSI NESS PERSONALI• 
~.00 per llne per month. 
4 month basis only. 
DEADLINI 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 dayI prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
|1:00 a,m. on day prevlo~i to day 
Of publKatlon Monday to Fr/day. 
ALL CLA I I IP I ID  CASH WITH 
ORDER othir then 
IUS IN IS I IS  WITH , AN 
ISTAIL I IH ID  ACCOUNT. 
66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHIOLES 
SIrvlce chlr l l  of U.00 Oil III 
N.I.F. chIqus|. 
WlDDINO Pl|CRIP1;IONI~ 
NO charge provlcled newa lub. 
mltted wlthln one month. 15.00 
IX" .ocluctlan charge for weddlng 
Ino-or engagement plcturai. 
News Of weddlngi (wrlte.upi) 
received one month or more 
after event .~10.00 charge, w • or 
wlthout picture. Sub act to 
condoniatlon. Payable n Id. 
vlnce. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
,ls  RATES Effective ' Octolhlr h l t / I  
Single Copy 20¢ 
By Carrier mtb 3.00 . _ 
By Carrier year 33,00 SKEENAHE-ALTH UNIT 
ByMell 3mth. I~.00 2-3215 Eby St. 
By Mall 6 mth. 25.00 
By Mall ' I yr. 45.00 Terrace, B.C. 
Senior Cltlzm I yr. 20.00 ~ 7  
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
British COmmonwealth end FERENCES 
Unlh~ Statm of America one 
year aS.00 Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Box399,Terrace, B.C. Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 pro. Phone 
VSG 2~9 for eppulntment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4ttl 
HOMEDELIVERY Tues. of every month from Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Th~'nhlll&Dllh'lc~ 1:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone for 
Phone 635J357 appolntmont. Bebyslfters 
Kltlmat&DlltrlFt who bring children must 
Phona~k12.~g47, ', have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
The Herald reserves the right AOULT I/~UNIZATION to ¢lol~llfy ads under appropr/ata 
heldlnge Ind tO set r ltol CLINICS 
• erefore and to datormlne peso Every Man. end Wed. from 3 location. 
• - 4:!0 pro. By appointment 
The HerDed reserves the risht" only. 
to revise, edit, clalalfy or reject 
any adverllsement and to retain" PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
any enmera directed to the Held throughout the year for 
Herald Box Reply Sorvlce, lnd to expectant parents; Phone ~pay the customer the sum plld 
mr me advertisement and box Health Unit for dctalll end 
renta. -,reglih'etlon. 
.Box re, lies on "Hold" In- PRE-NATAL BREATHING, 
structtone oat picked up within 10 and RELAXATION 
days of expiry Of an ad. 
verIIsement wile be destroyed EXERCISES 
unlsu mailing Inltructlons ire" Held every M0n. afternoon 1 
recolved. Those aniworlng Box - 2 pm. 
Numbera ira requested not to 
sand orlglnal~ of dOCuments to HOME NURSING CARE 
~vold Io,. Nureln0 care In the home for 
All claim| of driers" In'icr.. thosa who need It, on referre~ vertlsemente must be received 
by the publisher wIIhln 30 days from their family doctor. 
after me fires publication. Terrace eree only. 
It Is eemKI by the advert~r" PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
requsatlng Ipece thee the ~CLINICS 
Ileblllty of the Herald In the 
event of fsllure to .gubllsh In 1S monthe: at Child Health 
edvertliammt or In the event ot Conferences. 6 yrl. once to 
an error appearing In the ed. 
vertllement ~ pull shed shall twles monthly. 4½ . S yrL 
be limited to the emomt bald by (pre-klndergerten): Spring 
• the advertiser for ~ly one In. bl|ts. Developmental, vision, 
_.c~T. act .Insertion for the I;,~'tlon hearing acreening done. m me aavertliIng Ipaco occunled 
by the Incorrect or umlttiKI Item. PleeIe phone for ep- 
rely, and thettbera ~a I be no pq.lldmant. 
Ilablllly to Day went 9roster 
man the amount pold for such 
edvortlalng. 
• Advertlummto must comply VD CLINIC 
with the arltlsh Columbia Phone for appointment. 
Human Rlghta Act which 
Wofllblto Iny edvertlllng thit Treatment available. 
dllcrlmlnatec aRiInlt lay SANITATION 
T'~rrace Figure Skating C)db NEEDED IMMEDIATELY HALL RENTALS 
will be holding a Craft and 
Bake Sale.. Saturday, 
November 17 10:0G4:~ p.m. 
et the Skeena Mall NC'16 N 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
39/2 DeLls Street 
Phone 635.7824 
lOe.m. -2p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
.(cm.124o.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
anytime 
(am-1-10-79) 
POQ 
Carpet & Flcerlng 
You supply-- we Install 
631-1391 
(em-1-10-79) 
Avon represenfatlvea to 
work In the followlng areea• 
1) Coppersldo Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Weetvlew area. 
Pie call Norma at 635.7496 
CTFN 2-~,79 
salesman end aervlce man 
required for a Mat growlng 
Induatrlal Dealer shop. PIs 
mall Inquiry to PO BOx "215. 
Telkwe B.C. 
C20.23 Nov 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 
Munrop. For fUrther In. 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635.5~61 (am.7-0-79.Tu,Fr) 
410 John Daere Backhoe for 
fire. Phone ~1s.4081. (cm-S. 
10-79) 
Wanted to Buy-Batterle{ 
from old car and truck and 
An opening exlats for a cat. Top price paid. Will pick 
up. Ph IL15.41~. 
purchasing.Inventory clerk P20-30 Nov 
for • company In Terrace. 
Consideration will be glvon Wanted to Buy: Used fur. 
to any mature person with an nlture such as couch, choir, 
aptitude for figures. Neat table & chalra. Phone 635. 
work heblta end • con-5417. (CTM-11.10.79) 
sctentlous aflltude. Phone 
635-4076 after 5 p.m. 
C5-19 N 43. ROOMS . . -  
FORRENT 
For Rent available 15 Nov/79 
Inatalletlon 1 furnished housekeeping 
room In basement, utilities 
Will babysit 3.4 yr old child Included. Mold non.smoker 
in my home MOn.Frl only. p re fer red .  Reference 
Soucle and Sparks area..Ph requested. $140.00 per 
638-1079 
INSISTON (:3 7,8,13 N month. Call 638.1401 after 5 
p.m. weekdays. 
THE BEST P2.N12 
Concrete aeptlc tanks In 
atock. Get relief with • 
concrete Investment, 
khmlfty's Excavating 
6354629 
(em.1.10.79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING DINGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at &13- 
2776. (c40-12D) 
i i I 
BACKHOE 
for 
, HIRE 
Phone 
Large two bedroom home 
with third In completely 
finished basement. Features 
two  glassed In fireplaces, 
hullt In dishwasher, covered 
back deck. Completely 
Engegemehto s.sO Backhoe Work " ' 63S4456 lendsospad yard with garden 
Marrlagea 5.50 berlon bacill i of his race, ,Publlchealth Inspectors can IDllthS 5.50 religion, asx, col~', nitl(~lall~/, (~*~757 space and greenhouse. 
Funerals 5.80 encesh'y or place or origin, or assist with sanitation Phone 635.5340 after 6 P.m. (cffn.2.10.79) House located In nice 
C~rdsofThonks 5.50 because'his Ne Ii'betw**n ;~ problems, such as food (em-1.10.79) residential area In 
Memorial Notices S.50 and~Syaars, unleI~tbecondltlon polIunlngs and complelnt~,, Contractor available for" municipality on one lot with 
Is lultlfled by i bona figs 
PHONE 635-6357 rNulrament for the v~rk n. aewaE • disposal, private small remodelling and extra lot adlacent. Priced to 
,Clal~.lfled Advertlllng Dept. valved. ! water supplies and construction lobs, Phone ~ sail. For eppulntment to 
nuisances . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~61. , view• plod. ph 635.3205 
SPEECH and HEARING i National record distributor C,S-12 N mornlhge. 
CLINIC requires pert.time sales rep. 1:35.16 N 
(I-leldlt,1612GrelgAve. Tel. to service established ac- HARLEY'S PAINTING 
63B.1155). The audiologist counts In Terrace.Kltlmat. & DECORATING Three bedroom view home 
will do hearing tests on Prince Rupert area. Write Drywall, stucco, file, ovorlooklng Terrace and the~ 
INCHES AWAY CLUB Do you feel you have a referral by Mmlly doctor or Box 1226 c.o The Dally linoleum. Free estimates. Skesna Valley. Many ex- 
Meet every Tuesday night at drinking problem? There le community health nurse. Herald. 3212 Kalum. Phone callent features, Including 
8 In the 5keana Health Unit. help . Speech " pathologist CS.14 N ~1-10~5 wall to wall carpeting, bunt, 
For more lnto phona 635.3747 therapist will carry out 29, MUSICAL Indlshwasher, two fuH beth|/ 
or 635.3023 Avelfablel apesch assessments end Pre-School Supervisor end large covered sundeck. 
INSTRUMENTS Phone 635.4646 OVEREATERS therapy. 
ANONYMOUS 635-9052 ::i ~. , ~LONG TERM CARE " 
• ~ ~ :. 638-1514 . . . .  : .  At 20514621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
meets Wednesde~.M~S p;l]t. ... .~A lc~l la  AnonYmou'~ r. "435-9196. 
at St. MatthegPg ~fl(;.an Meetings: ' Assessment and planning for 
Church be.semont. Phone Mon.0:30~m United Church. thcae eligible for Long Term 
~17 after 6:30 p.m. Men. g p.m.-Alenon.Skeane 
Health Unit. 
Birthright Office Thurs. or Sat. g:30 p.m. Mills 
Pregnant? In need of sup. Memorial Hospital. 
sort? Call Birthright 635. i 
3907 Nbr. 3-,I~21 Lakelee. Ladles Slim Line Club meats 
Monday evening • 6:30 p.m.. 
Office Hours: Tugs, 11 e.m. - United Church basement, 
g p.m., Wed. 9:30 a .m. .  5 Kltlmat. 
wanted for Terrace Day 
Care. Call 638-1111, 633.22~ 
CFTN..1.11.79 For Sale-120 Bass 
- "Lepletanesl Accordion. 
AN INTERNATIONAL O IL  Made In Italy, mother of 
CO. offers plenty of money: pearl and black trim, with 
p.m., Thurs. 11 e.m. - 9 p.m., 
Frl. I p.m. - 10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime• 
SKEENACENTRE 
Women's A,A. Meetings . 
every Tuesday night et 7330. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN The Three Rlvera Workshop 
OUR DOORSTOTHE for the .Handicapped ere 
SENIORS OF THE looking for donations of any 
COMMUNITY. old, broken or used plooee of 
furniture, also any discarded 
Weoffer wood products we could use 
COFFEE ?or recycling or renovetlng. 
CONVERSATION Call ua at 63S.2238 between 
& ~a.m. end3 p.m. We will try 
CRAFTS 1o make arrangements for 
In e friendly pickup. 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Weaupply Mills Memorial Hospital 
MATERIALS Auxiliary would appreciate 
INSTRUCTION any donations of good, clean 
& clothing, any household 
TRANSPORTATION Items, toys etc. for their 
as well as an ersa for Thrift Shop. For pickup 
relaxation. For more In- service phone 633-5320 or 
formation ebuut these and ~33, or leave donations at 
'other activities, please the Thrift Shop on Lazells 
.phone 633.2263 end ask for Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
Skeanecantre.Saeyouthere wean 11 a.m. end 3 p•m. 
any time between 8 em and ...'~ank You. 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
Kitlmat A,A, ~neh'uoflon CENTRE 
Oreep In Kltlmat: telephone .a SUl~ort service 
432-3713. forw0man. 
MEETINGS: 4711 Lazelle Ave. 
Monday. Step.Moeflngs 8:30 behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
p.m. Luthoren Church. LII54143 
'Wednesdays Closed Drop In: 10 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Meetings g:30 p.m. United Mo~..Thurs. 1Oa.m..4p.m. 
Church. Friday. Wa offer a com. 
Fridays- Open Meetings fortable ;'~ relaxed at. 
8:30 p.m. Skeana Health mosphare to meet end Share 
Unit, Kltlmet General Ideal. chlldren are welcome. 
Hoilpltel. EVENING PROGRAMS: 
N.Anon Meetings. Tuesday 7:30pm Tuesdays. Women's 
• S p.m. United church. A.A, 1st Wednesday of month 
- Status of Women. 2nd 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT 
i i r ,~ l  
55. PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
Rapt Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisle Line for 
Women 
C~re .  
C~)MMUNITY 
: VOCATIONAL 
REHABI LITATION 
SERVICES - 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At R03-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Aeeeesmont end 9uldence 
for vouatlonal end soclal 
rehabllltatlon done by 
oonsultant. 
Weight Watchara meeting 
held avery Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United church 
plus cash bonuses, at home black carrying case• Like 
training for mature In. new. Ph635.2722. 
dlvlduel In Terrace area. 
Regardless of experience, 
write S.B. Read, Pres., 
Tiffany Asphalt In- 
ternational, Box 696.. Dayton, 
Ohio 45401 
A3.13 N 
Wanted Immediately: front 
desk clork..wlth knowledge 
.of bookkeeping plus ex- 
perience. Please apply In 
person to Lakelea Motor 
Hotel. 
Ctfn-9.11.79 
133-14 N 
, heatllator type. 36" wide, 
With acroon. Asking $295 
FIRM. Ph 6.13.5979 
C5-16N 
1976 Zenith chest freezer. 2 
cu ft. All reasonable offers 
considered. Phone 635.4256 
after 6 p.m. 
Ca-16 N 
BAZAAR AND TEA 
The Order of the Royal 
Purple ladles Invite the 
public to their fall sale and 
tea. November 17 1:30 P.M..- 
d:00 P.M. In the new Elk's 
Home 2822 Totreult Street. 
NC-.17 November 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
will be held November 136h 
at g:00 p.m. et 4741 Lonn. 
Anyone Interested In at- 
sanding will be more than 
.weJ:mme, 
TheAngllcan Church Bezas; 
will be held Sat. Nov. 2, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
The regulbr meatmg of the 
Catholic Womon'a League 9f 
Terrace wlll be held o~ 
Wednesday, NOv. 146h, 1979, 
following 7:30 Mass In the 
church meeting room. All 
members end any Interested 
newcomers ere cordially 
Invited to attend• 
NC-14N 
2rid Kltsumkalum Girl 
Guides are holding a WhIM 
Elephant Sale Saturday Nov. 
17 et Upland Elementary In 
the Gymnasium for 10 e.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
NC 16 N 
Wednesday. single parents , 
(led by a single father. 3rd "rhs "rarrJrJ At Altalka~u,, 
Wednesday • Man end ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... , . . . .  Church Bazaar will be held 
women a Kep. Tnurldeys . ,Sat Nov 24 1979 
• Women' s N!ght O~.. i: [(NC , 'Nov) " ' 
Wanted Someone for 
houseclennlng, one day e 
week, Preferably on 
Fridays. Need own tren. "Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
spertatlon tO Klsanza Drive. and memories of pioneer life 
Ph 6~,~'363"after 6:00 P.M. ~ In the Bulkley Valley wrlffen 
CS.13 Nov by Nan Bourgon Is now oll 
I - 
The 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following dress: 
Thornhlll 
Cottonwood St., Empire 
St., Paquefte Ave., Kofond 
DasJardlnea, Kofoed 
Sharpies, River Dr. 
~rgesa - Laurler Ave., 
rhornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newefl, Golf 
~0ursa. 
Terrace 
~lghwey 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Ager, 4100 Block Agar, 
Gelr, Tweedle, Lloyd,; 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you ere Interested in one 
of these routes please 
)hone: 
4~43S7 
between 9 am end S pro. 
Kltlmsf 
fukon St., Quail • Sterling 
Streets, Oriole . Osprey 
Streets. 
If Interested -- phone Kelth 
at: 
432-|747 
)nc-cffn) 
m 
sale In Smlthers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs end 
Interor Stationary. 
, ~ :C1,S.12 Nov) 
For Sale: Set of two lgK gold 
heavy chain bracelets with 
apanlsh designed medsllona. 
Appraised value $7000.00 set. 
Write Terrace Herald co Box 
1227. 
PS-14N 
Located In a quiet rasldentiel 
area only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Posaesslon can be Im I 
mediate. To view phone 198: 
2258 after 6 pro. (attn.11.10- 
79) 
Three bedroom home. 
bungalow style. Paved 
driveway, completely land. 
soaped, 14X14 workshop. 
Very clean end well main. 
Seined home. Ph. 635.7455. 
PI0-13 Nov. 
For Sale by builder. Your 
. choice of six homes• Prices 
reduced For more In 
formation pie call collec 
days.562.4114, evenlngs-~2 
3~97. 
CTFN.25 Oct 79 
Wanted to rent 2 or 3 
bedroom house, duplex or 
trailer Immediately. Have 
references. Contact. Nbr. 4 
Reel Inn Motel or Mike at the 
Sefeway Meat Counter. 
P3-14 N 
Two or three bedroom 
house with large lot• In town 
preferred. For" professional 
family with one child and 
dog. Ph 638-1772 
54. BUSINESS : ,~  
J 
4 e"XlS" s hole lq"m wheels, PROPERTY 
2GR 78.15 Radial studded J 
snow tires with transem For Rent: 900 sq ft. or 
rims. second floor. Air con 
2GR 70.15 radial summer dltloned. Located et ,I~2: 
tires with treneem rims. Lakelse Avenue. Ph 635.2552 
ph 638.1547 
FS-16N CTFN 2-11.79 
WANTED 
G0onSpot ceeh paid f~' 
UI.KI furniture, guns; 
Jewellery, sketos, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy. sell. trade 
GunamlthlnE 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
"13 Kelum Street 
Terreca 431-1611 
Valuable commercial ot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pie ph. Russ Roper 562. 
4114 ~ollect• 
' .CFTI~..11.79 
Lot For SALB Excellent 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with potential view. 
~1,000. Contact 635.7696. 
CTFN.211.79 
The HerlM, T~YNovember  13,19/9, Pe.ge 19 
u 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Economy & CleamDr Alr"~ 
CHIMNeys RnILFRS" 
AIR DUCTS FURNACES 
FIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
~peclallsts In power.vec leaning 
'~ Starling Street., 635.5292 ~
K tlmet, B.C. vac 1K5 ,632.2468. 
, !  
one portable sawmill on MUST SELL IM. 
Columbia trailer, with In- MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. 
ternatlonelpower unit. Plus Wilderness travel trailer. 
wheel loader. Contact John Asking $8,500. View at Reel 
at 696.3324 In Topley. Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
C10.13 Nov Last tr i l ler on left. (ctfn.2. 
10.79) For Sale--Shake and Cedar 
Mill, located In Cadarvllle 
B.C. Assets Include Jon- 
eareds resaw, cubing 
machine, shingle sew 
shapoover. Resaw gummer, 
double butt shingle saw, 1962 
International Flat deck 
truck, Powell air guide 
cuber, 1958 Gravel Truck, 
Timber Jack sk i l l ,  350 
cmc Motor on Sklppes, 
MOTORHOME:* FOR 
RENT: 20' to 22'. 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
IMured. Available for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
[~0.16N) 
Gummer, ..chalncaws, For your Xmes Shopplng 
conveyors, motors, belts,, visit Jeenette's Ceramics In 
Misc. Tools end Equipment. New Remo-Nelson Rd, 
Asking price negotiable for Candles and Barble Doll 
further Into contact BrIM Clothes and Ceramics• 
Elder 635.4931 weekdays 633.7~ 
between 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 P20-30 N 
P.M. 
A10-20 Nov 01 '~ " ' : • ,* 
LIVESTOCK 
Arabian mare 10 yrs old. 
14.3 H.H. Excellent show 
For Sale 1978 Volkswegon horse goesengllsh, weetern, 
Rabbit Diesis Ph 635.4333. does exceptionally well In 
C5-13 No dressage, started sidesaddle 
'and is a potential lumper. 
1971 Chrysler 4 door. Air 435.4443 
cundltlonlng and winterized. PJ-14 N 
,Excellent Cond. Ph 635.7837 
after 6 p.m. 
C5-12 Nov 
1974 Chev 4 door, 350 V.8 
Auto Transmlsslon. P.S. NOTICE OF SALE 
New fires. Asklng $I,795.00 MECNANIC'SLIENACT 
OBO Phone 638-8424 after 6 
p.m. Notlca le hereby glven to A. 
P5-19 N E.' Clepp the registered 
owner of • Triumph Herald 
Convorteble. Registration 
NIX. 1594807, Serial SFC. 
1~J9 to coma forth before 
1964MercuryMTO0wlth 16ff November 2Oth, 1979to pay 
box. Offers taken on • "As outst,,nalng balance owed to 
Is-Where Is" basis Ph 635- Terrace Englno Rebullders 
9131. To view. for sarvlces performed on 
C5.15 N 
~1973 Datsun Iongbox PU 
truck and camper, 5 speed 
transmission, very low 
mileage, Like new condition. 
35,~0. Also 1968 Chev 6el 
Nr, reliable transportation, 
$700.00. Ph 430.22¢1 days or 
635.4385 evenings. 
P5-13 N 
1979 Ford F.150 Explorer 
Like new, must sell. Only 
7,000 KM. Ph 635-2198 after 6 
p.m. 
C4.16>Ni .•: ,::.~* 
1971 Scout International 4X4 
with hydrallc system end 
snow blade• Ph 635.5043. 
P3-13 N 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Good Cond. Lots of Extras. 
• Low mileage. Must sell Ph. 
638.1605. 
CFTN 6.11.79 
the afore mentioned vehicle 
on or about June 11, 1973 or 
vehicle will be sold for cost o1 
Incurred charges. , . . . . . . . . .  
p10.20 N 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
MAINTENANCE OF 
THONNHILL REFUSE 
SITE 
Sealed tenders addressed to 
the undersigned end marked 
Thornhlll Refuse Site 
/~.lntenance will be 
received until 4:30 p.m. 
November 19,1919. 
Specification an~ contract 
documente may be obtalned 
on request from the Reglonel 
Olstrlct of Kltlmat.Stlklne, 
Nix. 9.4644 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C• 63S-1251. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not nacesearlly be ec. 
cepted. 
A4-13,14,15,16N 
Reasonably priced 12X54 
Marietta fully furnished. Set 
up In trailer court. To view 
635-2619 
P5-16 N 
For Sale 1968 103(52 Moblle 
Home wlth 8X24 ft loey 
shack. Includes frldge and 
stave, washer and dryer. Ph 
638-1529 
I=5-15 N 
For Sale: 1972 Statesmen. 
moblle home. 12x682. In, 
cludes washer end dryer, 
frldge, stove, ell furnlture 
end eppliancss, IceY shed 
and porch. Clean sad 
reasonably priced. For quick 
sale priced under $I0,000. 
Phone 632.3413 anytime or 
632.5069 after 5. (c10.12N) 
1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X56 with 10X12 
finished addition . Us. 
furnished. In good condition. 
Ressonably priced. Ph. 633. 
3529 
CTFN 31.10-79 
For Sale 1978 14X70 Mancc 
Mobile Home unfurnlshed. 
Set up end skirted In lace! 
trailer perk. Ph. 635.9736. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
Must sell Immediately. 
1917 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trailer. Asking 
U,500.00. V{ew et Reel Inn 
Motel Highway 16 West. Last 
trailer on left. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
:.:•:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:...:~:.:.:.:...:.::::v......~,;. ,..•......,.....,..........%....•,. • • • , . . .  • .%. . , . . . . . .  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
LITTLE KNOWN FACTS 
Sitting Quietly: Some 
paren~ have found small 
children are more likely to 
be quiet and attentive • 
during formal meetings, 
concerts and the like if they 
sit ~s close to the front row 
as possible. Being able to see 
and be seen can.have a good 
effect on conduct. 
V 
v ~,a i ]  
Si t t ing  Pret ty :  Many 
pareuts have found that 
pretty clothes such as this 
adorable smock and slack 
set from Mothereare, retail- 
ing specialists for mothers- 
to-be, babies and children 
under five, are practical 
play clothes as well for the 
active youngater. 
Baby-S i t t ing :  When 
there's no time to acquaint 
your child with a new sitter, 
set up a treasure hunt or 
dmilar game they can share 
together to help them get to 
know one another. 
~:.:.,:.::::~:::~::.:.:.:.:.:.:.;..:.;....;.:..;.;r......&, . 
........%%......'.•.'.'•'..~_.....•....1%,.,•.....••... •.. .•. 
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clerks i 
" "  
• Je,yel J er.s MAKE ~.~ .os . .~ .  ! Kraft | 
allregular20% off f f£ '~  ,DIAMOHDS~WATCHES I ROOM e~OOM: . iM IRACLE WHIP-~ 59 I 
i •. priced mercha,dise ~ "A" CRYSTAL * JEWELLRY with this coup=,, e ~ ~  ~ I ' "~  ........ '~  l Robin .Hood, . | 
Offer expires /~"  ~ ~.~...@,,~ I FLOUR ~ 84 
,ov,, " , I 'o o 
~LUE RiDBGH 
~,~E~Y' lgT8  Ltd. 
* Past r ies  
. Cakes  * Breads  
Spec ia l  
at tent ion  
to 
Wedd ing  & 
• B i r thday  Cakes  
"Your Persona/Bakery" 
4-4717 Lakeise 635-6063 
T@/f~(:@ 
interiors Ltd. 
ARMSTRONG 
Candide 
cushioned corlon linoleum 
Reg, price 13" 
,ow sS,S 
reduced to 
,4610 Lc~zelle 635-6600 
TEn,ACe CO-OP 
"your one slop zhoppln| cenlre" 
, Produce , Meat 
, Bakery , Hardware 
• Groceries • Dry Goods 
• BuildinE Supplies , Garden Centre 
, Bulk Petroleum & Gas 
~1T 6r~gg ~lagf~~635.6347 
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works at: 
Ballots should be dropped at the Dally Herald 
office or mailed c/o AdvertisinE Manaler, 
the Herald. 3212 Kalum St. 
JOHN BLIJ, owner of Terrace Electronics, is this week's recipient 
of the Clerk of the Week award. John has lived in Terrace for four 
~2~ars after comingto Terrace from The Hague, Holland. Terrace 
ectronics is celebrating.their first anniversary this week. 
/ 
NEW QUADRA TRAVEL ~__~/~. SERVICESLTD. 
FLY TERRACE-HONOLULU 
RETURN 
from $357 °° 
Book 8, pay 30 days iN adva,ce 
635-2281 4646 Lokelse 
Bavarian btn 
Terrace's outstanding dining place, discotheque & 
lounge - wl th quiet rustic decor and charming service. 
Dine In the atmosphere of the traditional Bavarian 
Style. • Select your meal from a most extensive steak, 
seafood, schnitzel and International menu In fhe 
Pacific Northwest. 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH. Tues. to Frl. 11.2 D INNER. Mort. to Sun. 5-11 
1 
2. 
. 
1 
5. 
6. 
7. 
I 
Contest Rules 
Only participating merchants employees are eligible. 
Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. 
Any clerk may win once only. If a previous winner tops votinE runner up 
shall be chosen winner. 
Winner will be selected by majority of ballots. 
Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson. 
Judses decision final. 
I I I 
FINI:IL TO[.JCH 
EARPIERCING SPECIAL 
ReE. 8.99- 12.99 
,ow O,LY6.99 - 8199 
~r~eena mal" ' '~  635.-2169 
c..J""_Z~ ! 
TERRACE ELECTRGPlaC 
Repairs Ltd, 
How available 
AMPEX CASSETTES 
4 tapes i, a storage rack 
~so 10" 
cgo 13 '5 
4623 Lakelse 635-454.3 
ONE HOUR SERVICE! 
!Ni~) 
TIME CLEANERS 
For the best' in 
suede & leather 
cleaning 
Plus minor clothing repairs 
Terrace Mini Mall 
I 
635-2820 
